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ABSTRACT 

Thc complete automation of conventional vehicles requires the automation of e.ach of thcir 
degrees of freedom. Most work in mobile robotics research has concentrated on the development 
of so-called a u t u m m ~ u ~  navigrrrian Sq'stems - software systems capable of steering mobile robots 
safely through environments of interest. The problem of controlling the speed of the mobile robot 
ha? been of little interest in the field until the recent application of automation technologies to 
conventional vehicles. Researchers in the field noted the difficulty of performing servo control on 
such machines, especially at the low speeds and over the various inclinations which typify 
operation in rugged, unstructured, 3-D terrain. The standard approaches implemented in the 
automotive industry to perform cruise control (proportional control about velocity) were shown to 
produce poor performance when adapted to such applications. Acceptable performance is 
attainable through the implementation of lookup table approaches, though at a significant 
calibration cost. The need for a robust controls technology is central to the automation of such 
low speed applications as cross country driving, off-road haulage, and the operation of heavy 
equipment such as loaders and scrapers. In addition, predictable acceleration performance at 
highway speeds has future application for lane merging and passing in automated highway 
systems. 

This thesis addresses the problem of engineering an autonomous speed control system for a 
conventional vehicle operating in rugged, unstructured, 3-D terrain. This work produces two new 
algorithms which enable robust autonomous speed control. LITHIA is a robust servo-control 
algorithm formulated and implemented in the power or energy domain. LITHIA enables robust, 
fast command following of speed profiles even in the presence of the erratic, large-magnitude 
force disturbances associated with rough terrain navigation. LITHIA may be extended, in a 
straightforward manner, to perform optimal control / speed planning using the well understood 
feedforward planning method, where costs are based on both servo-control performance and 
vehicle stability. Extension of vehicle stability cost calculations to include the dynamic response 
of the suspension is enabled by a computationally efficient motion evaluation algorithm, called 
SPECTRE. This new algorithm operates in the frequency space, as opposed to the traditional 
time-space, enabling significantly faster real time motion evaluation. 

This thesis offers two significant contributions to the mobile robotics community. First, the 
demonstrated solution to the problem of attaining stable, robust speed control of conventional 
vehicles through the formulation of control laws in the energy or power domain is both novel and 
unprecedented. The thesis will show significant performance improvements through 
experimentation, as well as develop the physical and mathematical theory that details the merits 
of such formulation. Second, the development and implementation of a frequency-space solution 
to the motion evaluation problem is both novel and unprecedented. The thesis shows h t  
significant computational advantage is had through the implementation of a filter model of vehicle 
dynamics that eliminates the need for on-line, real-time ODE integration. 
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Part I 
Preliminaries 

Part I of this thesis contains background materials necessary and relevant to the main corpus of 
work. A brief infroduction to the nature of the problem and its key terminology is provided. Apriur 
and related work section ties the development of speed control and related technologies to the 
historical development of complete autonomous mobile robot systems. Finally, a set of 
experimeitfs previously performed by other researchers is recreated, as the results had neither been 
recorded nor published. 

AUTONOMOUS SPEED CONTROL FOR CONVEhTIONAL VEHICLES 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 

1. BACKGROUND 

This thesis considers the problem of controlling the speed of an autonomous conventional vehicle 
driving in rugged unstructured terrain. To begin, let’s define some of the background terms 
relevant to this problem: 

1.1 The Rough Terrain Autonomous Navigation Problem 
Autonomous navigation is the problem of producing an intelligent, independently mobile machine. 
This is the. uore problem addressed by the mobile robotics field over its 30 year span. It h a  been 
solved repeatedly, for a variety of environments, using essentially the same approach -the coupling 
of intelligent sensing and planning to an electronically controlled machine. The rough termin 
navigution problem is autonomous navigation applied to unstructured, natural terrain. usually 
peppered with various sized discrete obstacles, and replete with natural barrie.rs, such as trenches, 
cliffs, and streams. The general problem can be subdivided into two problems - longitudinal and 
laterdl. The lateral problem is frequently itself called autonomous navigation. The longitudinal 
problem is called autoizomou~ speed control 

1.2 The Autonomous 3-D Speed Control Problem 
This thesis considers the problem of nlcfanomous speed control over rugged, unstructured terrain. 
Speed control is the problem of servoing or regulating the speed of the vehicle in the presence of 
external disturbance forces. The 3-D problem is distinguished by wide and sometimes sudden 
changes in pitch over the length of the path, and a rugged surface, sufficient to excite the 
suspension dynamics of the vehicle. The autonomous problem is distinguished by the need for a 
planning agent to determine safe and / or appropriate speeds, given the context of the operations. 
The inclusion of a planning agent in the system is driven by the complicated interaction between 
the speed of the machine and its bodily reaction to the terrain. Because the stability of the machine 
is a complicated function of speed and terrain inputs, it is insufficient (or at least inefficientj to 
select a single traversal speed that always meets the minimal stability criteria. 

1.3 Conventional Vehicles 

This thesis applies 3-D speed control techniques to a conventional vehicle - a retro-fitted military 
vehicle called a HMMWV. A conventional vehicle is an Ackerman steered vehicle, powered by an 
internal combustion engine, driven by an automatic transmission, and supported by a passive 
dynamic suspension. It is especially important to note that the application of these technologies to 
conventional vehicles is not a limitation, but an extension of the problem. Conventional vehicles 
represent a more complicated, more difficult controls problem due to their inherently non-linear, 
coupled dynamics. 

AUTONOMOUS SPEED COhTROL FOR CONVENTIONAL VEHICLES 
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2. A SUMMARY OF THE AUTONOMOUS SPEED CONTROL PROBLEM 

In the case of conventional vehicles, the lateral degree of freedom has been addressed for both on- 
road and off-road applications. Such research has principally been concerned with problems of 
perception and motion planning - where motion planning usually refers to the planning of spacial 
paths. To achieve fill1 autonomy of a conventional mobile robot, one must achieve autonomy of 
each of the degrees of freedom. This thesis concerns itself with the other longitudinal degree of 
freedom - the autonomous speed control problem. This area has only recently presented interesting 
research problems for a number of reasons. First, most previous mobile robots simply weren’t 
difficult to control. Large classes of  machines, such as electrically powered indoor mobile robots 
operating on flat floors are dynamically well behaved. Second, until recently, most mobile robots 
were not required to perform control tasks that are physically difficult to achieve. For examplc. 
most road following mobile robots operate at highways speeds, and are required only to maintain 
that speed - aproblem that is easily solved by the cruise control. The recent combination of several 
re.quirements has produced a more challenging speed control problem: 

Use of conventional vehicles. 
Operations on rugge.d terrain. - Operations at low speed. . Cooperation with a spacial planning system. . Requirement to simultaneously ensure stability. 

2.1 Importance of the Problem 
Conventional vehicles represent the largest class of work vehicles in the world. The automation of  
such industries as forestry, mining, haulage and agriculture is predicated on the ability to achieve 
autonomy of the individual work vehicles. The solution of the autonomous speed control problem 
for the operation of conventional vehicles in unstructured 3-D terrain is key to the automation of 
these, and other, like industries. 

2.2 Principal Issues 
Throughout the development of this thesis, the fundamental problems that face autonomous speed 
controller design will be discussed and developed. However, it may be useful to keep in mind this 
terse summary of the issues. Three principal issues describe the problem of motion controller 
design for conventional vehicles performing rough terrain navigation: 

Controllabilitv Issue: 
The design of motion controllers for rough terrain navigation is diflcult because the disturbance 

forces are of the same order cfmagnitide as the powertrain propulsion force, while the momentrim 
of the vehicle i s  low. 

~ 
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Observabilitv Issue: 
The itse of conventional vehicles aggrurate.y the rhrottle compensation problem by iiitroduciizg 
non-linear, non-observable dynamics. Two coupled states are present, only one of which is 
normally observable. 

Stabilitv Issue: 
The response ofthe vehicle’s passive dyzamics is a function of velocity. It is this issire that couples 
motion controller and motion evaiuaror design. 

2.3 Summary of the Solution 
This thesis will demonstrate that prior attempts at servo-control produced poor performance due to 
an unrealistic representation of the physics of the system. In this work, performancc is found not 
to be an issue of control, but one of proper formulation and representation of system dynamics. 
Accordingly, the dissertation will provide detailed derivations of the physical models used in 
servo-controller design. The basic result may be simply stated as follows. Traditionally applied 
proportional control produces an oscillatory class of behavior, while properly applied proportional 
control (as demonstrated in this thesis) produces an asymptotic class of behavior. 

2.4 Overview of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is divided into five parts. Part I contains background materials necessary and 
relevant to the main corpus of work. A brief introduction to the nature of the problem and its key 
terminology is provided. A prior and related work section ties the development of speed control 
and related technologies to the historical development of complete autonomous mobile robot 
systems. It was necessary to recreate experiments previously performed in the field. 

Part I1 develops the models and performs a set of analyses that are used to constrain the design 
process. The chapter entitled System Models develops the physical mechanical model used 
throughout the thesis. Models and analyses of disturbance forces and control forces are deve.loped 
in the next two chapters. It was necessary (or perhaps just useful) to develop a set of comparison 
metrics for various physical mechanics phenomena - these relative analyses provide insight in the 
control design process. In Part 111, the autonomous speed control problem is partitioned into two 
areas - integrated motion control (which may be extended to optimal servo-control), and motion 
cvaluation. These two chapters discuss the design, development and implementation of LITHIA 
and SPECTRE - the software systems that respectively address each problem. Part IV contains a 
summary, conclusions and some discussion. Part V contains a set of appendices including a 
chapter on design for disturbance rejection which is addressed as a mechanical precursor to servo- 
controls algorithm design. 

~~ 
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3. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

3.1 Results 
This thcsis has produced a novel energy-based servo-controls algorithm which has demonstrated 
superior command following and disturbance rejection performance over all prcviously known 
algorithms. This energy or power-based algorithm has enabled robust, stable speed control over 
rugged, unstructured 3-D terrain for extensive distances while maintaining asymptotic 
convergence. The asymptotic behavior of the energy-based algorithm is not merely a pcrforinance 
improvement over the traditional methods, but is shown to be an entirely new class of response 
behavior, nearly identical to the response of standard second order systems. Experimentation 
demonstrates speed control performance that is as good as, or better than, that attainable by a 
human driving the same terrain. 

This thesis has also developed an optimal speed planner, based on the feedforward method of 
motion planning. Speed planning is shown to be analogous to motion planning, with sufficient 
similarity to allow the combination of speed and motion planning into a single optimal planner. No 
specific claims are made of this work, other than the demonstration that the autonomous speed 
control problem may be formulated in a manner entirely analogous to the traditional autonomous 
navigation problem. Such a formulation leads in a straightforward manner to the eventual 
integration of autonomous speed control and autonomous navigation systems. 

Finally, this thesis has produced n novel frequency-space motion evaluation methodology that 
climinates the need for expensive real time ODE integration. Extensive cost comparisons are 
provided which demonstrated a minimum of one order of magnitude difference in run timc cost. 
The most compelling attribute of this new methodology is its constant run-time cost in the face of 
increasing model complexity and / or improved model resolution. The mathematics of the method 
are deve1ope.d and a set of frequency-space imdges of obstacles are obtained from lascr range finder 
images. 

3.2 Principal Contributions 

There are two classes of contributions made in this thesis - fundamental and demonstrdtive. 
Fundamental contributions are both novel and unique in the field, and have a full grounding in 
either physical or mathematical theory. Demonstrative contributions lack such grounding. but offer 
instead a demonstration of either the applicability of a previously untried method, or the 
importance of an unnoticed phenomena. This thesis offers two fundamental contributions, and two 
demonstrative contributions. 

3.2.1 Linearity of the Energy Domain 
This thesis makes a fundamental contribution by proving that linear servo control techniques are 
appropriate to the throttle control portion of the autonomous speed control problem when the 
systcm equations of motion are formulated in the system’s energy spuce, rather than the traditional 
vclocity space. This phenomena is shown to arise from the necessity of enforcing a differential 
equation compatibility between the First Law of Thermodynamics (the governing principal of the 

AUTOXOMOUS SPEED CONTROL FOR CONVEhTIONAL VEHICLES 
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system forcing function) and Newton’s Second Law (the governing principal of the characteristic 
system equation). This has the cffect o f  

1. Allowing the full application of linear control techniques. 

2. Allowing the formulation of a control law that produces a standard second order 
transfer function. Such a formulation allows the use of fundamental design 
techniques such as pole placement. 

3.2.2 Frequency Space Obstacle Detection 
This thesis makes a second fundamental contribution by developing an alternate, frequency-space, 
solution to the motion evaluation problem. This new method is shown to be of constant order in 
model complexity, whereas the time space formulation is guaranteed to be of non-constant order. 
In even the simplest suspension modelling case, the method is shown to produce a one order of 
magnitude improvement in run time. 

3.2.3 Optimal Control Application 
This thesis demonstrates that the classical LQ optimal control method can be applied to the 
autonomous speed control problem when formulated in the linear energy space rather than velocity 
space. Questions of the appropriateness of such an application arise, which leads to the ultimate 
rejection of the method in favor of the so-called action space planning, or feedforward optimal 
control method. Such a formulation demonstrates the compatibility of integrating autonomous 
speed control and autonomous navigation problems in a single optimal control planner. 

3.2.4 Disturbance Reduction Functions 
This thesis demonstrates that the reduction of the magnitude of the disturbance forces through 
mechanical means is tightly tied to the thermodynamic efficiency of the rctro-fit design, a 
expressed by the Claussius statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 
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CHAPTER 11 - PRIOR WORK 

The autonomous speed control problem is a recent addition to autonomous field robotics research. 
Most related work in the field has concentrated on the development of autonomous software 
systems capable of planning and executing paths through increasingly challenging terrain and /or  
less structured environments. The problem of determining where the machine should go took 
precedence over the problem of determining how fast the machine should travel - and with good 
reason. The autonomous speed control problem only recently arose as a challenge to the field for 
three basic reaons: 

1. Previous mobile robot systems have not operated on machines that have 
complicated powertrain transfer functions. Control signal to output mappings 
have generally been controllable through linear techniques, either through 
coincidence (the propulsion system happened to be electrical, with a good linear 
transfer function mapping) or by construction (engineers replaced entire sections 
of the powertrain to produce a good line.ar mapping). The decision to usc 
conventional vehicles forced the acceptance of a less than easily controllable 
dynamic system. 

2. Mobile robots have not operated under conditions where disturbances grove 
significant to the control of the machine. Prior operations have been primarily 
either flat-floor (or outdoors, level terrain) with a few, discrete obstacles. 
Avoidance, rather than mounting, of obstacles was the preferred navigation mode. 

3. Many applications in mobile robotics did not require that speed be servoed. 
Road-following, at least as currently exhibited in research, requires only that the 
machine maintain a nominal cruising speed. There was also no need for a speed 
planning agent - the human selected the speed, the robot merely achieved and 
maintained the speed. For a large segment of problems fitting this description the 
conventional cruise control was a sufficient solve. 

The extension of autonomous systems based on conventional vehicles to unstructured 3-D terrain 
has challcnged current speed control technologies on all of these fronts simultaneously. What has 
emerged is essentially a servo controlproblem of a non-lineur system in. 1h.e presence of large 
magnitude disturbances. The problem has additional unique characteristics which largely follow 
from the requirements of autonomy. Autonomy calls for a planning agent capable of optimizing 
thc selection of motions against some predetermined cost function. In this c a e ,  the robot must 
select a speed profile such that it provides for its own physical safety while minimizing conimdnd- 
following error, and perhaps meeting some additional pre-selected constraints (such as amaximuin 
speed limit). 

The application of autonomous speed controls technologies to conventional vehicles operating in 
rugged terrain also gives rise to some tertiary technical problems, such as in motion evaluation. 
Current motion evaluators are computationally too inefficient to perform the feedforward motion 
simulations required to prcdict suspension responses for the vehicle. As part of this thesis, a new 
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paradigm of motion evaluators was explored, which proved fruitful for operations in ruggcd 
terrain. 

This chapter provides an overview of prior and related work. A historical perspective is offered for 
the benefit of readers not familiar with the progression of autonomous navigation technologie.s, 
with the intent to show the convergence of thc conditions that call for more capable speed control 
technologies. The section is fairly general in scope and is not especially intended to bolster the case 
for adopting or rejecting the content of this dissertation. The remainder of the chapter is devoted 
to the discussion of a variety of prior works. Given the nascence of autonomous speed control 
technologies, the bulk of the remaining material concerns related rather than prior works. Related 
works. in this context, are solutions to similar or analogous problems that proved useful to the 
construction of the solutions presented in this thesis. 

5. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

5.1 Seminal Work - Stanford Research Institute 
Mobile robotics research began in earnest with the development of Shakey at the Stanford 
Research Institute (SRI), Nilsson[24]. This mobile robot (or mobile automoton as Nilsson called 
them) was constructed as a test-bed for the application of artificial intelligence techniques. Shakey 
provided a proof of concept demonstration of the possibilities of autonomous navigation coupled 
with higher level reaoning, such as box-herding.’ SRI approached the problem from the classical 
AI perspective, extending and adapting then-current vision and planning methods from AI and AI- 
based computer vision. The planning system was an extension of a theorem prover called QA-3: 
in which the state of the world and the desired goal state were represented in first-order predicatc 
calculus. A motion plan was developed by “proving” the goal state through the application of rules 
based on low-level motion commands. The vision problem was formulated as an imcrgr 
undersfanding problem. The scene was reduced to a collection of edge lines, whose possible 
rclationships were considered by an object identification program. The. possible scene 
interpretations were then represented as a hypothesis in a decision tree. 

SRI’s goal was to produce an automaton capable of a wide variety of tasks, rather than a few 
specific tasks. To quote Nilsson[24], “The main theme of the research is the integration of the 
necessary planning systems, models of the world, and sensory processing systems into an efficient 
whole capable of performing a wide range of tasks in a real environment.” They believed that 
generality required general methods, and concluded that the way to accomplish this generality wiu 
to integrate into one system “many of the abilities that are usually found separately in individual 
Artificial Intelligence programs.” (Nilsson[24]). Motion control was clearly not of significant 
interest to this work beyond the need to provide gross motion in flat floor environments. The SRI 
group shaped the mobile robotics navigation problem by addressing questions basic to the 
technology: 

I .  Shakeg was capable of finding and herdinga number of cardhmrd boxcs into a central location in the room 
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I .  Estdblished the required component technologies. 

2. Demonstrated how they Fhould be connected to produce autonomous 
navigation. 

3.  Demonstrated that the Artificial Intelligence approach led to navigation 

4. Established the precedent for testing real robots in the real world: stating that. 
“the feasibility of a system ... for controlling a real robot can only be confronted by 
actually attempting to control a real robot with such a system. ” 

5.2 Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory 

The Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory produced the Stanford Cart (MoravecL2 l]), a four 
wheel mobile robot used for both indoor and outdoor navigation in cluttered environmcnts. The 
principle objective of the research surrounding this cart was to test new stereo vision techniques 
and obstacle-avoiding path-planning techniques. The system proved to be reliable, but painfully 
slow. moving about 20 meters over 5 hours in what Moravec[21 J described as “lurches.” In 
addition to the innovative research work done in vision and planning, Moravec provided a number 
of key insights into some of the problems of integration in mobile robotics, such as the inability of 
the position estimation system to maintain accurate enough track of the mobile robot. This caused 
the vision system to find already located obstacles a second time, effectively filling the map with 
imaginary obstacles. The position estimation problem was, in turn, coupled to the accuracy of the 
control system. The cart frequently produced significant motion errors when executing “lurches.” 
Motion control technologies were not of significant interest in the scope of this work, although the 
generally poor motion control clearly influenced the design goals of  Moravec’s next project. 

5.3 CMU Mobile Robot Laboratory (WWW [35]) 
Moravec’s mixed success with the Stanford Cart (a successful implementation, with innovative 
research, but disappointing performance, as noted by Moravec) prompted him to build a new, more 
physically capable machine at Camegie Mellon University’s Mobile Robot Lab. The basic design 
had produced reason and motion, but the rate of travel had been too slow for any practical 
application. The debate over the reasons for the speed deficiencies split into two principle camps: 
hardware and software. The hardware perspective was that the processors simply weren’t powerful 
cnough to support navigation; predictions of required processor speed were made (Moruec has 
pointed out their significant underestimation) based on estimates of algorithmic complexity. The 
software perspective was that the vision processing algorithms could be made more efficient. Both 
perspectives were found out to be true. The Stanford Cart’s long cycle times thus focussed 
subsequent research on the problem of developing higher performance subcomponent 
tcchnologies. The Mobile Robot Lab built two more machines (Neptune[26], Uranus[2]) and 
members of  the group produced a large body of research work including (Elfes[ 121, Feng and 
Krogh[ 131, Muir and Neuman[22],[231). 
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5.4 The Carnegie Mellon Wheeled Machines - Early Works, Terragator and 
NavLab 

Moravcc's work at SAIL prompted interest from the Defense Advanced Research Project Agcncy 
(DARPA), who initiated a program at Carnegie Mellon University called the Strategic Computing 
Initiativc. This program was fairly wide in scope, calling for general advances in computer science 
& computer engineering. One portion of the program targeted road following navigation research 
resulting in the development of a hardier class of mobile robots and more robust navigation 
software. 

A ruggcd mobile robot called Terragator[34] was constructed by the Civil Engineering Robotics 
Laboratory (CERL)* the forerunner to the Field Robotics Center. This same group designed and 
deployed the teleoperated mobile robots that responded to the Three Mile Island nuclear disaster 
in the late 1970's. Their construction techniques were far advanced over those used in the 
construction of previous mobile robot test-beds, consequently Terragator represented a new cra in 
mobile robot design. It was physically rugged and powerful, capable of literally climbing the 
vertical surfaces of trees. The earliest navigation research work focussed on following the 
sidewalks on CMU's campus. As the capabilities of these sidewalk-following algorithms steadily 
grcw more robust, the capacity for adaptation to road-following became clear. as did the need for 
a road-worthy mobile robot. A Chevy van was retrofitted to carry the necessary computing and 
scnsors, provide remote power and carry the reseuchers into the field. This mobilc robot was 
dubbed NavLab, which stood for Navigational Laboratory, and reflected the philosophy of a 
mobile laboratory in which scientists could work on developing, testing and debugging 
navigational programs while out in the real world. 

Technical papers from this era still refer to mobile robots as "Artificial Intelligence systems" or 
"symbol manipulators." Thorpe[33] Their approach was to develop vision processing algorithms 
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that were. connected to the navigation algorithms through a distributed blackboard systcm. Vision 
processes performed two functions: color vision processing and 3-D image processing. Color 
vision processing 1e.chniques identified the road in an image. representing it as a set of geomctric 
parameters. Edge detection, clustering and region growing operations were applied to 3-D imagc 
data to find obstacles. allowing the scene to be dissected into passible and impassible regions. They 
made thc following key contributions: 

1 ,  Their approach recognized the difference between symbolic and real-time 
interfaces. which they called high-level and low-level reasoning. 

2. The central importance of geometry and time were recognized as being 
“pervasive throughout the system.“ The constantly changing location of the object 
was found to be important to the system in a constant motion systcm. 

3. Recognized that as vehicle speeds increase simplifying assumptions of 
dynamics fell apart. 

Thorpe characterized the future needs of road-following research by calling for higher processing 
speeds (specifically he proposed using parallel processing techniques on an experimental computer 
called the WARP). Finally, Thorpe called for leaving the road and producing fully integrated on- 
road / off-road systems. 

Spced control on Terragator and the NavLab were performed on powe.rtrains engineered to be 
easily controllable. The Terragator’s powertrain used electrical motors with high low-end torque 
characteristics. The NavLab’s standard transmission was removed and replaced with a hydrostatic 
transmission to enable speed control (Dowling[l 11). 

5.5 Dickmanns, Graefe and Zapp ([8],[9],[10]) 
This work in monocular vision processing techniques stands out (especially considering its time. 
about one decade ago as of this writing) as an example of integrated systems enginccring practice 
in autonomous mobile robotics. The researchers developed a set of monocular vision processing 
techniques for road following and engineered the necessary parallel processing hardware to 
support the real time requirements of a system operating at 100 k.p.h. The.y approached this work 
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as a problem of design opfimiiafion, rather than applying a brute force approach to individual 
techniques. Their emphasis on the real-time approach led them to cmplace significant timc 
constraints, deliberately imposing cycle time limits of 0.1 sec. Their approach demonstrated that 
through system-wide optimization. high performmce need not wait for faster processors. 

5.6 The Autonomous Land Vehicle 

The Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) was the product of a DARPA program investigating 
autonomous cross country navigation, carried out by Martin Marietta Corporation and the Hughe.s 
Artificial Intelligence Center (Daily[7]). The ALV waq acustom build eight-wheeled, skid-steered. 
adaptive suspension vehicle. Both propulsion and suspension were hydraulically controlled. The 
chassis carried the requisite computers, sensors, electronic support equipment, and powcr 
generation equipment, covered by a large fiberglass shell. There was room inside to carry 
researchers and programmers, making the ALV analogous to a large, custom-built, off-road 
NavLab. 

The ALV program forced researchers to face more difficult terrains, and look more closely at the 
concept of “obstacle.” In open terrain, obstacles were no longer specifically identifiable with 
objects, such as rocks or chairs. The slope, ditches, and other terrain characteristics wcre often 
“ObStdCkS“ if approached from a certain angle, or at too great a speed. Obstacleness became 
dependent upon the vehicle as well as the terrain. Under the concept of admissibility, a patch of 
terrain was considered admissible for a certain pose of the vehicle. Vehicle models were forward 
simulated over the termin in candidate paths, in a search for an acceptable trajectory. The ALV 
team made more concrete the separation between low-level and high-level processes. In addition 
to producing innovative approaches to path planning, including weighted arbitration, they 
reinforced the concept that a complete system could be split into two portions, one that merely kept 
the vehicle alive by avoiding obstacles, though it might wander aimlessly, and a second lhat would 
direct the wandering of the first toward some particular goal. (Payton[25]) 

5.7 More CMU Robots - FastNav, NavLab II, Ilb, 111, IV, 81 V 
Camegie Mellon moved to off-terrain experimentation with the FastNav program (SinghlZ91). a 
software development program on the NavLab mobile robot. The research content of this program 
was quite broad, including path tracking control (Shin[28]) obstacle avoidance, and the integration 
of satellite deduced (GPS) position estimates and Inertial Navigation Systems (INS). Road 
following work (Stentz[30]) continued concurrent with this off-road work, as well as additional 
work in control (Amidi[l]). 

Off-road experience with the NavLab I demonstrated its unworthiness as a testbed. The vehicle 
lacked the necessary power and suspension to handle anything more aggressive than basically flat 
terrain. The CMU group moved to a more aggressive platform, a rugged military vehicle called the 
HMMWV (High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle). The NavLab I1 was basically a copy 
ofthe NavLab I, moved to a different platform. The engineering design philosophy on both of these 
vehicles was function oriented, generality being a plus. A second HMMWV, the NavLab IV, built 
commercially by RedZone Robotics for University of Massachusetts was a commercial knock-off 
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of higher quality. NavLab 1Ib (Coulter[S], Coulter and Mueller[6]) was a redesign of the NavLab 
11. retaining the same platform but reducing the payload and powerdraw through the standard 
application of systems enginecring principles. The NavLab I11 took the road following technology 
and a minimalist hardware perspective to move to a 50 Ibf package on a Honda Accord. and a 
similar package on a Pontiac Transport - the NavLab V. These last two designs indicate a shift 
toward performance design. 

i 

Road following and controls algorithms from the NavLab I were ported to thc NavLab IT. 
Immediate performance improvements followed as the allowable vehicle speed increased to the 
highway speed limit. (Pomerleau[27]) The use of a rugged off-road platform also allowed for the 
crcation of so-called cross-country navigation algorithms, which allowed the vehicle to opcrate in 
essentially barren terrain, performing obstacle avoidance. Early works (Stentz et aL[3 I]) were 
plagued by real-time induced problems. Later systems by Langer[ 191 and Kelly[ 161 have inanaged 
to produce more robust low level terrain navigation at higher speeds. Kelly reports that the 
currently achievable speeds are in fact a theoretical maximum due to the limitations of the vehicle 
sensory hardware, and called for the construction of a new generation of laser rangefinders. and 
morc cfficient data processing algorithms. Work in global planning resulted in new algorithms 
from Stentz[32] that offer the ability to perform independent exploration in unknown, unstructured 
domains. 

6. AUTONOMOUS SPEED CONTROL - PRIOR WORK 

Most people are familiar with automotive cruise control, and draw this first analogy with 
autonomous speed control; however, speed control for on-road vehicles (cruise control) is 
fundamentally a different problem. It is a regulatory problem of a system with a much greatcr 
momentum, that sees smaller disturbance forces of slower rate. Cruise controls do not operate 
under 30 m.p.h. and, until the recent addition of pitch sensors, had difficulty with even moderate 
road grades. The orf-road speed control problem is, by contrast, essentially a servo controls 
problem. The vehicIe is operating at low speed where it has little momentum. Variations in 
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disturbance forces (such as gravity force) are much greater, changes in pitch tend to be inorc 
sudden and of much greater magnitude. The result is a system which spends considerable time 
occupying its transient rcgion. 

6.1 NET & Martin Marietta Work -the Lookup Table Approach 
Therc are few cases of precedence in rough terrain speed control of conventional vehicles. Karl 
Murphy, from NIST, is probably the seminal work in the field, unfortunately his work has not bccn 
published, nor is it recorded. My understanding of Murphy’s work has come from email exchanges 
with him, and through personal conversations with Patrick Rowe, who worked with Murphy’s 
controllers, and ultimately abandoned them in favor of other techniques. Murphy used a lookup 
table in combination with a proportional I feedforward control law, in which the gains were 
schcduled. Gain scheduling is essentially the process of breaking a nonlinear system into lineu 
regions and determining optimal gains for each region. Murphy’s control law was a linear 
combination of three terms: 

cp = C+K1eV+K2s in8  I I 
The values of the constant C and the gains K, and K2 were stored in a lookup table indexed on the 
cotnmandcd vehicle speed. Pat Rowe, who is now a graduate student here at RI, took this c.ontroller 
over from Karl Mulphy to try to improve its performance. He found it difficult to tunc, owing to 
the large number of experiments that one needed to apply to find the optimal lookup table values. 
He abandoned the use of this method and was beginning to experiment with a PID controller when 
he left NIST to come to RI. 

Murphy’s control law is the same method used by Martin Marietta in their controllcr. Through 
successive refinement of the lookup table values, Martin personnel have been able to extract good 
performance from the method. This is not at all surprising; gain scheduling as a method is virtually 
guaranteed to work, provided that the system is broken up into sufficiently small, linear portions. 
The main drawback to the method is the difficulty of tuning it, as noted by Rowe. 

6.2 Linear Methods of Integrated Motion Control 

The CMU UGV group’s first off-road autonomous navigation system (Stentz et al. 13 11) interfaced 
to a controller built by Omead Amidi[ 11. The speed control algorithm on this controller was a PID 
linear controller that closed a single loop around velocity. Iused this controller over sevcral months 
and gradually learned about its limitations and characteristics, which can be summaized as 
follows: 

I .  Stability vs. Command Following trade-off: We were unable to find a set of 
gains that produced both good (fast) transient behavior and stable steady state 
behavior. 

2. Integrator Wind-up - The integral term often stored exce.ssive error, leading to 
velocity run-away as the vehicle crested a hill. 
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3. Gain sensitivity - The system bandwidth over which a set of gains provided 
acccptable performance was small. 

4. High speed performance - at highway speed, when operating as a cruise control. 
the PlD controller worked well. 

11 is interesting to note that although the PID algorithm performed poorly in throttlc control, it 
performed well in brake control. The reasons for this difference will be explored in later chapters. 

7. MOTION PLANNING - PRIOR WORK 

There are two principal methods of search, which are distinguished by the algorithm uscd to 
construct the planned output path. I will call them generate-from-search and the generate-and-test 
paradigms. In the generate-from-search method, the terrain features are tessellated into a grid, 
which is searched for an acceptable path. Each cycle of the search process. the search engine is 
required to evaluate one or more of the terrain grids to determine whether or not the vehicle could 
occupy or pass through. A cell that is considered acceptable is termed admissible to the sexch. 
(Stentz[30]) The space is searched until enough cells can be pieced together to form an acceptable 
spacial trajectory. The generare-and-rest paradigm constructs a set of acceptable spacial 
trajectories first, and then evaluates the motion that the vehicle would execute using techniques of 
forward simulation. The simulated responses are then graded against a set of performance criteria 
and the optimal path is chosen for execution. 

High speed, rough terrain navigators have moved from the generate-from-search method back to 
the generate-and-test method, which originated with the ALV program. Kelly makes the case for 
the latter by noting that the construction of a path that is executable by a non-holonomic vehicle. is 
the most significant constraint of the planning process. Kelly improved upon the general method 
by including a more accurate representation of the steering dynamics in the. candidate trajectory 
generator. This method of feedforward dynamic simulation, coupled with an optimal control 
evaluator has also been called action-space planning in a recent paper by (Kelly and Singh[ 1x1). 

8. MOTION EVALUATION - PRIOR WORK 

The process of search requires some basis for discriminating “good” terrain from “bit&’ terrain. 
The method of discrimination is dependent, to a degree, upon the method of search. For vehicles 
executing trajectories across terrain, forward propagation of a vehicle model and cvaluation of the 
dynamic response of the vehicle / terrain / suspension interactions is usual. This method also 
originated in a pseudo-static manner with the ALV program. Their softwarc system forward 
propagated a model of the A L V  across the candidate trajectory, allowing the suspcnsion to settle 
to an equilibrium position at each point. The equilibrium pose then offered a stability metric for 
path evaluation 

At Carnegic Mellon, Coulter[4] offered an alternative, in which the maximum velocity profile of 
the vehicle is calculated from a kinematically admissible path. The velocity profile is generLted by 
backsolving the differential equations for a given maximum accelcration. Such an evaluation 
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method is a hybrid between motion evaluation and velocity planning, which suffers from the 
drawback or generating only the maximum trajectory, not the optimal trajectory. but offers the run 
time advantage of computing algebraic statements rather than solving differential equations. 

9. AUTOMOTIVE MODELLING - RELATED WORK J PERSPECTIVE 

The automotive world has produced an immense, voluminous quantity of work in engine and 
powertrain modelling from which this thesis draws. In general, the automotive literature addresses 
deep technical issues in each of a number of specialities. General descriptions of physical 
mechanical issues are no longerof interest. For example, if one were interested in modelling enginc 
dynamics, the combustion process might be of interest - combustion related papers are gcnerally 
interested in modclling processes at very high levels of fidelity. A combustion model may include 
a shell ignition process model that describes the development and progression of combustion. 
Clearly, this level of fidelity is too fine for the needs of the work presented in the thesis - which 
leads to a central question which pervades - what level of fidelity will suffice the world. Fidelity is 
the principal issue that distinguishes the models presented in this thesis from those that are found 
in the automotive literature, and the related issue of computational efficiency makes automotive 
models inappropriate for use in autonomous speed control. I considered a wide range of automotive 
models including: 

1.  Thermodynamic 

2. Incompressible Mass Flow 

3. Rotational Dynamic 

4. Combustion Dynamic 

5. Fluid Dynamic 

The set of models that I finally produced were the simplest set that I felt captured the fundamentals 
of the dynamicd processes at work. The validity of the choice is supported by the performance of 
the seruo-controls algorithm produced in this thesis. 

10. SIMULATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Many simulation technologies can appear to be very similar to autonomous spee.d control 
technologies when such control is based upon modelling, as is the case in this thesis. Numerous 
software simulation packages are currently available, often as commercial products, which are 
capable of representing either engine and powertrain dynamics. or suspension dynamics, or vehicle 
response. These software tools are used to simulate dynamical processes, usually for the purposes 
of engineering design and analysis. Even newer, higher fidelity technologies are becoming 
available which represent “virtual vehicles” capable of being operated in virtual worlds. The 
emphasis is on developing non-real-time models of the vehicle or vehicle components for 
evaluation. Analytical simulators emphasize the computation of an accurate solution to a 
differential equation model. 
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Mathematically, these simulators tend to integrate high-order differential equation modcls of 
physical processes. Preservation of accuracy in integration tends to be highly coupled to thc 
integration time step, forcing the use of small-time step (and computationally intensive) routines. 
The virtual simulators are extended software systems that integrate many such physical sirnulators 
with a virtual reality human interface to produce a realistic driving environment. The primary 
example of such a virtual simulator is the Iowa Driving Simulator[l4]. The motion evaluation 
process appears to be similar to forward dynamic simulation, but possesses the following 
distinguishing characteristics: 

1 ,  It is often the case that the motion evaluator need only return an ordered set of 
paths - a description of which path is better is sufficient, specific calculations of 
vehicle reaction are not necessary. 

2. The motion evaluator often j.s the central function in the planning cycle. Its run 
time can dictate the cycle time of the system, making i t  important to limit the time 
spent computing an answer. 

3. Motion evaluators are run in real time on a vehicle. Motion simulators are run 
on high-speed workstations where exact run times are non-critical. 

In either case, the production of a more accurate answer typically requires the use of a more rcfined 
model, which takes longer to run. The accuracy of an answer is strongly coupled to the run time of 
the solution. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

Very little work has been done in autonomous speed control. Gain scheduling as a control 
technology has been shown to achieve speed control, at the usual cost of significant tuning efforts. 
It is reasonable to attempt to move from a discretized state of control commands to a more compact, 
functionalized representation - this is precisely what Rowe attempted at NIST, and what CMU 
implemented in earlier speed controllers. Although the linear controls techniques did not prove 
satisfactory for autonomous speed control in unstructured 3-D terrain, they do provide valuable 
constraint infomation for the design of more capable controllers. Thus, the first task of this thesis 
is to independently implement and study the performance of the proportional controller. Previous 
experience with proportional controllers has already offered some indication that the dynamics of 
the powertrain transfer function are nonlinear. Thus modelling of the system is also indicated as a 
means of identifying the underlying causes of this nonlinear behavior. 

The historical section pointed out the recognition of functional separation in autonomous 
navigation systems between the “reasoning“ portion of the system, and the “reacting” portion of 
the system. I believe that the same functional separation exists in the autonomous speed control 
problem. I have proposed in this thesis a solution to the reacting portion of the problem. 1 do not 
attempt to reason about speed at the mission planning level, but rather I assume that some external 
agent has already done this and passed on a directive to the system which is implicitly represented 
in the constraints of the optimal control speed planner. The purpose of the system is then to 
optimize these directive against the redities of the physical terrain and the capabilities or the 
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vehicle under its control. Prior work in planning indicates that an optimal control solution might 
be employable i f the underl?ing powertruin dynamics were made more controlluble. It seems that 
we have a similar problem to autonomous navigation (the steering problem) except that the transfcr 
function between the planner output and the system output is significantly more complicated than 
in the stccring case. A reasonable plan of attack is then to first produce an integrated motion control 
scheme which make.s controllable the powertrain, then attempt to apply the optimal control 
solution to this new closed loop system. 

Prior work in planning systems have also indicated that the process of motion evaluation becomes 
increasingly difficult as the terrain complexity increases. The performance of an optimal controllcr 
or planning is greatly dependent upon the run time of the motion evaluator. The “goodness” of  a 
path i s  highly dependent upon the interaction of the terrain and the vehicle as described by the 
response of the passive dynamics of the suspension. The motion evaluation software system l ies at 
the heart of the innermost cycle of the planner along with the trajectory generator, making its 
performance indicative of the cycle performance of the planning system. Faster or higher 
bandwidth techniques could help to improve the robustness of the system (by improving the 
reaction time) and the quality of the evaluation (by modelling higher-order dynamics). 
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CHAPTER I11 - LINEAR CONTROL EXPERIMENTS 

It is natural, when using a discrete, explicit control representation such as a lookup tablc, to attempt 
to express thc control law in a more compact. functionalized form. Compact representations 
usually offer grcater ease of calibration, and often more insight into the problcm. At the 
commencement of this work, such advantages were sought in the form of linear control techniques. 
specifically proportional control, without much success. As noted in the prior work section, 
proportional controllers were found to he capable in a highway-speed, regulatory capacity, but 
were unable to provide robust control at the low speeds required of cross country navigation. Small 
changes in slopes caused significant changes in the performance of the controller. The limitations 
of the proportional controller offer a good starting set of constraints for this research: their 
limitations are useful in indicating the underlying problems with the algorithm and a direction for 
their improvement. 

12. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Each of the controls experiments were run over the same course - a hill in Schenely Park called 
Flagstaff Hill. Flagstaff is a paved path used for hiking and walking through the park. It i s  fairly 
inclined, with a slope that varies between level and about 7 degrees. It is positively inclined over 
its entire length. During each experiment, the NavLab II began from a standstill at the same 
position at the bottom of  the hill. Each algorithm was allowed to run until either the truck came to 
a stall, the truck completed the course to the top of the hill, or the truck completed the course to a 
large tree about one third of the way up. The decision as to whether to allow the truck to continue 
to the top of the hill, or to stop at the tree was usually dependent upon its behavior. If the algorithm 
was causing large cycles in throttle position (which is often frightening to passers-by) 
experimentation wav stopped at the tree. More we.11-behaved ,sets were allowed to continue to the 
top of the hill. 

12.1 Proportional Control 

A single loop proportional controller was constructed and tested on Flagstaff Hill. In thc single 
stage feedback controller, the velocity compensator has a single input - the velocity error V, - and 
a single output, the throttle plate angle cp. In the following graphic, E l f )  represents engine 

I I I I 
dynamics, and P( t )  represents powertrain dynamics. 
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The proportional gain was varicd by approximately 1 order of magnitude, mmd thc gross response 
of the vehicle recorded. The single loop proportional control law is given by: 

The following graph of velocity error as a function of time is typical of all of the proportional runs. 
Chwicteristics of the proportional controller include a tendency to overshoot, and a pseudo- 
oscillatory behavior. 
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Varying the gain produccs little change in the characteristic behavior. Overshoot always occurs - 
convergence is dependent upon the gain; large gains induce non-converging pseudo-oscillatory 
responses, while smaller gains produce a more damped pseudo-orcillatory response. 
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It is possible to "tune" the proportional controller to produce essentially critically dalnped 
behavior. Even under the best circumstances, the controller exhibits a high sensitivity to changes 
in the tcrrain pitch. In the following graphic. note that the controller overshoots, then settles about 
zero. The two humps at about 100 and 150 seconds correlate to increases of  one or two degrees in 
the terrain pitch. 
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The general influence of  gravitational loading may be seen when the velocity error plot is displayd 
with the attending pitch signal: 
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12.1.1 Pseudo-Oscillatory Response 
In  the text abovc, the response of the vehicle to this control law is referred to aspse~cdo-o.sci/lrrfor~. 
From elementary control theory. the classic response of  an underdamped second order systcm is 
oscillatory. I wish to distinguish this bilateral response from the sometimes unilateral response of 
the vehicle. The control input is a throttle plate, which regulates the flow of fuel to the engine - we 
are able to regulate the amount of energy that is put into the system, but cannot, through this 
unilateral control input, remove energy from the system. 

Qualitatively, the response of the vehicle feels like a surging, especially whcn the overshoot is so 
large that the control law closes the throttle completely and waits for the frictions of the system to 
reduce thc speed of the vehicle. Mechanically, there is a sudden input of energy into thc system, 
which then is bled out more gradually. 

12.1.2 Overshoot 
The proportional controller, as constructed, is guaranteed to overshoot. This phenomcna can he 
seen by examination of the control law in the context of our experience driving a car. Recall that 
the implemented control law is given by: 

Consider the action of the throttle under the following circumstances: 

I .  When V, = 0 dO I dt = 0. Throttle position is held constant 

2. When V, > 0 dO / dl > 0. Throttle is opening. 

3. When V, < 0 d$ / dt < 0. Throttle is closing. 

It i s  c lex  that the throttle is always opening, though at a progressively slower rate, until the zero 
crossing is reached, indicating that the algorithm will always cause the vehicle to overshoot its 
intended velocity. In these experiments, proportional control was implemented as a rate law 
because of the desired convergence compatibility between the control command and the feedback 
error. It is typically the case that the control signal should tend to zero as the feedback error tends 
to zero. In the case of operating an automobile's throttle, it seemed to make more sense to hold a 
comfcint throttle position as the velocity error tended toward zero.' 

12.1.3 Convergence and a Comparison between Murphy and NavLab II PID Control 
Both Murphy's control law and the NavLab II's PID control law make the throttle position 
proportional to the velocity error. Both laws thus suffer from a sort of mismatch between fcedback 
and control commands - if either law were implemented with only the proportional velocity error 
term, the throttle would close as the desired speed is approached. Thus each control law must be 
augmented by another term to ensure that this does not happen. 

I .  This happened quite by accident. When I originally implemented the proportional controllcr with rp= kVe. 
the throttle closed as Ihc vehicle approached the desired speed. Changing lo a rate law allowed the whicle io 
attain al Icost gross bodily motion. 
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Murphy’s control law attempts to functionalize the throttle plate angle explicitly, using a linear 
combination of three terms: 

Murphy’s controller is essentially a servo-controls design with a proportional feedback loop 
augmented by a feedforward term. The constant C is not of classical origins, it is functionally 
required to compensate for frictions. Consider this controller operating in level terrain, where the 
sine term becomes zero. Now, consider the convergence behavior of this law. As the velocity error 
draws toward zero, the throttle plate moves to position C. Clearly, for each velocity that the vehicle 
is to travel, there must be a different value of C chosen. Thus the strength of this law lies in one’s 
ability to encode in C thc nominal throttle position - the other two terns offer some adjustment on 
this nominal value - the proportional term is presumably to counteract random system errors, while 
the last tcrm counteracts gravitational disturbances. This system is essentially an arrgiiimkf 
lookup table. 

The control law implemented on the NavLab I1 is a standard PID control law, which is given as 
follows: 

I cp = K P V e + K I  I 
The mismatch between the convergent feedback and command signals is overcomc in this case by 
the use of the integral control. Integral control has the effect of forcing the throttle plate position 
ever higher as the feedback signal refuses to close to zero. In this sense integral control is 
completely equivalent to  the control law applied in the previous linear control experiments. 

13. CONCLUSIONS 

The exploration of linear control techniques indicates that either the throttle plate anglc i s  not 
mapping over to force or the system is dominated by its frictions. If the throttle mapped to force. 
then the proportional control law should provide convergence in non-integral form. The ract that 
i t  does provide convergence in integral form seems to indicate that the throttle plate angle maps 
onto some integral of force. The experiments on Flagstaff Hill also indicated that there is a strong 
correlation bctween the output error and the pitch signal, which seems to indicate some need for 
feedforward control. Subsequent chapters will support both of these hypotheses. 
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Part I1 
Modelling 

This thesis is heavily dependent upon the production of aphysical mechanics model of the s.ystcm. 
Part I1 presents the process and results of modelling for this system. In the first chapter, a system 
model is formulated from the externally applied and reactive forces. A subsequent chapter deals 
explicitly with these externally applied forces as disturbances, producing several relative analyses 
that are useful to the production of the integrated control system in later chapters. Finally, the 
internally generated control forces are modelled. 
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CHAPTER IV - SYSTEM MODELS 

14. EXTERNALLY APPLIED FORCES 

Mobile robots are influenced by a set of extcrnally applied forces, produced by one. of three 
means: 

Forces arising from the gravitational field. 
Forces arising from the motion of the machine in a fluid medium. 
Forces arising in reaction to the action of the machine upon the soil. 

/ 

Drag Force 

Terrain Resistance 

Propulsive Reaction Force 

Note the dissimilarity in nature among the forces: the gravitational force is afield force, the drag 
force arises from viscousfriction, and the terrain resistance arises from mechanical friction. 

14.1 Gravity Force 

The combined force of gravitational attraction and the Coriolis effect as felt at the Earth's surface 
is known as the locul gravirj force. Gravity, like gravitation, is treated as a field force. It is 
represented locally by the vector g. The magnitude and direction of this force are constant. 
making its effects upon the vehicle afilncrion of the orientation.' In conventional vehicles, there 
are two principal gravitational effects: 

Gravity loading of the powertrain. . Gravity loading in the case of stability. 

The projection of the gravity vector on the vehicle's propulsion axis manifests itself as a four1 on 
the powerrrain. Clearly, this is of concern to vehicle motion control. Gravity loading in the 
prediction of stability is of concern in motion planning. 

1. Note that the value of the Coriolis force vanes with lalitude. and the magnitude of gravitational artraction 
va ics  with altitude, so the rnagnitudc ol'g is only locally constant. 
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14.1.1 Powertrain Loading 
The gravitational load that acts on the powcrtrain is found to be: 

whcre 0 is the pitch of the vehicle 

14.1.2 Rate of Change of Powertrain Load 
The time rate of change of this force is given by: 

where 0 is the pitch of the vehicle and s measures the distance along thc vehicle's path. The time 
derivative of s is represented by v - the vehicle's speed. 

14.2 Aerodynamic Forces 

The relative motion of the vehicle and its surrounding fluid gives rise to a set of three 
aerodynamic forces: riff, drug and side force; and a moment about each axis. For the purposes of 
this thesis, it will be assumed that the principal relative motion is along the longitudinal axis. and 
that it results in a drag force only. 

14.2.1 Drag Force 
The force of viscous friction at the air I vehicle surface acts to retard vehicle motion. This viscous 
friction is commonly called the drug force. The drag force has two sources:fonn drug andfr-ictiora 
drug. Form drag is thc result of the pressure differential formed as the vehicle body passes through 
the fluid. The pressure P, in front of the vehicle is higher than the pressure P, behind the vehicle, 
which gives rise to a retarding force (PI - Pz) * A, where A is the effective cross sectional arca. 
Friction drag results from the contact between the fluid stream and the vehicle surfacc. 

Low Pressure P, I I ) k g h  Pressurc PI 

I \- 
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The total drag force is empirically represented by the following formula: 

whcrc p rcprcscnts the density of air. A is the effective cross sectional area of thc vchiclc, V is the 
velocity of the vchiclc relative to the air, and Cd is the drag coefficient. 

14.2.2 Drag Force Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of the drag force to changes in vehicle speed is found by laking the first derivativc 
of F, with respect to V. 

14.3 Rolling Resistance 
The interaction of the vehicle tires with the terrain results in an encrgy loss, most commonly 
referred to as rolling resistance. There are many models of rolling resistance. The first order 
approximation is a coulombic model. 

FR = fnig 0 
whcre f is the rolling resistance coefficient. Changes in mechanical configuration, such as tread 
design, tire inflation, soil compaction, and tire temperature can and do affect the value of the 
resistance coefficient. However, the rate of change of these variables is often insignificant to the 
control problem at hand. Rolling resistance is also a function of vehicle speed, though the 
sensitivity is small below speeds of - 80 - 100 m.p.h. ([lS]Gillespie) 

14.4 Orthogonality of the Forms of the Forces 
Each of the forces is parameterized in a nearly orthogonal space. The gravity load is a function of 
terrain geometry and vehicle mass. The aerodynamic load is a function of fluid propcrtics. vehicle 
geometry and the speed of the vehicle. Rolling resistance is a function of the tire and soil 
properties, and the mass of 
parameterization, the exception 
dependent, 

the vehicle. The forces are generally orthogonal in their 
being that both mechanical friction and gravity forces are mass 
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15. REACTION FORCES 

Wheeled vchicles movc and maneuver as a result of the frictions generated at the tire / terrain 
interface. The vertical reaction at this interface acts as the input to the suspension system, 
generating thc vehicle's bodily response to excursion. 

15.1 Friction 
Thc tire and possibly the terrain deflect, generating a contact patch of finite area - this patch is the 
interfacc through which all of the lateral and longitudinal control forces must be generated. All 
propulsive, braking. and maneuvering forces are transferred to the terrain at this area of frictional 
contact. The amount of friction generated is dependent upon mechanical properties of the two 
surfaces, as well as the magnitude of the compressive normal force. 

15.1.1 Friction cone model 
The friction cone is a model that describes the set of impressed forces for which a reaction may be 
generated, under the assumption that the interface friction is Coulombic. The friction cone is 
generated from the following geometric construction. A vector representation of a normal force N, 
and the maximum generated frictional force F is shown. The interior angle 0 is found from 
trigonometric identities to be arctan p: 

The friction cone describes the set of forces that can be supported through frictional reaction. If the 
vector sum of the normal and lateral impressed forces describes a line of action that falls within the 
swept cone, then sufficient reactive forces are generated. The lateral impressed forcc may be the 
result of accelerating, braking, steering and any combination. Soil Reaction 

The general soil reaction is a problem of deformation mechanics. Soil compression and 
deformation lead to sinkage and slip. In general these are complicated problems of tcrramechanics 
which are considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis. For this reason, the soil is assumed to 
be rigid and non-compliant, and all experimentation is performed in areas that meet these 
assumptions. 

16. THE NEWTON EULER EQUATIONS 

The derivation of the Newton -Euler equations proceeds directly from Newton's Second Law and 
Euler's cquation. First, each of the forces must be represented in the same frame and coordinate 
system. We will consider inertial forces represented in the moving coordinate system - the first 
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subsection will detail the kinematic transformations' of these externally applied force.s. The next 
section will consider forces arising due to the motion of the rigid body. The third section will 
consider the effecls on translational motion of the rigid body as specified by Newton's sccond law. 
while the final section considers the effects of these forces on the rotational motion of the rigid 
body as specified by Euler's equations. 

16.1 Kinematic Transformations of the Externally Applied Forces 

16.1.1 Transformation of the Gravity Force 
The gravity force is of magnitude mg,  in the negative Z direction of the fixed frame. 

-mg 

The gravity force is represented in the moving coordinates through the following transformalion: 

16.1.2 Transformation of the Aerodynamic Resistance Force 
The aerodynamic resistance force is reported in the negative y direction of the moving coordinate 
system. 

I .  Please notc that the kineniatic transforms do not follow the S A E  standards for vehicle coordinare systems: 
but arc standard transforms for military grade INS t GPS units. Thc transform rules are given in ihc firs1 ap. 
pendix. 
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The aerodynamic resistance force is represented in the fixed coordinates through the rrdlowing 
transformation: 

16.1.3 Transformation of the Rolling Resistance Force 
The rolling resistance force is reported in the negative y direction of the moving coordinate system. 

The rolling resistance force is represented in the fixed coordinates through the following 
transformation: 

I 

16.1.4 Transformation of the Tire Reactive Forces 
The tire reactive forces are reported in each direction of the moving coordinate system 
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16.2 Apparent Forces 

Apparent forces arise due strictly to the motion of a non-inertial frame. Recall the frame to frame 
relationship known as the Coriolis Law: 

The vector rm describes the position of the center of mass of the body in the moving frame. The 
vcctors vm and am are both zero, as the center of mass is immobile within the moving frame. The 
reduced Coriolis law thus takes the following form: y d = I + - X P  + d x d x P  

The total force is the sum of the externally applied and apparent forces, and is represented by 
multiplying the reduced Coriolis law by the mass of the body: 

ma - til-+m d% (;: - x P  m )  + r n ( d X  ( d X P " , ) )  f - dr? 

16.3 Total Force Coordinate System Transformation 

The total force equation, as written, reports the total force in  the fixed coordinate system. For 
motion control purposes, these forces are best reported in the moving coordinate system The term 
on the left hand side of the following equation is the acceleration with respect to thc fixed frame. 
transformed into the moving coordinate system. There is no similar confusion with rcspcct to the 
externally applied forces. as the concept of force is independent of thc frame of reference, thur only 
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the coordinate system need be specified. For simplicity, the coordinate transformed acccleration is 
denoted with the superscript moving, referring to the coordinate system, and the subscript f ;  for 
fixed, denoting the frame of reference. 

This final equation relates the accelerations that would be read by an zrfstrunwzt on hocrrd the 
vehicle, reported in a coordinate system that is attached to the vehicle. 

16.4 Final Vector Matrix Form 
The vector form of the externally applied forces (including the reaction forces) can be directly 
substituted into the vector-matrix form of Newton's second law. 

, , t o =  [ O ~ ~ ~ ~ g ] + ~ - ~ ~ + ~ - ~ ~ + 1 . ' + . . : 4 . . : + - r d x  -cOc@mg cdx;,!) 

0 f s z  

From a previous derivation, the relationship between w and the Euler angles is known. The time 
derivatives of each may also be taken using the chain rule. 

The following cross products may be calculated; the second is the Euler acceleration: 

a x  P = -uxr: + r p ;  

q r v  - r p , ,  

--b x = -axr: + rxWz 

Or'r - p: 
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The centriuetal acceleration may also be calculated: 

16.5 Suspension and /or  Soil Modelling 
Thus far, we have posited the existence of a temin  reactive force acting upon the rigid body at four 
discrete locations. In reality, these normal forces do not act on a rigid body - they act through 
yielding terrain and a dynamical system comprised of suspension elements. Both suspensions and 
terrain response may be modelled using the lumped parameter method in essence, the dynamical 
action of these elements is analogous to a filter acting upon the normal force. Regardless of the 
complexity of these dynamicdl models, at some point the terrain / tire interface will be specified 
by a rigid displacement - the magnitude of the terrain / suspension forces then bcing calculated 
through the model to find the magnitude of the force acting on the rigid body. 

17. INSIGHTS FROM THE SYSTEM MODEL 

The system model embodies, in compact form, the physical constraints that the system imposes 
upon the design of an autonomous speed control system. The model can be used to construct this 
qualitative description of the development process: The system model contains a number of 
column vectors, each of which represents an applied or apparent force. The control axes of the 
machine are represented by the reaction column vector whose components will be altered by the 
impressed stee.ring and powertrain forces. In general, the forces applied to the system state inay be 
divided into control and disrurbance forces. One part of the autonomous speed control problem 
then becomes the design of an algorithm that produces control forces such tizut  hey reject 
disiurbunce forces while maintaining stabiliry. More sophisticated layers may be added that 
optimize these processes against consumables or other costs. 

The model does not make clear whether any of the disturbance forces are in fact significant to the 
rpe.ed control problem. The next chapter will produce a set of comparative analyses that indicate 
if and when each disturbance force becomes significant enough to warrant compensation. The 
functional dcpendences of propulsive force generation have also not been developed. Since the 
significance of disturbance forces are relative to the ability of the powertrain to physically rcject 
them, a model of propulsive. force generation will be developed in an upcoming chapter. 
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CHAPTER V - DISTURBANCE FORCE ANALYSIS 

Autonomous speed control in rugged, unstructured terrain is complicated by the presence of 
disturbance forces whose magnitude is significant when compdred to the control force. This 
chapter develops a means for quantitatively assessing the .significance of a disturhancc to the 
system. Newton’s second law represents the motion of the body; two integrals are considered as 
possible altcrnate representations of motion. For each representation, a normalization is applied to 
produce acomparison of the effects of each disturbance. Dominant regimes may then bc identified, 
and the force and force rates compared to propulsive force magnitudes and generation rates to 
determine when compensation is necessary. 

18. REPRESENTATIONS OF MOTION 

The motion of a body is described by Newton’s laws. However, Newton’s Iaws may bc expressed 
in a number of different forms. Newton’s second law, in its original form, is written: 

The it?7pressedfmzes act to change what Newton called the qurmtitiry of the motion, here represented 
by p, and more commonly called the rnonzentum. Integrating both sides with respect to time leads 
to another form, which is called the impulse-momentum form of Newton’s second law: 

The terms on the right. which are the time integrals of the impressed forces are called impulses. If 
each impulse is denoted J,,  then we can more compactly express this form as: 

The impulse. momentum equation considers the result of the impression of a force over time. A 
third expression, called the work-energy form of Newton’s second lawl can be obtained by 
considering the impression of a force through a distance. Starting with Newton’s sccond law, 
rewrite p as the product of the mass and the velocity, mv, and m u m e  that the mass is constant. - 
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Inlegrate both sides through the distance dx. 

Realize thal F and Y have the same vector direction, along the line of integration, which would 
allow us to reduce the vcctor integration to a scalar one. This equation is written with a summalion; 
it is only the resultant force of that summation that has the same vector direction as the rcsultant 
velocity of the mass. In order to preserve the summation, invoke the principle of superposition, and 
realize that this integration can be performed for each of the impressed forces and then summed. 
The summation and the integral can be interchanged. 

The term on the left, in the previous equation, is defined to be the work done bv the force F. The 
terms on the right integrate to the change in kinefic energy ojthe I I Z U S S .  

This work-energy relationship is unique among the three forms because it is thc only scalar 
representation of the result of the action of an impressed force. It describes the result of a force 
acting through a distance as a change in the mass property called the kineric energy. 

19. RELATIVE REPRESENTATIONS 

Each of the three forms of Newton's second law may be ~znn~zulizerl to form a new relative 
expression. 

19.1 Relative Force and Relative Strength 
The sum of the forces is equal to the total force. denoted Ft. If the individual forces are nomali7,ed 
by the total force. a set of dimensionless force ratios follows: 

F .  I.',+ F , + F - , +  ... = F ,  N .  = -' 
' F ,  

N , + N 2 + N 3 +  ... = I F ,  F, F -+-+-!+,., = 1 
F, Ft Fr I 
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In a similar vein, let the sum of the absolute value of the forces be called thc total strength and 
denoted S,. Let the ratio of a force magnitude to the total strength be called the relative srrrrzgrA. S :  

19.2 Relative Impulse Representation 
Using the impulse-momentum relationship, the effect of an applied force. through I jm,  can be 
examined. The change in momentum of  a force F. applied through time is equal to the impulse J: U ? = j k d r  

This impulse may be normalized by the momentum of the body. Call this the norrr~dizrd impulse, 
and M i n e  it to be: 

m Y 

19.3 Relative Energy Representation 
The work-kinetic energy relationship quantifies the effect of a force applied through a distance. 
The change in the kinetic energy of a body produced by a force F, applied through a disvancc is 
equal to the work W: 

This work can be normalized by the kinetic energy of the body. Call this the normalized work. and 
define it to be: 

19.4 Summary 
Each of the three relative representations offers a different perspective on the results of an 
application of a force on a body. The relative strertgth ofafurce can be used to find regimes in 

~~ 
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- f s, = fme - 
mg ~ f +  Isinel) + ! ~ J c A  p f C * A  

f+ Isinel + - 
2nig 

2 

- 

which particular forces dominate the body. This is especially useful when designing a control 
system, as it allows the engineer to determine which forces may require special attention, as 
opposed to those that can be treated as random disturbances. The normalized rnoineittum is useful 
in the analysis of the implication of an "obstacle" during navigation. If the notion of an obstacle is 
expanded from a solid physical object, like a brick wall. to anything that applies a force that tends 
to impedc progress, then the significance of the obstacle relative to the momentum of our vchicle 
can he calculated. This will be shown in more detail in the next section. The normalized kinetic 
energy similarly allows a uscful analysis of an obstacle. The obvious difference between the 
normalized momentum and the normalized kinetic energy representations is that one considers a 
force moved through a distance, while the other considers a force applied through time. 

20. RELATIVE STRENGTH ANALYSIS 

In this section, the relative formulations will be applied to the problem using the three externally 
applicd forces from the second section. Recall that it has been shown that the externally applied 
forces take the following form: 

1 z  F, = f1lf.g Fx = nrgsmO F, = ZpV C,,A 
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20.2 Relative Strength of the Gravity Load 
The rclative strength or the gravity load is found to be: 

20.3 Relative Strength of the Drag Load 
The relative strength of the drag load is found to be: 

21. RELATIVE IMPULSE ANALYSIS 

21.1 Relative Impulse of the Gravity Load 
Gravity loads are caused by terrain deviations. Large, long terrain deviation5 are things likc hills. 
while small terrain deviations are things like rocks and potholes. A constant terrain deviation can 
be characterized by its angle of inclination 0 and its length L. Assuming that the deviation is to be 
traversed at the current velocity V, it will do so in time At = LN. Using this relationship, solvc for 
the relative impulse of  a gravity load as follows: 

1 

21.2 Relative Impulse of the Drag Force 
The drag load is caused by the motion of the body through a viscous fluid, in this case air. After 
writing the relative impulse, note that a substitution can be made using the non-dimensional term 
y. as well as a substitution of the distance travelled L for the product VAt. 

-pV’C,,A ( A t )  

This particular ratio is interesting because it is not dependent upon the speed ut which tlie vehicle 
fruwfs,  or the lime of fraversuf, but only on the distance travelled. This seems counter-intuitive. 
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especially considering that the drag force is a function of velocity. You can convince yourself of 
the truth of the final ratio by considering that the drag force rises quadratically in velocity, while 
the rnomcnturn rises linearly, yielding a linear ratio. Since the definition of impulse requires 
multiplication by the elapsed time, an expression of distance results. For any distancc travelkd, if 
travellcd at a higher speed, less time is needed. Thus while the ratio of the drag force to thc 
momentum increases linearly, the elapsed time decreases linearly. 

gsinOL f g L  I ,  = I ,+I  + I r  = y g L + -  +.? 
J v- c 

> 

21.3 Relative Impulse of the Rolling Resistance 

Rolling resistance is caused by the interaction of the vehicle tires with the soil, neglecting the work 
done in compacting or bulldozing soil. Writing the relative impulse and substituting, as before. for 
At produccs the following ratio: 

21.4 Summed Relative Impulse 
Summing the individual relative impulses, leads to the following expression, 

Grouping terms and defining the p a m e t e r  h, yields: 

I ,  = y x L +  g L  cf+ s i n e )  
V -  

1 A = -  
v2 

I,. = ygL + hgL (,f+ s i n e )  

For the sake of simplicity. let's define the parameters and i, equal to yg and hg: 

5. = kg 

I ,  = L (?+ i v+ s i n e ) )  
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22. RELATIVE WORK ANALYSIS 

The relativc work5 are derived in a fashion nearly identical to the relative impulses 

22.1 Relative Work of the Gravity Load 
The ratio of the work done by the gravity load over a distance L, to the current kinctic energy of 
the body is found to be: 

22.2 Relative Work of the Drag Load 
The ratio of the work done by the aerodynamic drag force to the current kinetic energy of the body 
is found to he: 

w,, = 

Again using the previously defined constant 7 

22.3 Relative Work of the Rolling Resistance 

The ratio of the work done by the terrain interaction to the current kinetic energy of the body is 
found to be: 

22.4 Summed Relative Works 
Sum the relative work done by each external force, and call this the total relative work, WT. 
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Now recall the constant a, defined as follows: 

23. PROBLEM-SPECIFIC CALCULATIONS 

In this section, calculations specific to the problem at hand, cross country navigation of-the FavLah 
IT mobile robot, are presented. This mode of navigation is typified by the following characteristics: 

I ,  Navigation at low speeds, typically 1 mJsec to 10 d s c c .  Here I mean 10 imply that even il huinan would 
typically drive thc vehicle at thesc speeds, owing to the discomfort of higher speeds. 

2. Navigation across tcrrain whose vertical geometry rapidly changes. Off-road terrain is filled with both low 
ficquency geometric challenges (hills and valleys) and high frequency challcnges (potholes L+ rocks). 

23.1 Force Analysis 

23.1.1 Gravity Loads 
The HMMWV weight is approximately 10,200 lbf, thus for every degree of pitch, the load acting 
upon the powertrain iitcreases by approximately 790 Newtons or 178 pouids.  

I 
Figure 1 Gravitv Load vs. Pitch Angle 

Thc NavLab I1 weighs approximately five tons and has a wheelbase of approximately 3 meters. If 
it is assumed that the vehicle is driven along a horizontal plane and transitions to a plane inclined 
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by I degree. then the following curve results. Note that for every meter / sec of vehicle speed, the 
powertrain load increases at a rate of approximately 265 N/sec or 60 Ebf / tec. 

I' &hl~,*  si** ir / =: 

Fieure 2 Gravitv Load Rate vs. Vehicle Speer 

23.1.2 Aerodynamic Loads 
In this section, the aerodynamic forces and their time derivatives are calculated using the. following 
numerical estimates for these constants: 

p = 1.22? k s  A = hm2 c, = 1.0 
m 

The cross-sectional areil is a slight overestimate of that of the true vehicle. The drag coefficient is 
difficult to accurately obtain. For this analysis, I justify the use of the value 1 as follows: the 
nominal value of the drag coefficient for modern automobiles ranges from -0.32 for sports cars to 
-0.45 for pickup trucks. The HMMWV is not noted for its aerodynamic styling, and it has a 
number of appendages such as the air conditioning unit, the ERIM and the Staget that further 
detract from its shapely profile, thus its drag coefficient is surely larger that 0.45. An upper bound 
for the drag coefficient can be had from the drag coefficient for a flat plate whose surface normal 
is parallel to thc flow, 1.95. The value of I is a good overestimate of a vehicle drag coefficient. 
Substituting these values into the given equation yields a relationship between vehicle speed and 
drag force: 0 F,  = 3,6619 
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The following graph? illustrate the growth of drag force as a function of  velocity. The i - an~e  of the 
fir\[ graph is 0 to 30 m / sec (0 to 67 m.p.h), the range of the second graph is 0 to I O  m / sec (0 Lo 
22 m.p.h).' 

I Crag Fcrrz 

' ' ' ' ~ ' ' 

It i s  unlikely that the HMMWV can accelerate at better than 0.3 g's. The change in drag force 
associated with this acceleration at 10 d s e c  is 215 N / sccI (48 Ibf / sec). 

23.1.3 Rolling Resistance Loads 
For largc trucks operating in moderately packed soil, f ranges rrom 0.15 to 0.20. This implies that 
the rolling resistance is of the order of 2000 Zbf. 

23.2 Relative Strength Analysis 

23.2.1 Relative Strength Coefficient 
In a previous section, the concept of the relative strengths of the three forces were defined. The. 
proportionality constant among these forces was called the relative strength coefficicnt y. For the 
case of the HMMWV. the coefficient i s  calculated to be: 

I .  The range of the first graph corresponds approximately with that of the on-road navigation probleni. while 
that of r h t  second exceeds the speed range of the current off-road navigation problem. 
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This coefficient is used to delemine the speed at which the aerodynamic forces approach the same 
order as the other f0rce.s. Recall the denominator of the relative strength ratios: 

For the domain of operation, f is approximately 0.20, while the sin term is in the range of 0 to 0.349 
(0 to 20 degrees). The aerodynamic portion of  the denominator approaches the samc order whcn: 

I U'? = 0.20 1 
v = = .J1242 = 35-  I 

We might say that the aerodynamic forces become significant at a much lower threshold, say 10% 
of  the rolling resistance, in which case the corresponding velocity would be 1 1  m/sec. 

23.2.2 Gravity Relative Strength 
Recall the. equation for the gravity relative strength: 

Using the previously determined values for f and y, and assuming a velocity of  5 d s e c ,  the 
equation reduces to: 

Plotting this equation for angles between 0 and 20 degrees: 

:.ariLy ;tre-l;th 

~1 , , 

/ 

C ?  

, 

"i i o  3 .:. > > C  1 3  
l.?,, (h.) 

Figure 4 Gravitv Strength vs. Pitch Angle 
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23.2.3 Aerodynamic Relative Strength 
Recall the equation for the aerodynamic relative strength: 

Using the previously selected values forfand y, and choosing a velocity of 5 m / scc, this equation 
reduces to: 

.0161 

Plotting this equation for ’ angles between 0 and 20 degrees: 

1 P l d ,  

Figure 5 Aerodvnamic Strength vs. Pitch 

23.2.4 Rolling Friction Strength 
Recall thc equation for the aerodynamic relative strength: 

Using the previously selected values forfandy. and choosing a velocity of 5 m / scc, this equation 
rcduces to: 

- 0.21 + Isinel 

- 
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23.2.5 Comparative Relative Strengths 
If the three strength functions are plotted on the same axes. a direct comparison can be madc: 

I 
Figure 7 ComDarison of Relative Strenrt 

Note the crossover point for rolling strength and gravity strength at approximately 10" o f  pitch. 
Under these conditions, for pitch angles less than IO" the rolling resistance dominates, for pitch 
angles g ra t e r  than IO". the gravity strength dominates. If the environment in which the vehicle will 
operatc tends to be flat, then it is the case that the rolling forces always dominate the othcr two. 
Significant slopes indicate that a trade-off between dominance may occur between the two. 
possibly requiring that the control solution compensate for the change in dynamics. We should note 
that 10" is a rather extreme pitch angle. 
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23.3 Relative Impulse Analysis 

23.3.1 Gravity Relative Impulse 
Recall the gravity relativc impulse equation: . 
The equation can bc written on a distance-specific basis: 

The following plot contains a set of graphs of relative impulse for pitch angles between 0 and 20 
degrees, at five different speeds. 

I 
Firurs 8 G n v i t y  Rclarix Ininul\c vs  Pirch 

Note that when th relative impulse exceeds unity, the obstacle presents an impedirncnt p a l  to 
all of thc momentum of the vehicle. Without the addition of vehicle momentum, the vehicle cannot 
mount the obstacle. The relative impulse gives a quantitative measurement of the amount of 
additional momentum necessary to mount the obstacle. 

23.3.2 Drag Force Relative Impulse 
Rccall the drag force relative impulse equation: 

1, = y g L  
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The equation can be written on a distance-specific baTis, and its constant value calculated: p-l - = -/g = 0.001 

23.3.3 Rolling Resistance Relative Impulse 
Recall the rolling resistance relative impulse equation: 

The equation can be written on a distance-specific basis, and its constant value calculated: 

Thc following graphic plots the relative impulse as a function of the velocity of the vehicle: 

Fieure 9 Rolling Resistance Relative Impulse vs. Vel icle Velocity 

24. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

24.1 Relative Force and Relative Strength 
The conccpt of relative strength is a useful metric for examining the effects of the external forces 
011 the  body, and dividing a performance spectrum up into a set of sub-spectra. each of which is 
dominated by a particular force. The relative strength is an expression of the relative magnitudes 
of the forces, thus avoiding the problem of comparison at or near mechanical equilibrium. In this 
fashion. relative strength is a quite different comparison from relative rorce. Thc relative strength 
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compares n force to u set of othrr,forces. However, the relative force compares (I f i m e  io the 
chuiige i n  .stUte of the body. When attempting to determine whether particular disturbances 
dominate the problem, the conccpt of relative strength is more useful. For the NavLab I1 analyses 
it seems apparent that gravitational load and rolling friction dominate the problem. Aerodynamic 
drag is such a small force in comparison that it does not seem to be neccssary to compensate for it. 

24.2 Relative Impulse and Relative Work 
The concepts of relative impulse and relative work are useful mctrics for examining the 
significance of an cxternal force.' Significance is an odd word to use in mechanics - what I mean 
here is that intuitively, a hill (gravity load) that is 10 miles long probably has more of an elTect on 
a vehicle than a similar hill that is only 10 feet long. And either hill is probably more significant to 
a slow moving vehicle than to one that is already travelling along at 100 m.p.h. The concept of 
relative momentum is therefore useful for distinguishing the cruise control problem from the 
autonomous speed control problem in rugged, unstructured terrain. It was shown that at low speeds 
the relative impulse of a hill approaches a singularity. 

1.  Relative work difkrs Crom relative impulse mainly in that it is a scalar canccpi. 
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CHAPTER VI - CONTROL FORCE MODELS 

The linear control algorithm experiments performed early in this work indicated that the generation 
of propulsive force through the control of the engine throttle plate is a non-linear process. This 
chapter produces a model of the engine and powertrain that is used later in the production of 
intcgrated motion control algorithms. A second model of the braking dynamics is also produced. 

25. PROPULSION FORCE 

A conventional vehicle generates apropulsive force through the combined actions of an enginc and 
a powertrain. The engine is a device which supports a chemical reaction to produce rotary motion. 
The powertrain is a device which acts as a mechanical transformer, to reduce rotary velocities in 

favor of torque. 

25.1 An Engine Cycle 

Most engines operate on the four-stroke cycle. The cycle is named for the four strokes made by a 
single piston during a complete cycle. During the intake stroke. an intake valve in the head of the 
cylinder opens and the piston draws down, pulling fresh air into the cylinder. At the bottom of the 
stroke, the valve closes; the piston rises during the compression stroke, causing a sudden rise of 
temperature with the sudden compression. At or near the top of the compression stroke. fuel is 
injected and ignited. The combustion gases expand and force the piston back down during the 
power stroke. it is during this stroke that the piston is doing useful work. When the piston reaches 
the bottom of  the power stroke, an exhaust valve is opened; during the rrhazist s t i - d e ,  the spent 
gases or combustion are forced from the cylinder. When the piston reaches the top of the stroke, 
the exhaust valve closes, the intake valve opens and the cycle begins again. 

25.2 The Diesel Engine and Diesel Cycle 
The Diesel engine is a compression ignition engine, meaning that the compression of the 
combustibles alone is sufficient to cause ignition, there is no need for an electric spark. The 
thermodynamics of the Diesel cycle generally follow the actions of the engine cycle. The first 
diagram below is a graph of pressure vs. specific volume'. The engine cycle begins with the piston 
fully retracted and the air within the cylinder at ambient pressure at (1 ) .  This corresponds to the 
end of the intake stroke. From ( I )  to (2) the piston compresses the air fuel mixture: note that the 
specific volume decreases and the pressure increases. From (2) to (3) the pressure remains constant 
and the specific volume increases - this corresponds to the instant at which the fuel ignites. The 
motion from (3) to (4) corresponds to the power stroke, and (4) to (1) corresponds to both the 
exhaust and subsequent intake stroke.- 7 

I .  Thcrmodynamic quantities are calculated on a per mass basis; specific volume is volume per unit inass, the. 
inverse of density. The calculations in this section will find the work per mass unit of working tluid. 
2. Thc thcmodynamic cycle is actually open ended, the final section is an idealized closure of the open cycle 
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The work performed during a heat engine cycle is obtained from the accompanying lemperature 
vs. entropy diagram. The net work of the engine i s  the area enclosed by the cycle; it is the difference 
bctween the heat addition QH and the heat loss QL. 

I Thermodynamics of the Diesel Cycle 

Prcssure 7s. Soecific Volume Temperature vs. Specific Enuopy  

I - 2 Isentropic Compression 
2 - 3 Constant Pressure Heat Transfcr 
3 - 4 Iscntropic Expansion 
4 - 1 Constant Volume Heat Rejection 

1 - 2 Compression Stroke 
2 - 3 Ignition 
3 - 4 Power Stroke 
4 -1 Exhaust and Intakc Strukcs 

The net work of the engine can be written as follows. 

Note that as the ambient temperature TI is reduced. qL decreases, causing the net work performcd 
by the cycle to increase. 

25.3 Control of the Internal Combustion Engine 
One controls the rate at which an engine produces work by controlling the flow of the combustibles 
into the combustion chamber. From thermodynamics, we know that net work (wner) produced by 
a heat cycle is given on a specijk orpermass basis. The power produced by a hedt engine is found 
by multiplying the cycle’s net work by the mass flow rate of the combustibles: 

Thus the power of the engine may be controlled by controlling the massfrow of combustibles. It 
is the function of the throttle to allow the driver of a vehicle to control this inass flow: note 
however, that there is no direct mapping from throttle position to either torque or engine RPM. This 
point will be ccntral to the development of the thesis. 
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The mass flow rate of combustibles through the engine is a function of thrce events: mass flow 
through the throttlc port; mass flow through the intake manifold; and mass flow into the cylinders. 
As noted by (Cho and Hedrick[3]). the relationship among these three process is describe.d by the 
following rate equation: 

I n  = Ill; ~ ?>I<, 

which statcs that the rate of mass accumulation in the intake manifold is equal to the dirference 
between the mass flowing in from the throttle (mi) and the mass flowing out to the cylinders ( m o l  
The rate of mass flow out to the cylinder may be described by the following equation: 

" I < >  = C , V " , , 1 ~ " W C  

which shows that the flow rate into the cylinders is a function of engine RPM: and the amount of 
mass in the intake manifold, scaled by a constant c1 and a volumetric charging efficiency. The. 
volumetric efficiency itself is a rather complicated expression that is a function of cngine RPM's 
and the mass state of the intake manifold. 

Rather than attempting to explicitly model these terms, we will opt for a simplifying assumption. 
For the purposes of this thesis, we will assume that the intake manifold remains in a steady state, 
such that no mass is either accumulated or removed. Under this condition, the rate relationship 
given above yields: 

0 

The validity of making such an assumption will be supported by the demonstrated performance of 
the servo-controls algorithm in later chapters. The mass flow into the intake manifold. through thc 
throttlc port may be estimated for the rotational valve as follows. One may also note that the 
mapping from valve position to power is nonlinear for rotational valves due to the valve projection 
geometry 

Blocked 

........... .... T . 2 . .  

I m = Inmnx ( 1  - cosqp) 

The force caused by the expansion of the combustibles acts through the slider crank mechanism to 
produce a torque on the crankshaft. The equation of rotational dynamics can be writtcn by 
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considering the. crankshaft and other rotational components to be an inertia I,. The engine torque 

from combustion (re) is opposed by the load toque (r,) and the output shaft torque (To). The load 
torque is caused by internal engine frictions, engine accessory loads (such as air conditioner 
compressors, alternators, power steering pumps, etc.) and other miscellaneous engine loads. The 
output shaft load is caused by the load of the component being driven by the enginc's output shdft. 
The rotational velocity of the engine (0,) (which i s  more commonly expressed in RPM') is thus 
dependenf upon the time history of engine loads. 

26. TORQUE CONVERTER 

A transmission is a mechanical device that takes as its input a rotary load, and produces as its 
output a rotary load, scaled in torque and angular velocity. Conventional vehicles are equipped 
with transmissions that have several gear sets, allowing the driver to vary the input to output ratio. 
Manual transmissions couple the engine output to the transmission input using friction clutches. 
Automatic transmissions couple using a fluid clutch, also called a torque converter. A torquc 
converter has  two internal fans, called the rotor and the stator. These two fans face each other in a 
sealed chamber filled with a viscous fluid. The rotor's shaft is attached to the engine output shaft; 
the stator shaft is the input to the transmission. The engine turns the rotor, which causcs the viscous 
fluid to tlow with the rotor; the rotation of the viscous fluid in turn causes the stiltor to turn. In this 
manner. the engine torque is transferred to the transmission through the fluid: there is no 
inechanical coupling. A simple model of torque conversion comes from ideal planar rotational 
Couette flow. In the diagram below, the stator and the rotor are modelled as identical flat plates. 
facing one another, with a viscous fluid trapped between them. 

Engine Output Shaft 
p = kinematic viscosity 
W, = engine angular velocity 
W, = torque converter output velocity 
a = radius of the torque conveiter 
d = width of the torque converter ~ 

$ViscousFhid & ~ 

Transmission Input Shaft 0 

I .  RPM i s  Revolutions per minute 
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Assuming a linear velocity distribution dong the y direction of the fluid, the rotalional velocity 
component u~ can be expressed as follows: 

The specific rate of transfer of 0 momentum in they direction, or the flux density of 0 momentum 
in the y direction can be calculated as follows. 

For a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress, ~ ~ 0 ,  is equal to the rate of momenturn transfer jya The 
torque on the output shaft, To, caused by the momentum transfer is found by integrating the shear 
stress across the area of the output plate. pq 
Substituting for and carrying out the integration yields: n = w ( w e - w < , )  

where K is a geometric constant. 

27. THE COMBINED POWERTRAIN EQUATIONS 

The propulsive force F, is found from the torque converter equation. The output torque, applied 
through a radius R, produces a force F,: 

F,, = TOR = KRp(CO-CO,) = K , ( W < - w , , )  

where K, is a combined constant. The output angular velocity O, is proportional to the vehicle 
speed, allowing the equation to be rewritten as: 
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The engine angular velocity is the state variable of the engine dynamic system, and may be round 
as follows. The engine is a power output device; engine power is equal to the product of  engine 
torque and engine angular velocity. Engine power is also proportional, from combustion 
considerations. to the mass flow rate of the combustants. The mass flow rate for the HMMWV can 
be approximated by the given valvc flow equation. 

Setting the two power equations equal to one another yields a differential equation for engine 
angular velocity. 

Substitution for the mass flow rate relates 0, to the input variable cp, which is the valve rotation. 

Isolaling the change of state. yields the following equation, where K, is a combining constant - 0, = - ( I -  c o w )  

RPM is proportional to a,, thus the equation may be rewritten as follows, noting that the numerical 
value of  K, changes accordingly. 

Similarly the output force equation may be modified to RPM: 

F p  = (K,,,RPM - KuV 

28. TOTAL DYNARIICAL SYSTEM AND COMPENSATION 

In this section we construct a total system model by combining the vehicle model with the 
poweltrain model. (These models were developed in Chapters JV and V, respectively). The 
powertrain dynamical model describes the vehicle’s propulsion force, which is one term in the 
largcr vchicle system model. The production of a total system model allows us to revisit the 
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-p v- m a  = -.s€)rng+--fmgtf,? +m(-ch,rc+rzUIz- ( w 5 r z - r l , w 7 ) r z +  [ w r r v - r p y ) r T )  
2 

r 

disturbance forccs relevant to the problem and note the type of compensation that may be 
performed to counter cach. 

28.1 Vehicle Model 

The following vector matrix vehicle model was dcrivcd in Chapter 1V. Each column vector 
represents a force acting upon the rigid body model of the vehicle. The columns, in order from left 
to right, represent: 

Gravity Force 
Aerodynamic Drag 
Rolling Resistance 
Terrain or Suspension Reaction Forces - Apparent Forces 

-sOmp 
This tcrm is the projection of the gravity vector along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. From our 
relative force analysis it was shown that the magnitude of this force is significant throughout the 
expected range of operation. Because a model of this disturbance exists, feedforward 
compensation can be performed. 

-pv2 12:  
This term represents the aerodynamic drag force acting along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. 
From the relative force analysis, i t  was shown that the magnitude of this force is relatively small, 
and essentially constant throughout the expected range of operation. As a small constant forcc, its 
effects can bc eliminated through the use offeedback control. 

-fmg: 
This term represents the loss of energy due to soil compaction, expressed as a force. Similarly. the 
magnitude of this force is small. Within the scope of this work it is assumed to be essentially 
constant, lhough in practice this may or may not be true. It is assumed that this foi-ce may be 
compensatcd usingfeedbuck control. 
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0 o x r nroiection: 
This extended tcrm represents the apparent force generated by the motion of the vehicle in an 
incrtial franic. For the low speeds and reasonably smooth trajectories over which the vehicle is 
assumed to operate, these forces remain low. It is interesting to note that this projection represent\ 
the coupling between steering control and powertrain control. It is assumed that this force may be 
compensated using feedback control. 

28.2 Powertrain model 
The powertrain model describes the generation of the vehicle's propulsion force; it is encapsulated 
in two equations. The first is a differential equation relating the engine state (expressed in RPM's) 
to the angle of the throttle plate. cp. The second is an algebraic equation relating the propulsive. force 
to a proportional difference between the engine state and the vehicle state. This equation models 
the dynamics of the torque converter. 

28.3 System Model 
The union of the powertrain model with the previously derived vehicle model yields a total system 
model. First. combine the propulsive force model with the vehicle force equations by adding a 
propulsive force F,. as shown: 

Substituting the powertrain force model yields a new equation, derived below: 
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The apparcnt forces, terrain friction force and aerodynamic force are grouped as Fdis,: 

m V  = - s 8 m f i +  K , , , R P M - K , , v +  F,~,, 

Togethcr. the RPM state equation and this new vehicle equation form the total system equations: 

mv = - K v +  K .,,KPM+ F,,,,, -semg 

R P M  = ( 1   COS^) - - 
( R P M )  

To simplify our treatment of the problem, we make the following substitution of MF = I - cos cp: 

where MF represents mass flow 

29. STATE SPACE ANALYSIS 

State spacc control theory offers a number of analytical techniques based upon linear systems 
theory. In this section, some of these techniques are applied to help chwacterize the systcm. The 
system model indicates a single input / two state system. The two states are coupled, as shown in 
the torque converter equation. 

29.1 Achieving State Space Form 

The first term in the RPM differential equation contains an inverse state - (1  I RPM), which makes 
this state equation nonlinear. To achieve state space form, this equation is lincarized about an 
operating point RPM,, using a Taylor’s series expansion. 

1 -  R P M  
R P M  R P d  

( R P M - R P M , ) ’ -  ... 1 > 

1 
+- 

RPM;  
1 

R P M  
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Now. replace the Taylor’s series expansion with an approximation, P. of the series, comprising the 
rirst n terms. 

Recall the state space form, and write our current model in those terms: 

29.2 Controllability Analysis 

The controllability matrix M, describes the reachable state space of the system, and for this system 
is defined to be: 

From the state-space model above. we may calculate the controllability matrix for this system: 

R P M ,  

where W = K, I (GRPM,). 

Note (hat M, is of full rank. and so the state space is fully reachable. However, the stale space is 
only fully reachable when both columns of M, are used, due to the 0 value in the (1.1) position. 
This indicates that only by rotating the input vector through the transition matrix (the physical 
system), can we achieve arbitrary placement in state space. 
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The system, while. fully controllable, is coupled. I f  is tliusphysicallypossible tu achieve control, 
butthe system directs the manner in which weperform this control. Specifically, in order to place 
the system’s velocity we must simultaneously place the system’s WM. This makes some intuitivc 
scnse based solely on the number of inputs and states ofthe system. This is a single input, two state 
system: in other words, the single input is somehow “smeared” across the two states. I n  order tu 
ultimafely control the velocity of the vehicle, we must respect and compensate fur its coupling to 
the engine RPM. 

30. BRAKING FORCE 

The braking system transforms some of the kinetic energy of the vehicle into heat energy, reducing 
the vehicle speed in the process. When travelling downgrade, the braking system must also 
transform the gained potential energy into heat energy. In conventional vehicles, this is most often 
accomplished lhrough the generation of frictional forces.’ To generate the braking friction, a metal 
rotor or drum is attached to the wheel axle. Braking pads are placed against the surfacc of the rotor. 
and a force is applied to the pads by the calipers. This force produces a sliding friction, which 
dumps kinetic energy from the vehicle to the surroundings. The braking force is produced when 
the driver presses his or her foot against the brake pedal. The pedal is the input to a hydraulic 
system that multiplies the applied foot force and applies that force to the pad. 

Caliper Applies Force 

akepad 4 
axel 

tire 

30.1 Force Model 

Braking systems are specifically designed to provide a linear increase in applied force, and thus a 
linear increase in deceleration for increased pedal force and pedal travel. (Limpert[ZO]) Given this 
relationship, a model relating deceleration to pedal travel may be written as follows: 

1 There are exceptions. such as the Jacobs brake found on most large trucks and tractor [railer? 
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Application of proportional control to vehicle braking under this force law in the absence of other 
externally applied forces results in the following equation: 

Application of  the proportional control law to this system results in the following closed loop law: 

Which may be written as a closed loop transfer function: 

m + KhKp I 
This transfer function matches well with the braking performance of the NavLab I1 operating on 
the open terrain of the slag heap flats. In a subsequent chapter, it will be shown that linear braking 
control can be extended to 3-D terrain in a straightforward manner. We thus concludc here that 
improved throttle compensation is the key to achieving good speed control. 

30.2 Friction Limitations 

In the Coulomb model of sliding friction, F = pN. Frictional force is generated in proportion to the 
normal force applied at the surface. Equating the energy expended over the braking distance Ax. 
to the kinetic energy dissipated over that distance, yields the following relationship, from which an 
cxprcssion for p may be derived. 

A simple experiment with the HMMWV yields the following relationship between the apparent 
coefficient of friction and the vehicle velocity. The apparent coefficient of friction is that calculated 
from the previous expression, assuming that all energy is depleted from a single rriction force of 
constant coefficient. The experimental results do not match the previous expression because in the 
experiment, the. wheels locked up for some portion of the stopping distance - the vehicle takes 
longer to stop when its wheels are sliding than it does if they are rolling. The purpose of this 
cxpcrime.nt was to show the importance of preventing wheel lock-up in practice. Although the 
braking problem is a force control problem, i t  is insufficient to consider only the frictional forces 
applied at the braking surface. One may also need to consider the tire I terrain interaction forces to 
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cnsure that the wheels do not lock. An appropriate solution to this problem would be to install an 
anti-lock braking system, thus eliminating, or at least reducing, the concern over tire skid. For the 
purposes of this thesis, terrain interaction phenomena have been largely ignored. and we will not 
further concern ourselves with friction limitations. 
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Part I11 
An Autonomous Speed 

Control System 
The central work of this thesis is the production of an autonomous speed control system. Part I11 
describes the design, construction, implementation and results of an autonomous spced control 
system, beginning with LITHIA, a model based speed controller. LITHIA closes the throttle and 
brake loops to provide stable, asymptotic achievement of the commanded speed. LITHIA is shown 
to be extcnsible to a model based optimal control speed planner through the feedforward solution 
of a constrained optimization metric. Finally, SPECTRE, a frequency space motion evaluator is 
presented as a computationally efficient method for estimating the response of the passive dynamic 
system for use in speed and / or motion planning. 
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CHAPTER VI1 - LITHIA: A MODEL BASED CONTROLLER 

Throttle compensation has been shown to be the principal challenge to attaining autonomous speed 
control of conventional vehicles operating over unstructured 3-D terrain. This chapter will detail 
the development of LITHIA - a robust throttle compensation control algorithm; the extension of 
the brake linear controller to 3-D operations; and the consideration of appropriate switching 
algorithms for trading control between throttle and brake compensation. 

LITHIA is an integrated speed controller whose algorithm is based upon a model of the disturbance 
forces acting upon the vehicle, and of the dynamics internal to the generation of the vehiclc's 
propulsion force. Using this model, a feedback I feedforward proportional servo controller is 
designed. LITHIA'S construction is both simple and powerful - it models only the basic dynamics 
necessary to appropriately reject force disturbances and compensate for internal powertrain 
dynamics. The design of the LITHIA algorithm is driven by both the prior work and the noted 
responses of the linear control experiments. These experiences motivate the generation of a control 
algorithm that is capable of 

Rejecting force disturbances. - Performing servo control. 
* Maintaining algorithmic stability over a wide range of vehicle speeds and terrain conditions 

Analyses performed in this thesis indicate that there are two basic problems which the contrc 
algorithm must address. First, the state coupling effect shown in the state space analysis must be 
overcome. Second, the disturbance forces, especially the gravity and rolling resistance forces, must 
be compensated. These two issues characterize the construction requirements for stable, robust 
velocity control. Two generations of LITHIA are presented in this chapter. The first gcncration, 
five-gain algorithm is designed directly from the models developed in preceding chapters. Using 
the analysis methods of classical control, the first generation LITHIA algorithm is re-designed. and 
rcduccd in form to an improved two-gain, second generation algorithm. 

31. THE LITHIA CONTROL ALGORITHM - FIRST GENERATION 

The first generation LITHIA control algorithm was designed to back-solve through the coupling 
in the transition matrix to determine the appropriate throttle body position for the current physical 
conditions. It simultaneously performs feedforward to compensate for meawred gravity 
disturbances. Consider the LITHIA algorithm in three separate steps. First, given the desired 
velocity. compule the RPM that the engine must turn in order to achieve that velocity. This dcsircd 
RPM i s  calculated as follows: 

h . 
Vel ,  = V e l , -  Vel 

R P M ,  = M 3  ( v e l d )  + M4 ( V e l )  + M 5  ( L o a d )  
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Second, given the newly calculated desired RPMI compute the mass flow required to achicve that 
RPM: 

RPMe = R P M , i -  RPM 

MnssFlow,i = M I  ( K P M )  (RPM,)  + M ? ( L o a d )  

Finally. compute thc throttle-plate angle necessary to achieve the required mass flow: 

cp = acos ( 1  - rMussFlowd) 

31.1 LITHIA Throttle Compensation Algorithm Block Diagram 

The following block diagram is an extension of linear control diagrams that illustrates the LITHIA 
algorithm. It was nccessary to add multiply (circles with cross) and divide (circles with slaqh) to 

the normal summing circles as the LITHIA algorithm i s  a non-linear compensator. 

31.2 Algorithm Design Justification 
The LITHIA algorithm, as designed above, achieves three things. First, i t  compensates for the 
coupling between thc RPM state and the velocity state by explicitly calculating a desired RPM 
based on the velocity error. RPM alone is then controlled by altering the mass tlow of fuel through 
the engine. Second. it compensates for the substantial gravitational and rolling friction 
disturbances through a feedforward term in both the RPM loop and the velocity loop. 

The terms in the desired RPM equation arose in a somewhat ad hoc fashion based on the 
powertrain model: 
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The RPM desired control law is produced by solving for solving for RPM in the velocity 
dirferential equation. The velocity derivative term is replaced with the velocity error, and the 
constant parametcrs replaced with gains. The mass flow desired equation is similarly derived by 
solving for the mas flow in the second equation above. 

31.3 Closed Loop Response Analysis 

The closed loop response of the algorithm can be generated from the signal block diagram, or 
e.xplicitly from the algorithm and powertrain model. Combining these functions yields the 
following closed loop response: 

m2K 
Krn, 

s L +  sK, ,  + K 2  

s + m,m,K + - 
R P M L O U d -  R P M  

s + sK,, + K z  V d +  s 2 + s K b , + K 2  
K ,  

2 
V =  

where: 

K = -  K e K R  K ,  = m , m j K  K2 = - m , K ( m - m 3 )  
I 

Note that the characteristic equation in either case is second order. The commanded velocity 
transfer function is no longer a function of the RPM state, indicating that it has been decoupled. 
The load transfer function retains one term in the numerator of the transfer function which is a 
function of RPM. The final term passes the W M  state to the output. 

31.4 Comparative PID Closed Loop Analysis 

Now that we have a model of the powertrain dynamics, a closed loop transfer [unction for the PID 
controller can be written as well. Combining the PID control law with the powertrain plant model 
yiclds the following equation, which cannot be solved in closed form due to the cosine term: 

Under the small angle assumption, we replace the cosine with the first two terms of its Taylor series 
expansion, yielding the following closed loop transfer function: 

I 1 

L U O U  
s + K  

s-+ s K ,  + - 
R P M  

K , + s K , + -  
RPM 

sL + sKv + - “‘I S R P M  S J  

’ V =  
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A comparison of this transfer function with the LITHIA transfer function yields two key 
differences. First, the presence of the l/RPM term in the PID‘s characteristic equation. indicating 
that the dynamic rcsponse of the system is still a function of the engine state. Se.cond, the zero of  
the PLD’s Load function is fixed by the vehicle dynamics, there is no opportunity to move it 
through p i n  adjustment. 

32. EXPERIMENTATION - FIRST GENERATION LITHIA 

The LITHIA algorithm was tested on Flagstaff Hill using the proportional control algorithm as a 
basis of  comparison, and also in rugged unstructured terrain. The purpose of thesc experiments was 
to quantify LITHlA’s improvements in dynamic bandwidth, command following rise-time, and 
disturbance rejection. For the purposes of these experiments, we have isolated the chrottle 
compensation algorithm, and a human operates the brakes - this necessity arises to avoid the so- 
called switching problem, which will be discussed later. 

Two basic sets of  experiments were performed. In the first, LITHIA operated on Flagstaff Hill, on 
the same course used for the earlier linear experiments, to enable easy comparison with 
proportional control techniques. For the second set of tests, LITHIA operated on a large. industrial 
slag heap near the Homestead High Level Bridge on Pittsburgh’s Monongahela River. The slag 
heap encompasses approximately one square kilometer, and has three basic terrain types. Theflnrs 
arc packed slag and earth, with low frequency undulations. The plateau rises above the flats by a 
height of about 100 feet. The slag of the plateau is much less densely packed - one can dig through 
chis slag with a bare hand. Finally, there is a small section in which researchers built an obstacle 
course of meter tall mounds. The natural terrain in this area has higher frequency terrain. The wholc 
of the slag heap is accessed by a small network of roads of varying pitch. LITHIA was tested over 
each of these areas, and across all of the roads. It is already known from prior experience that the 
proportional control algorithm cannot operate with algorithmic stability on terrain other than the 
flats. Thc plateau and the obstacle area have never been surmounted. 

32.1 Flagstaff Hill Experiments 
The LITHIA algorithm performed well against the l inea controllers in the Flagstaff Hill test. 
LITHIA provided faster command attainment, with zero overshoot. The following Eraph i n  inany 
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ways sums up the fundamental differences between the LITHIA algorithm and the linear 
approaches: 

Metric 

Time to 95% commanded velocity. 

Fropor t i s - i l  Z'intrnl I'Y. LITkI:>. 
i r l r d .  E m -  

Proportional LITHIA 

22 seconds 1 1  seconds 

This graph illustrates the performance of the best of the proportional control runs (as judged by 
minimal overshoot, and minimal oscillation) against the LITHIA algorithm. Note that the 
proportional controller overshoots. then takes approximately 15 seconds to reattain the zcro 
crossing. The LITHIA algorithm attains and maintains the zero crossing without overshooting. To 
compare the two algorithms, consider the following metric,: 

5% commanded velocity, max overshoot. 

Integral square error 

39% 9% 

398.11 140.6 

Integral error 

Normalized IE 

I Normalized ISE I 1.327 I 0.469 I 
100.05 72.20 

0.333 0.24 

It is important to note that the signal to noise ratio of the velocity measurement device is 
approximately 10%; the overshoot metric given for LITHIA is thus a direct measurement of  noise. 
The error mctrics given above include the standard IE and ISE measurements. Normalization of 
eLch is done by the number of samples taken across the run - these normalizations give some 
indication of the command following capabilities of the algorithms. The normalized ISE is 
cssentially an average squared error, while the normalized IE gives some indication of the noise of 
the system - random variations tend to cancel in the N E ,  but not in the NISE. 
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Normalized Normalized Sum of 
Sum of Error Squared Error 

0.294224 0.443 18 1 

32.2 Slag Heap Experimentation 
The first generation algorithm was tested at the slag heap site described earlier. A set o f  extended 
runs. over terrains of varying pitch, were performed to gauge the general performance abilities of 
the LITHIA speed control algorithm. Specifically, the purpose of the test was to detcrmine whether 
thc algorithm was capable of maintaining stability ovcr undulating flat terrain: mounting 
significant slopes, and continuing to maintain stability. For these runs, brake actuation was again 
performed by the driver of the vehicle, so as to isolate the software test to the throttle algorithm. 
The driver was to hold the speed of the vehicle to a nominal 3 m /  sec, braking when he would apply 
the brakes in normal operations. In the first test, the truck is driven over an undulating scction of 
essentially flat terrdin. The following graphic plots LITHIA'S velocity error as a function of time, 
with the terrain ch signal overlaid: 

LlTlilP I Peioevaice in Oaer C o u n t y  
Pitch Disturbcnces Overlaid (degrees) 

4.0 I I 

RMS Error 

0.665718 

I 
0.0 ZC 0 46.0 

nne (sec) 

As a general comparisonl the proportional algorithm was run over an extensive course, 
approximately one kilometer long, across the same area of the flats. The following graphic 
demonstrates that the basic behavior of the traditional approach is fundamentally dirrercnt, 
displa)(ing the same oscillatory characteristic seen in the Schenely Park tests. Xote that the time 
scale of the graphic is compressed, compared to the former graphic; some 600 seconds. as opposcd 
to the previous 40 second duration. Note that the proportional controller takes some 10 seconds 
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before i t  begins to move, and that twice during the run it encounters sufficient slopc to bring it to 
a complete halt. 

Normalized 
Sum of Error 

0.502 128 

Prnp o rtion a1 Cor , t ro ,  

RMS Error Normalized Sum of 
Squared Error 

4.437786 2.106605 

Lxtended Run over the Flats 

4-0 c 
- : 2.0 
n 

E 

E 0.0 

.i 

L', 

I .~ " 
0 

~ 

2 -2.0 

-4.0 I I I I 
0.0 200.0 400.0 Eco.0 

lime (sec)  

The application of standard controls tests yields the following metrics for the proportional 
controller: 

The next series of graphics are produced from a single 15 minute LITHIA run in which the vehicle 
traversed over 2 kilometers. The graphics are divided according to terrain types encountered along 
the run. The vehicle travelled across the undulating flats of the main slag heap, mounted the steep 
access road to the top of the central plateau. turned around on top of the plateau, descended to thc. 
main roadway, drove into the back flats area, turned around and returned to the slag heap cntrance 
via the main acccss road. The following graphic depicts the first portion of the journey, in which 
the vchicle traverses the oscillating flats. Note that the pitch signal varies rather quickly between 

~ ~ 
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Normalized Normalized Sum of 
Sum of Error Squared Error 

-0.494652 1.017155 

RMS Error 

1.008541 

It is interesting to note that although the throttle brings the vehicle quickly to the zero error axis. 
the overall positive inclination of the slope causes the vehicle to maintain a slight steady state error. 
In order to remove this error the driver would have had to apply the vehicle brakes. The driver 
based the braking decision on the speedometer read-out, and his own sense of appropriate speeds, 
and did not feel that the brakes should be applied. In general, we will see that the conlrollcd speed 
of  the vehicle is at a higher resolution than that of the human driver. 

In the next graphic, the vehicle transitions from the oscillating flats area to the main access road. 
The inclination changes suddenly throughout, yet the LITHIA algorithm maintains tight control 
over the vehicle speed. It is interesting to note that there is no detectable lag in transition; this is in 
contrast with traditional PI control in which integrator wind-up takes some time to advance the 
throttle to re-attain the commanded speed. This particular maneuver is one. that could not 
prcviously be safely performed due to the lack of  PI stability under such drastic load changes. Near 
the end of the graphic’s time range, at about 120 seconds, the pitch returns to level as the truck 
attains the top or the plateau - note that the vehicle’s speed is maintained, and does not overshoot, 
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dcspite the sudden reduction in disturbance force. At 140 seconds, the vehicle has lurncd about and 
is beginning its dcscent on the same path. 

Extendec Slar; Heap Experin-ent 
Mou-ting the Plateau - Pitch Overlaid 

e.o 7 I I 

Erne (sec) I 
The performance of the controls algorithm during this maneuver mdy be quantified as: 

1 RMS Error I Normalized Normalized Sum of 
Sum of Error Squared Error 1 

I I 

0.332859 10.233575 10.483296 

In the next sequcnce, the vehicle descends the plateau, with the driver applying the brakcs. Note 
that the overshoot grows slowly during descent, until the driver appears to notice and take 
corrective action at approximately the 190 second mark. 
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Extended Slag Heap Expsriment 
Descending the ?lot=, - Pitch Ove-laid 

I I I I 
Descending the ?lot=, - Pitch Ove-laid 

I I 

I 
I 

I 1 I 
140.3 160.0 160.0 2c0.0 

The performance of the driver in the descent phase may be quantified using the following error 
metrics: 

I RMS Error Komalized Normalized Sum of 
Sum of Error Squared Error I 

- 1.410273 I 2.458631 I 1.568002 

In the next portion of the run, the vehicle regains the main access road, and circles about through 
a relatively flat back lot, with more severe undulations. A particularly large undulation occurs at 
the 375 second mark, lasting for about 10 seconds, which sets the vehicle speed back. This spced 
obstacle indicated the need for a slightly higher gain on the feedforward terms. We should note that 
it is more difficult to perform the feedforward tuning for such short duration events, thus although 
the vehicle performs well in climbing longer segments of steep terrain, shorter impulse type 
disturbances are more difficult to reject. 
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Cxtended Slag Eecp Exper iwei t  
Flats - Pitch Overlaid 

I I I 

2.0 - " 
a, 
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L I  

i i  1 
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l ime  (sec) 

The performance of this segment may be quantified a< follows: 

Normalized 
Sum of Error 

0.073585 

RMS Error Normalized Sum of 
Squared Error 

I 

0.207 186 1 ,455177 

The final segment takes the vehicle from the back lot to the entrance to the slag heap via the main 
access road. This section of road is filled with large, deep potholes, whose breadth approaches the 
whcelbase of the HMMWV. 
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Normalized Normalized Sum of 
Sum of Error Squared Error 

-0.35 179 1 0.442026 

Extendec Slag L-leap Experiment 
Exiting the Access Rcad - ?kch Overlaid 

4.3- I I , , I  I I 1  I ' I  

RMS Error 

0.664850 

I , I ,  

400.0 450.0 500.0 5 
Time ( sec)  

,i 
j0.0 800.0 

Overall the performance of the vehicle over the entire run is: 

I I RMS Error Normalized Normalized Sum of 
Sum of Error Squared Error I 

I I 

-0.245294 10.529038 10.727350 

~ - 
~ 
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33. DECONSTRUCTINC THE ALGORITHM 

Experimentation with the LITHIA algorithm on Flagstaff Hill 1e.d to a better understanding or how 
each term in the algorithm affects system performance. The LITHIA algorithm convains fivc gains, 
Iahelled Mi: 

~~ ~ ~ 

R P M ,  = M3(Vcl, ,)  +M4(Vel )  +MS(Luud)  

MassFlow, = A41 ( R P M )  (RP.Ue)  + M Z ( L o a d )  

Each of thesc equations takes a slightly augmented form of the standard servo control equation - a 
feedback term: plus a feedforward term. Gains M, and M5 are the feedforward gains used to reject 
load disturbances. Gains M, and M,  are feedback gains on velocity and RPM errors. Kote the 
"extra" RPM in the M, term. This RPM derives fromthe physics of IC engines, m d  is an important 
property to be modelled. It is this property that prevents the mass flow equation from taking on the 
standard servo control form. The M, term similarly prevents the RPM equation from taking on thc 
standard form. It is important to note that there is some overlap in terms, as was shown in  the closed 
loop response equation. Final performance of the system is dependent upon the products of gain 
pairs, rather than on the values of strict individual gains: 

mzK 
Kin ,  

s + s K , , + K ,  

s + m,rnSK+ - 

sz+  sKv + K, 
RPMLoad-  RPM V'I + 

K ,  

3-  +SKI ,  + Kz 
v =  

where: 

Fortunately, LITHIA has the advantage of an additional constraint in that its terms make physical 
sense to the user - thus, the gains M, - M, may be altered until the RPM rate requcsted by the 
controller makes some physical sense under the circumstances. Once reasonable RPM rilles are 
being requested, one can move on to adjust the Mass Flow rate requests by adjusting gains M I  and 
M,. The job is made even easier by recalling the feedforward I feedback performance split. 
Feedback tends to alter transient response and to cause oscillation in the steady statel while 
feedforward principally affects the steady state value. These effects are summarized in the 
following table: 

Velocity 

Transient 

Steady State 

~- 
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The final gain. M,, is found to bc an unnecessary additional degree of freedom, origindly intended 
to compensate for possiblc torque converter lag. The reason for its redundancc will be discusscd in  
thc LITHIA redesign section of this chapter. 

I ,. 

~ ~ 

33.2 Tuning the LITHIA Algorithm 
One of the principal drawbacks of the gain scheduling or lookup table approaches is the amount of 
time (,or number of experiments) required to construct the gain table. The LITHIA algorithm is very 
easy to tune, requiring about a half hour of effort, using the following method, which is based on 
our understanding of the gain’s effects on the vehicle’s performance. It is important to ve.ry slowly 
increase the gain values in order to prevent damage to the engine from opening the throttle too wide 
under low-load conditions. The tuning process occurs in three steps: 

Set initial values to the feedforward gains M, and MS to enable motion on a flat surface 

Tune the feedforward gains M, and Mg to adjust the sleady state response. 
Tune the feedback gains M, and M, to produce reasonable transient response. 

33.2.1 Initial Tuning of the Feedforward Gains 
We begin on il reasonably level surface with all gains except M, set to zero. There are two goals 
to this portion of the tuning proce.ss. The first is to produce some basic motion to enable the tuning 
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process. The second is to set initial values to the feedforward gains, and an initial estirnale of the 
rolling rcsistance portion of the load function; the level surface prevcnts the sin@ term from 
effecting the calculations. Note that MI requires a small non-negative value in order to pass the 
effects of the RPM calculation on to the mass flow calculation. The value of M I  should be pickcd 
only after sctting initial values to M, and M5, and noting the value of the requestcd RPM such that 
the order of magnitude of MI  prevents the throttle plate from opening too wide. Let's takc a look 
at how this process effects the transfer function: 

m2K 
s + mlrn5K + - 

s' + sK,, + K ,  
V =  K ,  v,+ 3 RPML"ad- K m L  R P M  

s2 + s ~ ,  + K? s- + sK, + K ,  

K = -  K e K R  K ,  = m , m 3 K  K ,  = - rn ,K(m4-rr r j )  
I 

It is important to remember that most of the terms in this transfer function are found in pairs. Only 
the final term in the numerator of the Load transfer function contains a single gain. M, pla}(s an 
espzcially prominent role as it is represented in every pair, this is the reason that a small non 
ne.gative value is required of MI .  Adjusting the values of the feedforward gains M2 and M j  affects 
only the numerators of each transfer function, which equates this part of the tuning process to N I Z  

urljusfnierzt ojthe steady state gain of each term. Note also that if the Loud function itse.lf contains 
an estimate of the rolling resistance, then this constant must be estimated. Let's now look at the 
effects of this same process in the algorithm as expressed in the time domain: 

R P M ,  = M 3 ( V r l d )  + M 4 ( V e l )  + M S ( L o a d )  

MassFlowd = M1 ( R P M )  ( R P M , )  + M 2 ( L o a d )  

Note again the role of the gain M,. This is the gain which passes the results of the W M  calculation 
on to affect the required mass flow, and thus the throttle plate position. Here again, M I  must have 
a non-zero value in order for the effects of changing any gain M3 - M, to be seen in the output. 

In this first pass of tuning. we will be adjusting the values of the feedforward gains M2 and M,. 
Adjusting M, will alter the value of RPM's that the algorithm requests. The RPM output of the 
algorithm is observed to determine whether M5 is giving us a reasonable request; for examplc, 
100,000 RPM would be far too large and 100 RPM would be too low. For the diesel engine on the 
NavLab 11, values between 800 and 3000 are expected. Adjusting the value of M, ha the efrect of 
altering the requested mass flow directly. During the tuning process I find it useful to write out 
individually the values of the two terms in the mass flow calculations so that I can indcpcndently 
verify their reasonableness. 

33.2.2 Tuning the Feedback Gains 
Having achicved motion. we now adjust the feedback gains MI and M3 to improve thc transient 
respome of the vehiclc. Note that increasing the M, proportional gain will require that the 
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m,K 
J + m,m,K+ - 

5 -  + sK,, + K, 
V =  K, "d+ 3 RPMLoad-  K m l  RPM 

s' + sK,, + K, s + s K ,  + K ,  

K = K K  K ,  = 17Zlm?K K ,  = - m , K ( m , - n i , )  
I 

~ 

The effect of altering M, is to move the zeros that were placed by the M, and M, terms. If we think 
of the tuning process as apnle placementprocess, then we desire to place poles with M, and M3, 
while not altering the steady state response. In order to maintain the same steady state response, 
M2 and M, must be correspondingly adjusted, as we will do in the next section. 

33.2.3 Tuning the Feedforward Gains 
The process of placing the poles in the la$t section may have altered the steady state gain of each 
transfer function, and in any case their origind placement was not intended to be terribly precise. 
In this scction we readjust M, and M, while operating on inclined surfaces in order to excite the 
sin@ tcrm. This process is otherwise identical to their original adjustment. It is necessary to 
perform this process in three steps because in practice the feedforwad terms (or equivalcntly. the 
disturbance forces) dominate the problem. If we were to eliminate the first step and simply adjust 
the feedback gains high enough to produce the initial motion, then the response would be highly 
erratic, as the poles would be driven into the left-half plane by the increase in magnitude of the KZ 
term of the characteristic equation. 

Driving the vehicle up an inclined slope repeatedly is a good way to fine tune this gain, as shown 
in a previous graph. It may be necessary to reduce the estimate of rolling resistance as the 
feedforward gain is increased - remember that the feedforward gain is amplifying at least two 
parameters. one of which is sinusoidal. 
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34. REDESIGNING LITHIA USING CLASS~CAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES 

Thc implementation of the first-generation LITHIA control algorithm pointed the way toward 
threc improvements in the algorithm. First, the M, tern was empirically noted to have little effect 
on the pc.rformance of the algorithm. In this section, a classical controls analysis characterizes its 
role in  the system's closed loop response. Second, the structure of the first-generation LlTHIA 
control technique achieved near decoupling of the RPM state from the closed loop transfcr 
runction. The second generation LITHIA algorithm eliminates this coupling, achieving full 
decoupling of velocity and RE'M states. Finally, the pairs-coupling of gain terms seems indicative 
of a simpler formulation of the algorithm. The second-generation LITHIA algorithm eliminates 
pair-wise gains, reducing the number of gains in the process to two. 

34.1 Eliminating M4 
It was empirically determined that the gain Ma could be set to zero with no appreciable loss of 
performance. We can see why this is the case by first considering M4's role in the transfer function: 

m,K 
s + m l m S K + -  

X P M L o a d -  ~ R P M  K m  I 

s + s K c , + K ,  "(1 + 2 
KI 

2 
V =  

s + s K v i K ,  s + s K , , + K ,  

K e K ~  K ,  = m , m 3 K  K ,  = - m I K ( m - m , )  K = -  
I 

M, appears only in the K, term, which affects the placement of the system poles. Note that the 
value of K2 may be arbitrarily specified even if M, is held to zero. M, offers an additional, though 
seemingly unnecessary degree of freedom. M4's main effect is noted in the steady state response. 
The steady-state response of an s-space system is produced by noting that: 

I lirn f ( r )  = lirn s f ( s )  
s-0 

Taking a step input for the desired velocity, the steady state response of the velocity transfer 
function becomes: 
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M4 has the ability to shift the steady state response from unity. without offering any appreciable 
benefit. Should MA equal zero, then the desired unity steady statc response emergcs. 

34.2 Achieving Complete Decoupling 
It is preferable to attain a transfer function in which the RPM state does not appear. The.re are. two 
tcrnis which currently prevent this - the RPM term in the Load transfer function, and thc existence 
of thc cntire RPM transfer function itself. The RPM transfer function can be traced to the use of  the 
RPM, term in the Mass Flow equation: 

RPM,  = M 3  ( Veld) + M4 ( V e l )  + M 5  ( L o a d )  

MussFlowd = MI ( R P M )  ( R P M , )  + M 2 ( L u a d j  

Had this term been instead RPMd, then the entire RPM transfer function would not arise. Wc have 
also noted the existence of a single EWM coupled term in the numerator of the Load lransfcr 
function. This RPM coupling could have been eliminated if, ins ted  the M2 term had been 
multiplied by the RPM.' If the algorithm is adjusted in this fashion, complete decoupling rcsults. 

34.3 Eliminating the Pair Gain Structure - Second Generation LITHIA 
The first-generation LITHIA control algorithm represents an improvement in ease of tuning over 
gain scheduling or lookup table methods. LITHIA requires about a half an hour of experimentation 
to properly adjust its five gains. A good portion of this time is consumed because the gains occur 
in pair, which requires an additional adjustment round. It would be much more straightforward to 
tune the algorithm if the gains did not appear pair-wise. In this section, the second-generation 
LITHIA algorithm is derived, in anon pair-wise expression. The M2 term has been multiplicd by 
RPM to producc complete decoupling, and the M, term has been eliminated. We bcgin with a 
modified version of the first-generation LITHIA algorithm which reflects these changes to the M, 
and M, terms. 

R P M ,  = M 3  (Vel , )  + M S  (Loud)  

MassFlow, = [ M I  (RPM,) + M 2  ( L o a d ) ]  ( H P M )  

Substitution of  the RPM, term into the RPM, term in the mass flow equation yields: 

I M u s s F l o i ~ ~  = [MI ( M 3 ( V e f , j  + M S ( L o u d ) )  + M 2 ( L u u d ) ]  ( R P M )  

I .  This was actually a mdlhcmaticaf error on my part. It should havc originally been M, * RPM; but [did no( 
multiply thc Load function by RPM when solving for MF. 
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Collection of t e r m  yields: 

M u x s F l o ~ ~  = [ M 1 M 3 ( V e l e )  + ( M I M S + M 2 )  ( L o n d ) ]  ( R P M )  

Now, the collected gain terms may be replaced with a new set of two gains, Qi: 

I MassFlowd = [Ql  (VcIJ + Q Z ( L o a d ) ]  ( R P M )  I 
This algorithm represents the second generation form of the LITHIA control algorithm. It offers a 
more compact representation, with fewer gains to tune. The gains are clearly split into a feedbxk 
term (Q1), and a feedforward, disturbance rejection term (Qz). 

34.4 Second Generation LITHIA - Closed Loop Response 

The second generation LITHA algorithm block diagram and corresponding closed loop transfer 
function can be produced from the time domain algorithm: 

The corresponding closed loop transfer function is found to be: 

A steady state analysis, with step inputs for both the commanded velocity and the load, produces 
the following response: 
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The stcady state response to the commanded velocity is unity, while the steady statc tesponw to 
load inputs ih a ratio of both the feedforward and feedback gains. 

34.5 Tuning the Second Generation LITHIA algorithm 
The second generation LITHIA algorithm is considerably easier to tune. There are only two gains, 
whose effects map easily onto observable physical effects. No special procedure is needed i n  this 
case, one mdy simply begin with small gains for each term. Adjust the feedforward gain to produce 
improved load rejection by moving the Load transfer function zero. Adjust the feedback gain to 
produce better command following by moving the location of the poles of the characteristic 
equation. Good performance may be achieved in less than fifteen minutes of effort. The second 
generation algorithm, because of its compact form and clean transfer functions, permits ci priori 
calculation of optimal gains, given that the parameters of the transfer function have been identified. 

34.6 Powertrain Simulator Experiments 

The second generation algorithm has been tested using apowertrain simulator based on the models 
generated in this thesis, with an improved torque converter model developed in this chapter. The 
simulator is of sufficient resolution to enable qualitative comparisons of the gross dynamic system 
response to be drawn among the various algorithms. In general, I find the simulator to be. a useful 
tool, but not an adequate replacement for in-vehicle runs. The following plots compare simulated 
vs. actual rcsponses of the HMMWV driving the Schenely Park Course. The simulated responsc 
assumes a constant 5 degree course inclination, wherea the inclination of the actual run varies i n  
either direction by an additional two degrees. The simplification is necessary due to discrepancies 
between the measured pitch rate and the pitch rate to which the vehicle actually responds.The 
following plot compares the simulated and actual responses for the PID controller. 
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The next plot compares the simulated and actual responses for the LITHIA controller: 

t 1 
-2.0 I I I I I I 

0.0 20.0 40.c EG.0 m.0 100.9 
Time (sec)  

These simulations indicate that while the gross response of the real vehicle is captured by the 
model, additional unmodelled dynamics appear to be at work. There are two spccific phenomena 
which appear to be important. In the PID control loop, it is apparent that the frequency of 
oscillation of the simulated vehicle is different from that of the real vehicle - this frequency is 
correlates well with the models of internal engine frictions and external vehicle drags. This point 
will become important later when considering possible future improvements to the LITHIA 
controller. The second phenomena is the magnitude of the overshoot in the LITIHA simulation. In 
practice, I have witnessed no such overshoots. Experimentation with tuning demonstrated that this 
phenomena appears to be tied to the assumed form of the powertrain equations, specifically the 
torque converter equation. As noted earlier, the planar rotational Couette flow model is primitive. 
(Cho and Hedrik[3]) proposed the use of quadratic functions to model the torque convc.rtcr: such 
a model takes the form: 

whcre U, is conslant 

The effect of moving to the quadratic model is two-fold. First. the troublesome overshoot is 
eliminated. Sccond, the rise time of the velocity can be made to correspond much morc closely to 
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reality. The following graphic illustrates the improved performance of the simulator. as compared 
to the same real data taken from Flagstaff Hill: 

LITHIA. I1 
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It is interesting to note that the second generation LITHIA algorithm produces a clear division or 
effects between the feedforward and feedback gains during tuning. The following graphic 
illustrates the change in steady state that follows from the alteration of the feedforward gain: 
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The next graphic demonstrates thc change in transient response that follows from altering the 
fcedback Fain: - 

34.7 LITHIA II Experimentation 
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The LITHIA Il algorithm demonstrates functional performance that is nearly identical to LITHIA 
I. The principal distiction between the two algorithms is mathematical - LITHIA Il being a more 
compact represcntation. Consider the following graphs which demonstrate the ability of the 
algorithm to follow a sinusoidal input while simultaneously rejecting disturbances on the flats area 
of the 
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Tn the first example. LITHIA is able to maintain velocity; however, it holds a general overshoot 
due to inadequate braking on the driver’s part. In the second example. LITHIA is not able to 
maintain vclocity, as thc frequency of the commanded signal exceeds the system’s physical 
response bandwidth 

35. DISTIKGUISHING LITHIA FROM SO-CALLED “LINEAR TECHNIQUES” 

The inability of early proportional control laws to properly control the powertrain system of the 
NavLab I1 is not grounded in any failing on the part of the control law itself, but rather on the 
manner in which it was applied. It should be clear by now that the LITHIA controller is essentially 
a proportional controller; however, LITHIA is applied in the power or energy space. rathc.r than 
the traditional velocity I force space. There are two practical requirements forced by the adoption 
or this perspectiue. First, that we properly distinguish the control variable from the actuated 
variable; and second, that we command this control variable in a manner mathematically 
compatible with its physical form. 

35.1 Control vs. Actuated Variables 

It is important that one distinguish between the axis over which one may exert physical control 
(Actuated Variable), and the input parameter which controls the system (Control Variable). In this 
application. LITHIA makes a distinction that previous control systems did not - LITHIA servos 
vehicle speed by actuating the throttle to control the mass flow of the engine. Previous control 
systems attempt to servo speed by controlling and actuating the same axis - the throttle plate. We 
can demonstrate the importance of this distinction through an experiment, in which we take the 
LITHIA I1 algorithm and restrict its input such that i t  resembles Murphy’s gain scheduling method. 

MassFIow = Q ,  V ,  + Q2Load 
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The RPM feedback is held to be a constant signal. and zero pitch angle is returned to the controller, 
the  LOU^ function estimates only the rolling friction. Now, we run the crippled LITHIA 11 
algorithm over the flats area, along with the proportional controller and note the form of their 
responses 

Proport ional Control vs. Crippled LITHIA, : I  
Extended R u n  over the Flats 

-4.0 I 1 
0.0 200.0 400.0 60 

Tme (sec) 

This comparison demonstrates that by distinguishing between the actuation of the throttle p h t e  
and the control of the massflow, a fundamental change in behavioral form is achieved. This 
experiment implies that, had Murphy’s control method included the throttle port geomctry 
transform, reasonable performance would have been achieved without the need for gain 
schcduling. It further implies, but cannot prove, that the values in Murphy’s table somehow encode 
this port transform. 

35.2 Compatibility between Forcing Function and Physical System 
A second distinction between LITHIA and previous algorithms is that it forces a compatibility 
between the form of the forcing function and the linear differential equation description of the 
system. This compatibility enforcement results in the application of a servo controls algorithm in 
the power / energy space, not the velocity / force space of the vehicle. The differential equation of 
the powertrain dynamics must be written in the power space in order to produce a linear ordinary 
differential equation appropriate to the application of a linear control law. 

~~ ~ 
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Control theory predicates the existence of a physical system, which can often be described by a 
linear ordinary differential equation of the following form: 

I 

... 1) L1* u3 ... U" 0 u 2  u 3  

0 11; ul' ... un' 0 u;  u3' ... u,,' 

0 11; u3" ... Un" 0 u; u3" ... 11"" 

U" 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

wherc f(z) is called the forcing function, and z is called the control law. We seek to produce a 
control law z that altcrs the dynamics of the system in a preferred manner. The value of z maps onto 
the forcing function, producing the forced response of the system; thusl the effects of control are 
represented within the particular solution to the differential equation. 

(E! ("! i n )  f u 2  113 ... ua 

35.3 The Particular Solution 

The particular solution to the linear differential equation is obtained from the homogeneous 
solution using a technique called the variation of parameters. The homogeneous solution of the 
differential equation may be written in the form: 

( n !  (n !  _ , ,  u,'r~i j f u* 113 - 

The variation of parameters technique assumes that the constant parameters ck in thc above 
expression are themselves functions, and that the particular solution may be written as: 

w [ U , >  It?, . . , . f i n ]  
U ]  U2 u3 ... u 

u2 U; ujl ... un. 

u1 Ui' ujl '  ... 11,;' 

U" 111 1'2 u3 ... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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from which the function C, is found through integration: 

From this solution. the required unit-wise compatibility between the forcing function./(.r/ and thc 
particular solution ylfrx) may be found. First, we denote the units of the variable. x by [x]. Thus, if 
x is a position, thcn [XI may be meters. From the determinant expression given above, we note that 
the units of C,' will be reported as: 

Upon integration, this quantity will be multiplied by time: 

The form of the particular solution gives a unit-based relationship between the output yH and the 
solution pairs Ciui: 

This relationship expresses the required compatibility between the system output and the system 
forcing function, namely that :he forcing function be an e.xpression that is one time der-ivative 
rentovedfronz the output. In the particular case of conventional vehicles, it is clear that the system 
output mdy not be chosen to be velocity. given that the forcing function maps onto powcr - the 
system output must be an energy-based variable. 

35.4 The Force Space Solution 

The incompatibility of the traditional system description is apparent when attempting to produce 
the particular solution to the following system model of a conventional vehicle. Assume the 
following first order system description: 

C + a V  = f ( z )  E l  
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The particular solution to this equation may be produced in closed form using the integrating factor 
method, yielding: 

The function,f(z) must map the control law z onto force (or acceleration) to produce a compatible 
solution. In the case of conventional vehicles, the forcing functionf(z) maps the ccmtrol law z onlo 
power. Recall from the modelling chapters that the engine is an exothermic chemical reactor: 
changes in throttle position map onto chmges in reactant ratesI and thus changes in power 
production. Thus, rhis system model is incompatible with ifsforcingfuncfion. 

35.5 The Energy Space Solution 
Choose now the kinetic energy, E,, of the system as the independent variablc J': 

Now, rewrite the kinetic energy in terms of the velocity: 

This equation can be reduced in form such that its left-hand side resembles the original e.quation: 

Sinceflz) maps onto power, the product of force and velocity, the V in the new forcing function's 
denominator will cancel. We can rename this new forcing function g(z), and write a new 
differential equation: 
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Yielding the following solution: 

In this case, the function g ( z )  produces a force or acceleration, which, when integrated yields a 
velocity. This system equation is compatible with its forcing function. It is this point which drives 
the design of the LITHIA control laws. In either case, the so-called decoupling stcp ’‘removes” 
the RPM term by enforcing the compatibility of the forcing function with the chosen system model. 
This can he seen most readily in the second-generation LITHIA control law: 

M u ~ F h v , ,  = [ Q l ( V d , )  + Q 2 ( L o u d ) ]  (HPM) 

The terms inside the brackets produce an estimate of the force or torque required to servo to the 
desired velocity. This estimate is multiplied by the current RPM to move it into the power space 
of thc engine. This step closes the loop from velocity feedback, to torque estimate, to mass tlow 
command, to torque production, to velocity production in a compatible manner. 

35.6 Underlying Physics 
Normally the constituent equation of the forcing function is aforce law; for example, electromotive 
force or hydraulic force. These laws may be directly substituted into Newton’s Second Law as 
externally applied forces. In this case, the constituent equation of the engine is the First Law of 
Thermodynamics, an energy equation - or as expressed here in mass flow terms - a power equation. 
Newton’s Sccond Law and the First Law of Thermodynamics may be written compatibly only in 
thc energy /power / work domain, having integrated Newton’s Second Law appropriately. It is this 
domain which offers the linear control space to our problem. 

36. BRAKE SERVO CONTROL 

We noted in an earlier chapter that traditional proportional control. as applied to vehicle braking, 
worked well when driving about on reasonably level terrain. It is a straightforward matter to extend 
the original proportional brake controller to 3-D terrain by considering the additional loads applied 
to the vehicle during traversal: 

and compensating through the addition of a feedforward term: 
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which yields the following closed loop control law: 

V = -- (K,,Ve-KfsmO) + gsm0 

Ki,K,> 
sm + Kl,K,, sin + K,K, 

It is clear from this model that we may select K f =  -g/Kh to produce complete disturbance rejection. 

37. THE SWITCHING PROBLEM 

Velocity control of conventional vehicles requires the coordinated control of two imilureral control 
axes - the throttle and the brake. Switching be.tween these two control axes requires switching 
between two control laws. and in so doing, setting the end and initial conditions for each control 
law during each transition. Using the powertrain simulator, a set of switching experiments were 
performed. In these o f  experiments the switching law considers the velocity error: 

i f ( V > O )  then(ACCELERATE) m i f ( V S O ) t h e n ( B R A K Q  

Both the proportional algorithm and the second generation LITHIA algorithm are tested in a 
constant uphill slope scenario in under two sets of end conditions: Th-offle Dump - in which the 
throttle position is set to zero before switching to the brake algorithm; andNu Dump - in which the 
last remaining throttle position is kept before switching to the brake algorithm. The following 
graphic illustmtes the test results for the proportional controller: 

I Contrcl Switching Stwtegies 

I 
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The switching problem is troublesome, in  that it requires the introduction of discontinuities in 
motion control algorithms that are typically designed to be continuous. The behavior observed in 
the proportional controller is related to the algorithm's convergence behavior - in a previous 
chapter it was pointed out that the proportional algorithm is guaranteed to overshoot because of its 
zero crossing behavior - this behavior leads to the switching problem because switching is 
guaranteed to occur at mid-points of the actuator's range. Switching problems can be alleviated if 
the algorithm's convcrgent behavior forces axis control switches to occur when the actuator returns 
to its zero position, as in the LITHIA algorithm. In the graphics below, no switching problem is 
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observed, and i n  this caw the brake is never actuated, because the throttle servos the velocity of 
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the vehicle matoticallv to the zero error. 
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38. OPTIMIZATION 

LITHIA’S achievement of stable control now allows us to consider optimizing the use of control 
against other system parameters such as stability and fuel consumption. Optimal control admits 
generally those problems which seek to minimize a cost function or performance index. of the 
form: 

J = F ( x ( t , ) , t f )  + L(x(t) ,u(6)?t)dr 

0 

where F(x(t$, 9) describes the terminal performance of the action, and the integral describes the 
transitional performance of the action. Such a performance index may be used either in the design 
process or during the control process. In the design process one use I to selectgnins which provide 
optimal performance for the execution of a specific action. The dynamic bandwidth over which the 
performance remains near optimal is a function of the system sensitivity. A sensitivity analysis is 
often performed with the design analyses to guarantee a robust optimality margin. One map also 
use the performance index to design an optimal control law. Two standard approaches to this 
solution include the dynamic programming principle. and the use of Pontryagin’s minimum 
principle. 
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38.1 Linear Quadratic Optimal Control 

The LQ performance index considers the state error and the magnitude of the control signal in the 
production of an optimal control law - linear quadratic control.' The performance index t s  given in 
continuous form by: 

The performance index is given in discrete form by: 

J ( k )  = x T ( k h )  Q , x ( k h )  + 2xT(kh)Q12u(kh) +i tT(kh)Qlu(kh)  

where: 

The LQ control rule is given to be: n u ( k )  = - L ( k ) x ( k )  

where L(k)  is defined to be: 

1 .  The following derivalirin is taken from hstrom and Wittenmark, chaptcr 11 - Optiinal De.sign Methods: 
Statc-Spacc Approach 
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and S ( k )  is defined to be: 

S ( W  = [a - r L  ( k )  i ‘ ~ ( k  + 1 )  [a  - r L  ( k )  I + e, + ~ ~ ( k )  Q?L ( I ; )  

and is called the discrete time Riccati Equation. 

38.2 Application of LQ to the NavLab II 
It is possible, but not quite straightforwad, to apply the LQ method, as formulated, 10 convcntional 
vehicles. The first problem arises with the linearity of the powertrain model. As noted in  thc 
LITHIA section, the constituent equations are not linear in velocity, but in energy. This forces LIS 

to adopt an energy based set of state equations. Beginning with the system equations, rewrite each 
such h t  it is a power equation: 

K 
P = [ M F +  ( L o a d )  ( R P M ) ]  9 

I< 

P = nzd V = n i K , , , ~ R P M V + m K , S + n z K , L o a d V  
di 

These equations can be combined to form a single power equation: 

Which will be somewhat artificially grouped as follows: 

E = m K R p M ( R P M )  (V) +mK,.$+niKL(Load) (v) +nz-(Load)  K e  ( R P M )  
le 

This artificial grouping does not live up to the mathematics of the first order equation in that thc 
load terms appearing in the Energy equation above give power, not energy. Strictly spealiing they 
should appear as system inputs. The purpose here is to isolate the mass flow term such that the LQ 
control law may be applied. Given this formulation of the first order equation, the following 
aerformance index is derived: 

This performance index provides optimizing information h t  is directly relatcd to the velocily 
error of the vehicle, the applied loads, and the state of the engine. Should one wish to includc. other 
dynamic responses, such as the suspension response of the vehicle, then power / energy 
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formulations may he added to the energy terms above. Solution via the Riccati equations produces 
an optimal control law. 

38.3 Limitations of the LO Method 
Thc LQ method was ultimately rejected, with some reservations, in favor of the fec.dforward 
optimal control or action space planning method. In making this design decision, I reasoned ovcr 
several potential problems which I discuss here. 

38.3.1 Role of Prediction 
The LQ method is implemented by precomputing the feedback gain L(k) from forward time N back 
to present time. In practice, the stationary controller achieved by extending N out in time is often 
used. The performance of this precomputed step has the potential advantage of allowing us to 
achieve optimal control without the necessity of performing a costly feedforward computation 
each cycle. The potential problem with this approach is that the fidelity of the model may not be 
sufficient to support reliable pre-computing. The models developed in this thesis were derived for 
the purpose of capturing gross dynamics and general physical relationships. I suspect that higher 
order models may be necessary to achieve robust control. 

38.3.2 Control Signal Saturation 
The LQ controller has no knowledge of the limitations of the physical system. The linear energy 
formulation does not admit of engine RPM limits, acceleration limits, throttle limits, etc. The 
inability to easily insert a saturation mechanism in the. control formulation was seen to be a 
significant problem with the method. 

38.3.3 Switching Unidirectional Control 
The derived LQ controller does not recognize the throttle control signal as a unilateral controller. 
In order to practically implement such a system, some method of separating brake control from 
throttle control would need to be included; or some method of mapping energy requirements back 
onto throttle and brake commands. 

38.3.4 Velocity I Energy Equivalency 
It is unclear that performing LQ control on kinetic energy is equivalent to optimization on uelocity. 
Specifically, the energy term in the energy differential equation includes energies of the vehicle as 
a body, as well as energies of the engine as a rotational system. Such a formulation appears to 
demand optimization across a larger system than intended. 

39. FEEDFORWARD OPTIMAL CONTROL 

Feedforward optimal control differs from classical LQ control in the manner in which it obtains a 
solution to the performance index minimization problem. Whereas LQ control offers a closed form 
solution gcnerated through dynamic programming, the feedforward method obtains an 
approximate optimal solution through simulation. This method of solution generation is called the 
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feedfurward solution, although it has recently been called action-space planning (Kelly and 
Singh[l XI) i n  the mobile robotics community when contrasted with classical configuration space 
planning methods. The selection of an open ended solution technique brings two concerns to be.ar. 
First, the resolution of the search must be sufficiently fine that the optimal solution may be 
resolved, without being so fine that computation time is wasted; and second. the cycle time must 
be consonant with the total cycle time of the system. 

39.1 Speed Profile Generation 
An estimate of the powertrain response may be produced by forward simulating the closed-loop 
response of the engine and I or braking system for a given commanded velocity V,. For the 
powertrain system, the mass flow may be commanded using any control law. In the following 
example, the second generation LITHIA algorithm is used. For the braking system, the extended 
proportional servo control algorithm is used. 

39.1.1 LITHIA Forward Simulation: 

I M F  = [Q,V,+ Q,Load] RPM 

V = U,(RPM)*+LrZ(RPM) (Vel)  +U3(Vel) '+U,Load 

39.1.2 Braking System Forward Simulation: 

39.2 Search 
Search may bc performed by choosing a set of commanded velocities Vd about a nominal dcsired 
velocity provided by a higher planning agent. The vehicle system employs two unilateral control 
algorithms, implying that a method for determining how best to search the two independent spaces 
is nccded. It is not necessarily the case that when the higher planning agent requests a velocity 
highcr than the current velocity that the throttle will be employed. For example: i t  may be thc case 
that other factors in the optimization algorithm actually require that the vehicle be slowed in thc 
next cycle for the sake of stability. 
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39.3 Performance Index 
Each spccd profile generated during the search is evaluated against a performance index. which 
takes thc form: 

Where V, = velocity error; TRg5 is the time to 95% of the commanded velocity; Vo is the velocity 
overshoot: Vu is the undershoot of a preset lower limiting velocity: S is a stability metric rcturned 
by thc SPECTRE system; and MF is the mass flow of fuel to the engjne. The members of- the 
performance index were chosen to represent the criteria by which the scrvo control algorithm 
performance is typically judged, the need for a stability assessment, and the desire to conserve fucl 
whenever possible. These relative importance of each member is quantified by its associated 
constant q. 

40. SUMMARY 

This chapter has developed a novel, energy-based approach, to the problem of servo-controlling 
the speed of a conventional vehicle. The algorithms developed have demonstrated an entirely 
different class of behavior from the traditional approach. The performance has been shown to 
exhibit good command following, and robust disturbance rejection over rugged, unstructured 
terrain. The method is further shown to be easily extensible to current, proven planning 
methodologies such as feedforward optimal control. The inherent link between speed planning and 
motion evaluation was noted in the formulation of the performance index. In the following chapter. 
we will consider a method of performing computationally e.ffic.ient motion evaluatjon for both 
speed and motion planning. 
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CHAPTER VI11 - SPECTRE: A FREQUENCY SPACE MOTION 
EVALUATION SYSTEM 

Motion evaluation comprises part of the central loop of the motion planning algorithm. Its 
computational complexity has a significant impact on the cycle time of the entire autonomous 
navigation software system. To date, only rime domain motion evufuarion techniques, basc.d on 
ODE systcm models have been implemented. The numerical solutions to ODE’S are given by a set 
o f  techniques derived from the Euler method which require the explicit computation of function 
derivatives to attain the forward propagation of the system state. Such techniques are of sufficient 
computational cost to be prohibitive to current computational resource for all but the simplest of 
system models. The fundamental limitations of system cycle time offer sufficient motivation to 
search for alternate evaluation techniques that may prove computationally tractable in the near 
term and computational advantageous in the long term when more generous computational 
resources are available. 

Current methods of motion evaluation follow from time domain system models, represented by the 
Caylcy Hamilton theory, in which future states are shown to be the convolution of  inputs over the 
present state. Such a model, when numerically implemented, require a similar forward propagation 
of state to arrive at future states, which methods will be shown to be computationally intractable 
undcr current resource constraints. It is a fundamental principle of mathematics that convolution 
in the time space is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency space. We employ this principle 
to eliminate the on-line computational burden of forward propagation, replacing instead with an 
off-line calibration and discretization of a frequency space filter model. 

41. MODELLING 

The motion of a mechanical system is completely described by the system Lagrangian, which is a 
function of the gcneralized positions and generalized velocities of the system. Given the 
Lagrangian of the system and a set of initial conditions for each generalized position and velocity. 
the future states of the system may be described. The Lagrangian may be reduced to a set of 
equations of motion through the application of the first variation - also called Lagrange’s equation. 
It is a phenomena of Nature that many processes exhibit linear behavior through large portions of 
their bandwidth and may be described in a linear system model, such as the classical state. space 
form: 

The solution of this equation offers a closed form function which describes future system states in 
terms of the currcnt state and inputs to the system. We will consider two such solutions, the first 
being the classical solution found in the Cayley Hamilton theory, the second being obtained 
through the application of the Laplace transform. 
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41.1 Cayley Hamilton Theory 
Cayley Hamilton Theory supplies a classical time domain solution to the linear systcm model. For 
the sake of completeness, we will repeat this solution here. Given a l inea system. represented in 
state space form: 

i ( r )  = An(r) + B u ( r )  

The time domain solution to this differential equation is the sum of the homogeneous and particular 
solutions. The homogeneous solution is obtained by considering the unforced system 

The particular solution satisfies the forced system equation with zero initial conditions. One 
obtains the particular solution by beginning with a function w(f): 

Taking the time derivative of w(t) yields: 

Solving through integration yields: 

We may now solve for the particular solution x,(t): 

Which yields: 
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A simplified form. given by Cayley Hamilton theory, assumes that there is no need to rotalt: the 
input u into il new space: 

The response of the system is found to be a time integral convolution of the system inputs over thc 
state transition. 

41.2 The System Transfer Function 
An alternate solution to the matrix equation is produced through the application of the Laplace 
transrorm, and is often called the frequency-space solution. This technique yields a transfer 
function in s-space, as opposed to the integral formulation produced by the time domain solution. 
Again, for completeness sake, we step through the derivation process, beginning with the Laplace 
transform, which is defined to be: 

Application of the Laplace transform to the state space equation yields the following: 

x ( r )  = A x ( [ )  + B u ( t )  

s x ( s )  = A.r(s)  + B u ( s )  

Which can bc solved for a s ) :  
x ( s )  = ( s l - A )  B u ( s )  

Let us define a new variable G: 

which simplifies the expression to: 

where G may be considered to be the system transfer function. 
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42, DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLE SUSPENSION MODEL 

In this section we will develop a very simple suspension model in  both time and frequency domain. 
and perform a cost complexity analysis to determine how its evaluation effects the overall 
robustness of the system. Consider the following simplified model of the passive dynamics of the 
HMMWV. We consider the vehicle to be a point mass suspended from a massless bcam. which is 

. 
IG = [ k ( p z - ? , )  + b ! ~ z - i Z ) l l ~ -  [ k ( p , - ~ , )  + b ( P j - i l ) l l ~  

I 6 + k z 2 l 2 - k ~ , I I  + bj212-bi l l l  = k p , l , - k p l l l + b p z l z - b p , l ,  

supported at either end by parallel spring-dashpot pairs: 

Let the forces applied to the beam ends by the spring-dashpot pairs be labelled F1 and F2.The 
positive sense of the two model dimensions, Z and 0 are noted in the diagram, We will denote the 
position of each of the spring-dashpot pair's lower end with p. This position is assumed to be fixed 
by contact with the ground. Applying N.S.L. in the vertical and rotational directions yiclds the 
following set of equations: 

ZF; = nii z r  = 16 

- nig + F ,  + F, = mi F l l z - F I l I  = I Q  

To further simplify the resulting @-equation, we will assume that 1, = 1, 
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which allows us to make the following trigonometric substitutes. where L = 21, = 212 

L 
2 .  & 

L 
2 

z2 = z + - s l n Q  L = i + ,cosOO 

L i2 = z - -cosQO zI = .?+-s in@ 
2 

. .  
Z L + Z 1  = 2 i  

z 2 - z 1  = LsinO 

Z 2 + i ,  = 2; 

z 2 - z 1  = LCOSOO 

Substitution in the O-equation yields the following: 

bL2 kLL . l ~ + - c o s O 6 + - s i n @  = b l ( p 2 - g , )  + k l ( p , - p , )  
2 2 

To further simplify the O-equation, the small angle assumption is employed: 

Substitution into the z-equation yields: 

I 
~~ 

= - m g +  b ( p 2 + p l )  + k ( p z + p I )  

The resulting time domain model of the simple suspension model is thus given by the following 
equation set: 

nii+b(. jL+il)  + k ( i 2 + i l )  = - "g + h ( f . + f I )  + k ( P ? + P ] )  

Application of the Laplace transform yields the following frequency domain representations of the 
simple suspension model: 
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43. SOLUTION OF T H E  TIME DOMAIN PROBLEM 

The time domain equations of motion are time dependent, ordinary differential equations specified 
as initial value problems. Numerical solutions are called for due to the discretc (non-funclional) 
form of the input. which does not support direct solution of the integral. The numerical solution to 
such equations are obtained by first reducing the higher order differential equation to a set of 
coupled first ordcr differential equations, which are then numerically integrated by replacing the 
derivative term with a first order difference. This principle is most easily seen in Euler‘s method, 
which may be considered the basis of all ODE solution techniques. Euler’s method is given by the 
formula: 

Y” + , = Yn + M X “ ,  y,) 0 
This formula, like all ODE solution techniques, calculates an approximation to the derivative of 
the function and advances the solution through a step of size h. Euler’s method calculates the 
derivative estimate based solely on information from the beginning of the time step. Eulcr’s 
method is impractically unstable, and of low order accuracy - O(h*). More advanced methods use 
information from throughout the time step h to estimate the function’s derivative.There are three 
principal methods for the numerical solution of initial value problems: 

1. Runge Kutta Methnds 

2. Richardson Extrdpdaiion 

3. Predictor Comctor Methods 

Runge Kutta techniques are generally considered to be the “workhorse” techniques of numerical 
ODE integration. It operates by applying several Euler steps across the step and combining this 
information to match a Taylor’s series expansion up to some chosen order - the most common 
being the fourth order Runge Kutta, which offers accuracy O(h5). 

Richardson extrapolation techniques are based on the idea that one may, from several integration 
cstimates, combine these estimates to a higher order estimate by considering the effect of a 
parameter of the integration, in this case the step size, and extrapolating the parameter to a limit - 
i n  this case, extrapolating the step size. to zero. These techniques are limited in their application to 
smooth functions containing no singularities internal to the integration bounds. Richardson 
extrapolation is generally a more computationally efficient method to apply, but it is also 
potentially less stable, depending upon the form of the ODE. We will show that. although this 
technique is computationally more tractable, its output is not in a form useful to the motion 
evaluation problem. 

The final technique, Predictor-Corrector is a middle of the road method that is typically dominated 
by Richardson extrapolation techniques when it comes to solving computationally expensivc ODE 
problem where high precision is needed. Where such expense or precision is not present. Runge 
Kutta surfices, being more convenient to implement. 
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44. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 

The relative costs of performing motion evaluation in the time and frequency domains can be 
estimated without the necessity of resorting to experimental computation. It is often the case that 
the. run time cost of basic algorithms may be significantly reduced through the application of 
secondary techniques such as adaptive step-size and error correction algorithms. In thc case of real 
time motion evaluation. the brcvity ofthe integration bounds is severe - only about 100 - 500 steps 
are taken along the observed path, thus there is little room for computational improvement over the 
cost of the basic algorithm. In this section, we will compute explicitly the estimated cost of thc 
fourth order Runge-Kutta technique as applied to a typical run-lime cycle of' an autonomous 
navigation system. The models given above will be used in the example. 

44.1 Runge Kutta Solution 
Using the suspension model given above, we will now construct a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
numerical integrator in two steps - in the first step we will explicitly calculate the costs of 
estimation for the z-model. In the second step, for the sake of brevity, we will not derive thc costs. 
only present their final values. Recall the model: 

m ? + 2 b i + 2 k i  = - m g + b ( p , + p , )  + k ( p z + p I )  

Let us first convert the second order model into a set of first order equations: 

I < = - n i g + b ( p 2 + p , )  + k ( p ? + p l )  - 2 h y - Z k z  

f = y  

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the inputs (pz+ pl)  and (dp$dt + dp,/dt) arc provided 
in tabulated form and can be accessed at essentially zero cost. The fourth ordzr Runge Kutta 
equations are given by: 
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where: 

Calculate k,  

Calculate k, 

k ,  = f (y; + h;  z ,  + hk , )  

f ( y , z )  = - r n g + b ( p , + p , )  + k ( p , + p , )  - 2 6 ~ - 2 1 :  

Calculate Calculate 
Parameters Function 

0 10 

5 10 

and: 

k ,  = f ( z ,  + h, y,  + hl , )  

f ( z ,y )  = ?' 

Assuming that the cost of multiplications and additions are equal, we  can evaluate the tloating 
point operation cost of calculating the four terms ki in the Runge-Kutta equations: 

I 

Total = 55 13 -10 
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Add to this the number of operations needed to combine the y-equation terms once: 

Total 

Operations 

8 

I Multiply by 1% I 1 I 

Calculate k, 

Calculate k, 

I Multiply by h I 1  I 

5 0 

3 0 

Total = 9 

bringing the total for the y-equation computation to 61. We may now do 
equation: 

13 0 

Calculate Calculate 

Total 

I Calculate k, I 

8 

and for combining: 

Operations 
Count i Sum Inner Block 

I Multiply by 1/6 I 1 I 
Multiply by h 

the. same for the z- 
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which totals 21 for the z-equation. The total for one cycle of the z suspension model through thc. 
Runge Kutta implemcntation is equal to 61+2 1 = 82 operations. Through a similar process wc may 
arrive at the cost of implementing the 0 model, which we recall to be: 

which can be similarly converted to a pair of first order equations: 

bL2 kL2 
it, = - n i g + h ( p z + p , )  + k ( p , + p , )  2 2 

I 0 = w I 
The F t  f impleme ting fourth-order Runge Kutta to this model is found be 79 operations, for 
a total of 161 operations for the system model. Let’s now estimate the cost for running through a 
typical motion evaluation cycle. Let us assume that we are to check 10 paths, 20 meters long, 200 
points per path. 

operations 
C y l r C u s l  = ( I O ’ S ) (  cycle 2OOp-)( path IbloperAriuns) pu in t  = 322,000 cyr le  

for a machine that operates at 4MFLOPS, this cycle cost translates into 0.08 sec = 80 msec. This 
cost represents approximately 80% of the total cycle of a system operating at 10Hz. Remember, 
however. that this cost is suffered for the simplesr possible approxittiafion to the suspcnsion 
response. More sophisticated models will likely consume the entire cycle time of the mobile robot. 
This is the fundamental near-term driver for exploring alternate formulations. In gcncral, a inore 
computationally efficient algorithm permits greater flexibility in the software design process - 

FTOP’s freed from motion evaludtion can then be used to improve the system resolution, or to 
improve the system cycle time and hence its reaction time. 

44.2 Richardson Extrapolation Technique - Bulirsch-Stoer Method 
The Richardson Extrapolation technique offers a more sophisticated approach to numerical 
integration of linear ODE’S. The technique is based upon the same fundamental idea as Romberg 
integration, which is called Richardson’s deferred approach to the limit. The idea is that the final 
answer of a numerical calculation, such as numerical integration, is in itself a function of many 
paramctcrs. such as the step size. If one is able to fit a function to these stepsize I answer pairs, then 
one could drive the stepsize parameter to the zero limit, achieving a theoretically precise answer. 
The Bulirsch-Stoer Method uses a rational function to perform the zero limit extrapolation, and the 
modified midpoint method to provide the extrapolation data. Let’s first considcr the cost of 
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performing a midpoint cvaluation.The modified midpoint method advanccs y(x) from x lo a point 
(x + H) by laking n substeps each of size h: 

The advancement cycle is given by the following set of equations in which we dcfinc a set of 
dummy variables zi to carry forward the estimate. We first define the initial vaiables 20 and 2 , :  

i l  = zo + hf (I, 2,) 

The function is then advanced for m = 1 .__ (n-1) using a center differencing estimate: 

The new value at y(x+H) is then given by: 

I 1 
? ; ( X + H )  = - [ ?  + -  L,, ~ I + hf (-r + H ,  z , )  I I 

The Bulirsch-Stoer Method assembles a set of data by applying the modified midpoint method for 
sequentially finer step sizes. After each iteration, a rational function is fit to the data set and 
extrapolated to the zero stepsize limit. From the previous example, we know that thc cost of 
evaluating the z-function is 10 FLOP’s and the cost of evaluating the @-function is also 10 FLOP’s. 
We can deduce the cost of performing a single iteration of the suspension model by considering 
each equation in the modified midpoint method, beginning with the initialization: 

in which 1 function evaluation is performed, plus one addition and one multiplication, for a total 
of 12 FLOP‘S. Now consider the center differencing equation: 

**+I - Lrn-1  + 2hf (x + mh. z , )  

which requires one function evaluation, plus two additions and three multiplications for a total of 
15 FLOP’S. The center differencing equation is iterated n times, where n is supplied by (he 
Bulirsch-Stoer sequence n = 2,4,6.8,12 ... 2n.2 The total cost of the modified midpoint method is 
therefore: 
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The second operation in the Bulirsch-Stoer method is the fitting of thc rational function and the 
subscquent extrapolation to the zero stepsize limit. For the sake of this comparative. study, we will 
ignore this cost, and estimate the Richardson Extrapolation cost's lower limit based on thc 
modified midpoint method's forward propagation cost. To form an estimate of thc lower limit of 
the cycle time cost, let us assume that only four cyclcs n = 2,4,6,8 are required which yicld a cost 
of 42 + 72 + 102 + 132 = 348 operations for both the z-equation and Q-equation. The total cost for 
the suspension is thus 696 operations per path. 

The computational savings of this method is impressive; however, at this point we will point out 
the cost at which this savings comes, as shown in the extrapolation procedure. The sequential 
application of the modified midpoint operation produces a set of estimatcs of the value !(x + H ) ,  
tabulated for the number of substeps n taken to traverse H. The extrapolation procedure fits a 
rational function to this sequence, thus refining the local estimate of y(x + HI.  Motion evaluation 
necessarily requires the examination of the path, not merely the path endpoints. Thus the 
integration proccss must achieve a resolution on an order much smaller than that of H, which 
requires integration on the stepsize order of the Runge-Kutta method. Thus. although the cost 
savings of the Richardson Extrapolation technique is tempting, it does not achieve the fundamental 
ohjectivc of ODE integration for motion evaluation. 

44.3 Output Evaluation of Time Domain Solutions to the ODE 
The forward propagation of the system model provides an estimate of the future statcs under that 
set of inputs. The evaluation of this output reduces this state estimate to a metric of goodncss. 
Evaluation may require some further calculation of integrals or derivatives of the state, but 
typically reduces to a set of threshold comparison operations on state values such as velocity and 
acceleration. In the particular case of suspension evaluation, the principle metrics of concern are 
the acceleration, velocity. and travel of the two degrees of freedom. 

44.4 Comments 
Time domain motion evaluation techniques require three steps: input data preparation, ODE 
solution, and output evaluation. For the purposes of estimating computational cost the input data 
prcparation cost is assumed to be zero, we rationalize this stance by noting that in most navigation 
systems a terrain map amenable to our purposes is available. We also note that the time. domain 
motion evaluation techniques required a good state estimate everywhere along the path. as state 
itself is the final metric of comparison. This requirement acts as a cost driver to the motion 
evaluation system by forcing the integration stepsize to approximate the evaluation resolution 
along the path. The cost of the Runge Kutta method has been shown to be prohibitive for even thc 
simplest suspension model. 
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45. SPECTRE 

The SPECTRE system seeks to eliminate entirely the on-line or real-time computation of motion 
response, leaving only data preparation and output evaluation processes. We achieve this goal by 
moving to the frequency space or filter formulation which makes use of the system transfer 
function as the motion evaluation model. The fundamental principal at work here is that 
convolution (and therefore integration) in the time domain is equal to multiplication i n  the 
frequency domain. In order to make use of this method, the SPECTRE system must pay an 
additional cost in projecting the range data into the frequency domain. for which the Fast Fourier 
Transform method is employed. 

45.1 The Filter Model 

The SPECTRE system makes use of a frequency domain model of the system, which may be called 
a filter model. The filter model shows a system transfer function which filters the input pair (p2 + 
p , )  onto the system output: z & 0: 

sLni + 2sb + 2k  I 

Filters have the property of taking in a frequency of known magnitude and producing a change in 
magnitude and an accompanying phase shift. This information may be expressed i n  either vector 
form (usually in polar coordinates), or as the scalar power. The graphical display of the vector 
formulation produces the Nyquist and Bode plots, while the power formulation produces the power 
spectral density plot. The SPECTRE system makes use of the scalar power formulation to perform 
thresholding operations in frequency Epace. Recall the general filter formulation of the system 
modcl: 

I * (s )  = G u ( s )  I 
The fundamental idea behind SPECTRE is that, given this filter formulation of the model. we may 
discretize the input and output space into a set of buckets. The filter scales each input bucket i ,  to 
produce a power in output bucket i. In principle, the gains between input and output buckets may 
be computed through extensive off line testing of instrumented systems. or extensive modelling 
and exacting numerical analysis of system models. This produces a discrete set of n input / output 
gains: 

I x i  = Gildi I 
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Having arrived at a set of gains between input and output buckets, we may assign to each input fc; 
such threshold that prevents the output bucket x; from exceeding an imposed limit. Such a 
formulation requires that the syste.m inputs be transformed into the frequency space, for which 
purpose we employ the Fast Fourier Transform. 

45.2 The Fast Fourier Transform 
The Fast Fourier Transform algorithm is a method of computing the discrete fourier transform in 
reduced time. It is O(Nlog2N) as opposed to the ordinary discrete fourier transform’s O(N’)). The 
algorithm achieves this cost savings by employing a binary partitioning scheme that sequentially 
reduces an input set of N members into two sets of length N I 2 .  These two sets may then each bc 
reduced to two more sets. and so on. The N members are split by separating the even components 
into one set and the odd components into the other. Having reduced an input set of N members into 
N individual sets, the Fourier transform of each individual member (the identity function) is taken. 
Recombination of these sets, with the appropriate frequency shift completes (he FFT algorithm. 

45.3 Cost of the FFT 
Recombination of the partitions requires logzN cycles, in each cycle N complex additions and iV / 
2 complex multiplications are required. The cost of the FFT algorithm is thus found to be: 

The number of dam points available across a path is on the order of 200. For simplicity of 
calculation, let‘s assume 256 data points for the FFT. The computational cost per path is thus 3072 
FLOP’s. For the assumed I O  paths per cycle, we produce a total cost of 30,720 FLOP’S. 

45.4 Cost Savings over Time Domain Approaches 

The cost Eavings of FFT application over ODE integration is tremendous -approximately one order 
of magnitude. The cost of applying the FFT algorithm is approximately 10% of the cost of Runge- 
Kutta integration. The real advantage of the frequency domain approach is that accuracy 
improvements do not require additional computation time, since the FFT is applied only to the 
input. 

46. EXPERIMENTATION 

4 set of laser range images were taken at the slag heap site to determine what obstacles might look 
like, as seen in the frequency space. The FFT algorithm was applied to each column of the range 
image, with the resulting frequency curve converted to a power spectrum. The following two 
images are of ihe slag heap site - the first shows an essentially flat patch of terrain. one that is easily 
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traversable. The second image has a large mound that stretches across approximately the second 
quarter of the image - this mound is significant enough to be an obstacle to the HMMWV: 

The following graphic superimposes four power spectra from four separate images. Two images 
are of the same patch of flat terrain, and the second pair of images capture the same obstacle- 
mound. The obstacle is easily identified by its large mid-frequency content, as seen below: 
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47. SUMMARY 

Motion evaluation cost is one of the driving costs of an autonomous navigation system. The 
reaction time of the system a5 a whole is thus closely tied to speed of the motion evaluator, while 
the robustness of the system is a function of the quality of the evaluation. This chapter has 
described a new methodology for path evaluation that is mathematically equivalent to the 
traditional method, but at a fraction of the computational cost. The method is noted to rrquire no 
increase in computational cost as model complexity is increased. 
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CHAPTER IX - SUMMARY 

This thesis addresses the autonomous speed control problem as applied to a large and important 
class of mobilc robots - conventional vehicles. Speed control algorithms applied to conuentional 
vehicles have historically lacked robustness in rugged natural terrain deployment. Early algorithms 
are characterized by performance sensitivity, poor stability, poor command following. and gencral 
tuning difficulties. An analysis of prior work in the field and a set of initial experiments indicated 
that unmodelled dynamics were the. likely barrier to future performance improvemcnts. 

Modelling of the gross dynamics of the system enabled the discovery and description of the two 
phenomena principally responsible for prior poor performance. The magnitudes of thc disturbance 
forces are large when compared to both vehicle momentum and engine output torque, and thc 
system forcing function is incompatible with the use of a proportional controller about velocity. 
The second phenomena is explained by the physical properties of the system: specifically, the 
governing principlc of the system forcing function is the First Law of Thermodynamics, an energy 
based law. A linear differential system equation may therefore only be formed in energy space. 
owing to the necessities of producing the p&icular solution to the differential equation. This result 
is non-intuitive as most forcing functions are force-based. resulting in the traditional velocity space 
linear differential equation. Unfortunately, the resulting equations, when transferred to vclocity 
space, retain two state terms, yielding a coupled system equation. 

Two basic goals were set for a new class of controllers - complete state decoupling and enhanced 
disturbance rejection. Two generations of LITHIA speed controllers were developed base.d on the 
engine and powertrain dynamical models developed in this thesis. The first generation LITHIA 
controller was formulated using direct model inversion. Head to head experimentation 
demonstrate.d that the LITHIA algorithm attains greater dynamic bandwidth (directly attributable 
to disturbance rejection) and faster time to commanded velocity than traditional approaches, with 
zcro overshoot (attributable to proper model formulation). Classical control techniques. such as the 
use of s-space for design, were employed to improve the first generation LITHIA algorithm. The 
second generation LITHIA algorithm improves upon the first by achieving full statc decoupling 
whilc reducing the number of gains from five to two. 

The thesis demonstrated the extensibility of the LITHIA algorithm to optimal control planning, 
which trades off command following performance against fuel consumption and system stability. 
The classical LQ control techniques are first explored and shown to be applicable to the problem 
if formulated in energy space. There is an unfortunate lack of clarity as to the proper equivalcnce 
bctween optimization in energy space and optimization for stability, thus a feedforward planning 
method was instead implemented. 

Optimal control planning systems require a real-time motion evaluation algorithm capable of 
analyzing the rcsponse of the vehicle’s passive dynamical systems to predict the system stability 
margin. This thesis offered a fresh perspective on this problem by formulating a solution in the 
frequency space, rather than applying the Cayley-Hamilton time domain integral solution 
implemented by all previous systems. SPECTRE oCfers the unique advantagc of filter 
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prccomputation, reducing the evaluation problem to a thresholding operation on frequency inputs 
obtained through the application of the FFT algorithm to terrain images. 

Modelling proved to be a key core technology to this thesis. The use of low fidelity models that 
qualified the gross dynamical interactions of the system allowed the designer to crcate a simple, 
hut powerful integrated speed control algorithm. The creation of the SPECTRE systcm was 
brought about by a generally unstated precept of control theory - namely the convention of 
employing time domain and frequency domain mathematics and methods interchangeably while 
taking note of their individual strengths. SPECTRE is nothing more than the frequency domain 
equivalent of the time domain motion evaluator, yet it offers several distinct advantages over 
traditional methods. 

48. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

This thesis offers the first comprehensive look at autonomous speed control as applied to 
conuentional vehicles - a more difficult problem than those previously solved by virtue of its 
complicated powertrain and suspension dynamics. The analyses and designs produced in this work 
result in a simple control algorithm that enables stable, wide-bandwidth powertrain control over 
rugged, unstructured 3-D terrain. These results, combined with the model-based approach of 
control theory. constitute a clear counter-example to the notion that the dynamics of combustion 
and torque conversion cannot be adequately modelled to effect good speed control - the LITHIA 
system provides good command following (as good as, or better than, a human) using luw-fiddify 
models. As a result, one general contribution of the work is the partial establishment of the 
physical theory underlying the autonomous control of conventional vehicle powertrains. While 
I am convinced that the physical phenomena identified and modelled in this thesis constitute the 
foundation for the production of robust, stable conventional vehicle speed control algorithms, the 
physical theory is bound to expand with increasingly complex environments. Clearly, mechanics 
of soil deformation and other issues of terramechanics must soon be considered to provide further 
advancements in natural environments. None-the-less, the foundation created in this thesis is 
fundamental to such future work. 

This thesis has shown that both classical control (s-space) design theory and state-space analysis 
techniques are powerful tools in the production and improvement of closed loop powertrain control 
laws. I feel that these results are particularly important as the community was at somewhat of a loss 
to marry this problem to basic control theory even a year ago. This match is due mostly to the 
identification of the proper linear space, and a willingness to interpret the linear energy regimc in 
nun-linear torque and velocity spaces when necessary. The opportunities taken resulLed in the 
production of the simplified, second generation LITHIA algorithm. With respect to optimal 
control, classical LQ optimal control ha been shown to be applicable to the autonomous speed 
control problem when formulated in the energy domain. Other practical design issues forced the 
extension of action space planning (or feedforward optimal control) to this non-spacial domain. 
Finally, an alternate, frequency space, formulation of the motion evaluation problem has been 
developed in which the significant advantage of filter pre-computation allows thc implementation 
of f ine resolution evaluation through input thresholding. The method has been shown to bc an 
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identical mathematical solution to the traditional ODE integration approach, with the significant 
advantagc of multiplication of input rather than convolution. 

For purposes of clarity, I have restated the results and contributions of this thesis in  as succ.inct a 
manner as possible. I believe that the following results and contributions sections propcrly 
characterize the technologies and distinguish them from prior art in the field. 

48.1 Results 
This thesis has produced a novel energy-bused servo-controls algorithm which has demonstrated 
superior command following and disturbance rejection performance over all previously known 
algorithms. This energy or power-based algorithm has enabled robust, stable speed control over 
rugged, unstructured 3-D terrain for extensive distances while maintaining asymptotic 
convergence. The asymptotic behavior of the energy-based algorithm is not mercly a performance 
irnprovcment over the traditional methods, but is shown to be an entirely new class of response 
behavior, nearly identical to the response of standard second order systems. Experimentation 
demonstrates speed control performance that is as good asl or better than, that attainable by a 
human driving the same terrain. 

This thesis has also developed an optimal speed planner, based on the feedforward method of 
motion planning. Speed planning is shown to be analogous to motion planning, with sufficicnt 
similarity to allow the combination of speed and motion planning into a single optimal planner. No 
specific claims are made of this work, other than the demonstration that the autonomous spec.d 
control problem may be formulated in a manner entirely analogous to the traditional autonomous 
navigation problem. Such a formulation leads in a straightforward manner to the eventual 
integration of autonomous speed control and autonomous navigation systems. 

Finally, this thesis has produced a novel frequency space motion evaluation methodology that 
eliminates the need for expensive real time ODE integration. Extensive cost comparisons are 
provided which demonstrated a minimum of one order of magnitude difference in run time cost. 
The most compelling attribute of this new methodology is its constant run-time cost in  the face of 
increasing model complexity and I or improved model resolution. The mathematics of the method 
are developed and a set of frequency space images of obstacles are obtained from laser range findcr 
linages. 

48.2 Principal Contributions 

There are two classes of contributions made in this thesis - fundamental and demonstrative. 
Fundamental contributions are both novel and unique in the field, and have a full grounding in 
either physical or mathematical theory. Demonstrative contributions lack such grounding, but offer 
instead a demonstration of either the applicability of a previously untried method, or the 
importance of an unnoticed phenomena. This thesis offers two fundamental contributions, and two 
demonstrative contributions. 
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48.2.1 Linearity of the Energy Domain 
This thesis makes a fundamental contribution by proving that line.ar servo control techniques are 
appropriate to the throttle control portion of the autonomous speed control problem when the 
system equations of motion are formulated in the system’s energy space. rather than the traditional 
velocity space. This phenomena is shown to arise from the necessity of enforcing a differential 
equation compatibility between the First Law of Thermodynamics (the governing principal of the 
system forcing function) and Newton’s Second Law (the governing principal of the characteristic 
system equation). This has the effect o f  

I .  Allowing the full application of linear control techniques. 

2. Allowing the formulation of a control law that produces a standard second ordcr 
transfer function. Such a formulation allows the use of fundamental design 
techniques such as pole placement. 

48.2.2 Frequency Space Obstacle Detection 
This thesis makes a second fundamental contribution by developing an alternate, frequency-space, 
solution to the motion evaluation problem. This new method is shown to be of constant order in 
model complexity, whereas the time space formulation is guaranteed to be of non-constant order. 
In cven the simplest suspension modelling case, the method is shown to produce a one order of 
magnitude improvement in run time. 

48.2.3 Optimal Control Application 
This thesis demonstrates that the classical LQ optimal control method can be applied to the 
autonomous speed control problem when formulated in the linear energy space rather than velocity 
space. Questions of the appropriateness of such an application arise, which leads to the ultimate 
rejection of the method in favor of the so-called action space planning, or feedforward optimal 
control method. Such a formulation demonstrates the compatibility of integrating autonomous 
speed control and autonomous navigation problems in a single optimal control planner. 

48.2.4 Disturbance Reduction Functions 
This thesis demonstrates that the reduction of the magnitude of the disturbance forces through 
mechanical means is tightly tied to the thermodynamic efficiency of the retro-fit design, as 
expressed by the Claussius statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. This work was 
ancillary to the main theme of the thesis, and so is relegated to an appendix. 

49. TECHNICAL PERSPECTNES 

This thesis was produced through the application of a traditional engineering approach to problem 
solving. It was my intention to allow the engineering process to force the physics and the 
mathematics to form a solution, rather than to produce and test solutions which I invented. To a 
large extent this method worked well; the LITHIA algorithms were produced by-and-large through 
a straightforward model inversion followed by s-space refinement techniques. The frequency 
space work was also produced by such a method, in its case I back-chained the mathematics of 
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motion evaluation towards its source, until I found the fork in the road. In truth, I had had ideas of 
using such an alternate approach years earlier while performing my master's degree work, but the 
formal acceptance of the method as a true alternate to ODE integration was pr0duce.d through such 
matheinattical chaining. 

There were a few ironies in this thesis which T have mused on without any general conclusion. 
First, I find it interesting to note that the analysis work of the thesis followed from a decision to 
produce force-based models of the vehicle, yet the final engine controller takes an energy-based 
form. T thought it particularly important to follow what 1 called a force-centric approach. It is hard 
to remember my original reasoning, but I find it likely that 1 followed the general recipe for 
producing control algorithms, the first step generally being the generation of a set or equations of 
motion. I considered different methods (Newtonian and Lagrangian methods) of arriving at the 
same goal - the production of the differenrial equations ufmotion. I think lhat this intermediate goal 
might not have been so blindly chosen if I had instead begun with a description of the power plant, 
rather than the system under actuation. The importance of energy-based methods arose only after 
the importance of control algorithm compatibility with the First Law of Thermodynamics was 
recognized. 

I find that this work progressed at a faster rate once the problem of speed control was subdivided 
into the problems of brake control and throttle control. As was shown in the thesis, the underlying 
physics are fundamentally different, requiring the production of different classes of control laws 
for the two. The inter-weaving of the two into a single control algorithm has been performed using 
a switching algorithm, with appropriate attention paid to the end conditions. I feel that more work 
should be done testing the switching algorithm under a variety of terrain conditions. There was 
insufficient time to do so in the course of this work, and for the purposes of algorithmic 
comparisons, it was inappropriate to test fully integrated systems. Having demonstrated robust 
capabilities, and reasonable integration strategies, it is appropriate to produce a second generation 
prototype system for extensive field testing. 

49.1 A Speed Control Algorithm Comparison 
In thc prior work and linear experimentation chapters, a set of three previous control algorithms 
were analyzed or empirically tested. These control laws, which represent the prior state of the art 
in control theory, were tantalizingly close to an appropriate form. In this section, I compare each 
law to the second generation LITHIA control law produced in this thesis: 

Recall thc lookup table approach of Murphy, which took the form: 

'p = C +  K , V e  + K2sinB 

thc sccond two terms of the control law are an estimate of the required torque. I f  this estimate had 
been multiplied by the engine RPM, il power law would have been produced. though the critical 
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throttle valve transform is still required - we have previously noted its importmce. I have no1 
performed a rigorous comparison, but the values forwarded from Karl Murphy rise as a function 
of thc commanded speed, which would be consistent with the required increase in RPM. Recall 
now thc second: PID-style approach examine in the preliminary section of this thesis: 

This algorithm requires the addition of the feedforward term, as 
multiplication, and the throttle valve geometry transform. 

well as the engine RPM 

It is significant to note that the mathematical alteration of the.se algorithms to realize much higher 
performance is almost insignificant. The production of robust behavior is in no way dependent 
upon complicated real-time modelling or computation - merely (and importantly) it is entirely 
dependent upon the proper identijication of the underlying physical mechanics and proper 
design model formulation. The simplicity of the. multing control algorithm supports the notion 
that the gross physics of powertrain dynamics dominate the problem. 

49.2 Performance Improvements through Increased Model Fidelity 

This thesis demonstrated that speed control performance, as good as, or better than a human 
operator driving the same terrain could be attained through the use of simplified engine and 
powertrain models. It would be interesting to see whether any significant performance 
improvements can be made by improving the fide.lity of the mod& on which the control algorithm 
is based. It has  been suggested to me that some simplifying assumptions made in the control 
modelling section. such as the steady state intake manifold aTsumption, may be inappropriatc and 
incompatible with the attainment of good control. The thesis has shown such significant 
performance improvements over the prior art that this assumption seems to have been validated. 
?lone-the-less, i t  is interesting to consider how the future performance of the algorithm might be 
improved through more rigorous modelling activities. 

I belicve that the load estimate is of critical importance to the performance of the algorithm, and 
so I find it most likely that performance improvements can be made by eithcr improving the 
terramechanics models themselves, or by providing a feedback or feedforward measurement of 
terramechanical properties. I have previously noted that the difference in rolling friction between 
packed and unpacked slag was significant enough to cause reasonable steady state crrors. 
Adaptation of the load seems necessary for future all-terrain navigation. Of course, the general 
assumption of non-yielding terrains made in the course of the thesis must also be confronted to 
produce autonomy in general, non-homogeneous, yielding terrains. Other model improvements, 
such as an improved mapping of engine and powertrain functions, while useful for improved 
simulation, do not seem likely to produce significant changes in control performance. For these 
reasons, I consider terramechanics to be generally the next most significant topic to be addressed 
in autonomous speed control for conventional operations in unstructured terrain. 
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49.3 Pitch Measurements 

Thc pitch measurement is the most critical measurement made in  the LITHIA control law. Yet, it 
is very difficult to accurately measure, There are two fundamental problems with accurate 
measurements - the first is the physical location of  the device. Pitch sensors are mounkd on the 
moving vehicle, with thc entire suspension between their mcasureinent axis and the plane. which 
they actually should be mcasuring. The dynamic response of the suspension is thus mixcd with the 
measurement signal, and at sufficiently low frequency that the vehicle can respond to this error. In 
the tests performed over the course of  the thesis work, such responses occurred only when the. 
HMMWV mounted a small high-frequency object, such as a log or a cement block, which 
produced a la t ing low frequency suspension response. Although in this particular set of work the. 
response did not significantly affect the performance of the vehicle, in general this dynamicd 
transform exists between the measurement device and the slope of interest and should be 
considered. The use of non-contact sensors such as laser rangefinders to estimate the slope docs 
not eliminate this problem as the rangefinder measurements themselves must be rcferenced 
through a pitch sensor. This problem is entirely fundamental in its nature - it is an instantiation of 
Einstein’s elevator, the thought problem in general relativity in which Einstein demonstrated the 
equivalencc of gravitation and acceleration. This is one of the basic problems that designers of high 
fidelity inertial navigation units face. This problem will only be exacerbated as we move to more 
rugged terrains where suspension response becomes more exaggerated. One possible solution to 
the problem is to filter the pitch measurements against a frequency spectrum of the tcrrain. taken 
by an imaging sensor such as a laser range-finder. Such a process might allow us to separate 
suspension response frequencies from spatial frequencies in the terrain. A second possibility, 
though computationally expensive, is the inclusion of a roll (or in this casc, pitch) prediction 
model, akin to those used in naval ships to attain high accuracy projectile targeting. This seems to 
be rather the same method as the frequency methods previously mentioned. 

49.4 Frequency Space Motion Evaluation 
This thesis addressed the fundamental mathematics of motion evaluation within its scope: 
however, the full benefits of frequency-space evaluation have not yet been measured. To do so 
requires a modelling effort beyond the scope of this thesis, and the current resource of the 
university. The brute force method of performance quantification would be to tune the evaluator 
against high performance filter models produced through exhaustive modelling and tcsting of the 
target vehicles. I am rather opposed to such a method, strictly on the grounds of its abhorrent cost. 
for applications where the domain of operation can be adequately described, or for those doinains 
where limit-approaching performance is not required. For autonomous navigation over 
unstructured, unknown terrain in performance critical arenas, such as space exploration, thc cost 
of extensive modelling is reasonable compared to the cost of failure. However, for many other 
applications, threshold tuning through experimentation, or through on-line learning or adaptation 
may suffice. 
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50. FUTURE RESEARCH AND WORK 

The work addressed in this thesis has advanced to the point wherc engineering and 
commercialization are appropriate. Many of the fundamental problems of  autonomous spced 
control have been overcome, notably the production of stable. asymptotic servo-control. The 
problem has gcnerally been ground to established controls theory indicating that further work is 
most likely to result from engineering improvements to the base technologies. I have stated my 
belief that the next research front in speed control is opposed by the problems of terramcchanics. 
The work in this thesis assumed rigid soils, effectively allowing us to ignore the traction energy 
transferal problem. Limitations in soil stability limit the effectiveness of current techniques in the 
prcsencc of mud or yielding soils. 

I find it likely that the next generation of speed controllers will build upon the current work (one 
cannot escape the physical limitations of conventional vehicles addressed in this thesis) by adding 
furthcr feedback in the form of torque measurements or torque observers at the contdct points. Such 
feedback could enable either low level reactive-type torque limitation schemcs or the 
implementation of higher level plans that perhdps shift to higher (low torque) gears. Advances in 
autonomous speed planning also call for improvements in either basic sensor implerncntation or 
sensor interpretation algorithms, either of which enables the recognition or meawrement of 
viscous, limited trafficability soils before encounter. 

I would like to further pursue the formulation of the LQ problem. Perhaps there is a way to 
satisfactorily equate the energy based perspective with the velocity based perspective. I’m not sure 
that the pursuit of this goal will bear any relevant practical result. I believe that the formulation 
presented in this thesis is sufficiently broad that in practice it encompasscs as a subset the LQ 
result; however, there is a certain elegance that the given solution lacks and that a usable LQ 
solution may posses. 

I would like to combine the autonomous speed controller with a similar autonomous navigation 
systcm (the steering problem) to produce a single optimal controller. I believe that there is an 
opportunity to do just that by combining the RANGER system (Kelly[l6]) with LITHIA, The 
proposed RANGER-LITHIA system would then use LITHIA as an intermediary integrated control 
device and SPECTRE as a predictive tool to perform optimal motion planning in the two 
dimensional steering- propulsion space. 

51. GENERAL PERSPECTIVES 

I wanted to produce a systems work that demonstrated that the autonomous speed control problem 
exists as a complementary problem to the autonomous navigation problem, and that its solution is 
a necessary part of the achievement of full autonomy in conventional vehicles. I also wantcd to 
demonstrate that the problem is fundamentally an engineering problem, and that when it is 
approached from an engineering perspective a reasonable, straightforward solution is achie.vcd. 
The connection to control theory and physical mechanics which was forced throughout the thesis 
had the effect of grounding the work to physical theory - the continuity of this connection made all 
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of the diffcrence between this work and its prior art. In short, I credit the use of an engincering 
perspective with the advancement of this work above all other factors. 

Convcntional vehicles represent the most significant population of work vehicles in the p1anc.t. 
They arc engaged in work tasks in nearly every field from agriculture to mining to forestry Lo 
military service, usually in the performance of basic utility and haulage service. I believe that the 
lcgacy of this work will be the production of practical commercial autonomous systems for use i n  
such outdoor applications where conventional vehicles perform routine, mundane, basic haulage 
tasks. 
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APPENDIX I - KINEMATIC TRANSFORMS 

52. DEFINITION OF THE KIKEM4TIC TRANSFORMATIONS1 

In this section, the kinematic transformations that are necessary to move from a coordinatc system 
attached to the vehicle frame and a coordinate system situated in a fixed inertial frame are 
presented. Note that these transformations are kinemafic (mathematical) and are to he. 
dj.stinguished from the dynamic laws that will transform physical measurements taken in  one frame 
to their equivalent in another. Let two general frames be defined called ‘a’ and ‘b’ and consider thc 
moving axis operations which transform the fixed frame ‘a’ into coincidence with the moving 
frame ‘b’. In order, these are: 

- translate along the (x,y,z) axes of frame ‘a’ by (u,v,w) until its origin coincides with that o r  
frame ‘b’ . rotate about the new z axis by an angle called yaw - rotate about the new x axis by an angle 8 called pitch 
* rotate about the new y axis by an angle 4 called roll 

Angles are measured counterclockwise positive according to the right hand rule. These operations 
are indicated below for the case of transforming the fixed frame into the vehicle frame. , 

I .  This chapter originally appeared in a technical report entitled “Esscnlial Kinematics for Autonomous Ve 
hiclcs.” by .4lonzo Kelly. CMU-RI-TR-94-14. The text of this chapter has heen altered ti) suit thc purpurcs 
of this report. 
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The forward kinematic transform that represents this sequence of operations is, according to 
Kelly's rules for forward kinematics: 

T1ix.d = Trans(u, ~ , i ~ ) K o t i ( ~ ) R o t x ( O ) K ~ t ~ ( ~ )  nroving 

In the case of applied forces, translation is not of interest. The four by four matrix can thus be 
collapsed to a three by three rotation matrix: 

The inverse transformation, from the moving frame 'b' to the fixed frame 'a' is formcd by taking 
the transpose of this matrix: 

52.0.1 The w - Euler Angle Relationship 
The roll, pitch, and yaw angles are, as defined, measured about moving axes. Therefore, thcy are 
a sequence of Euler angles, specifically, the z-x-y sequence'. The Euler angle definition of vehicle 
attitude has the disadvantage that the roll, pitch, and yaw angles are not the quantities that are 
actually indicated by strapped down vehicle mounted sensors such as gyros. The relationship 
between the rates of the Euler angles and the angular velocity vector is nonlinear. The angles are 
measured neither about the body axes nor about the navigation frame axes. It is important to know 
the exact relationship between the two because it provides the basis for determining vehicle 
attitude from angular rate measurements. 

I .  Thc scquence depends on the convcnlion for assigning the directions of the linear axes 
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In order to determine the angular velocity, consider that the total angular velocity is the sum of 
thrce components. each measured about one of the intermediate axes in the chain of rotations which 
bring the navigation frame into coincidence with the body frame. Using the fundamental 
trmdorms, each of the three rotation rates are transformed into the body frame by the remaining 
rotations in thc sequence to give the result in the body frame. 

h 

This result gives the vehicle angular velocity expressed in the body frame in terms or the Euler 
angle rates. Notice that when the vehicle is level the x and y components are zcro and the z 
component is just the yaw rate as expected. 

This relationship is also very useful in its inverted form. One can verify b 

becawc 0 c$-w s$l = ceql 
Z X 

substitution that: 
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APPENDIX I1 - DISTURBANCE REDUCTION 

It is an unwritten rule of control systcm design that one should consider how the dynamics of the 
system might be improved through mechunicni m e m s  before implementing a control strategy. It 
is often the case that simplc mechanical additions or improvements to the systcm can reducc 
system non-lincarities, improve system response time, or improve the quality of systcin feedback. 
In the case or thc autonomous speed control problem, the most significant disturbances arise due 
to the gravity forces acting upon the vehicle. The relative strength metric derived in the disturbance 
analysis section will be expanded to show that disturbance reduction is equivalent to an 
improvement in the propulsive force to weight ratio, or equivalently. the power to weight ralio of 
the vehicle. 

For the purposes of our application to the NavLab 11, it is difficult to increase the available 
propulsion force, therefore we choose to decrease vehicle weight through a configuration redesign. 
In the course of the redesign some weight was reduced through the elimination of unne.cessary 
components and the replacement of components with lighter weight alternatives. However, a 
significant portion of the total weight shed was attributable to small changes made in thc heat 
transfcr efficiency of the on-board computing’s active cooling system. The strong relationship 
between thermal efficiency and system weight is similar to problems encountered in the design of 
other mobile systems, including automobiles and satellites, in which a thermal partition must be 
maintained at an energy cost to the system - classically stated in the Claussius statement of the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics. The attendant weight cost is attributable to the required size up 
of the power production system. 

In this chapter we produce a set of cost functions that allow the system designer to consider the 
effects of component addition to the physical speed control performance of the machine, as 
dcscribed by the system power to weight ratio. We will show that the relationship between systcm 
weight and system power requirements is non-linear and possessive of a step like behavior 
properly described by a floor function. Finally we will show that disturbance reduction is most 
strongly linked to the thermal efficiency of the active cooling system. 

53. RELATIVE ANALYSIS - THE CASE FOR WEIGHT REDUCTION 

The case for performing mass reduction is b a e d  on the same relative analysis techniques pre- 
sentcd in the modelling chapters. The basis of the question is whether the reduction of mass 
improves the physical ability of the vehicle’s propulsion system (independent of any speed con- 
trol algorithms) to reject externally applied disturbance forces. We expand the relative strength 
analysis to include a powertrain propulsion force term F,: 

I I 
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The relative strength of propulsion is then found to be: 

- - 

m g  cf+ isinel) + ? p ~ c , , A  + F,, 

We can sec from this relationship that as rn, the mass of the vehicle, increases the relative strength 
or propulsion S, decreases. Reduction of mass is thus one method for improving the relative 
strength of propulsion. 

54. COST FUNCTIONS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR RECONFIGURATION 

The performance of a mobile machine can be quantified by the ratio of the generated locomotive 
power to the weight of the machine - this ratio is called the power to weight ratio. The power to 
weight ratio is a good first order approximation to acceleration, and therefore to the physical ability 
of the machine to attain velocity and reject disturbances. In this section, the power 10 weight ratio 
of a reconfigured machine will be derived as a function of the power to weight ratio of the original 
machine altered by the cost of autonomy. 

54.1 Cost Functions 
The cost of autonomy can be predicted during the design phase using two cost functions, one for 
power and a second for weight. The total power cost is the sum of the power cost of those 
components powered from the vehicle's main engine and those components powered from an 
auxiliary on-board power source. 

The locomotive power cost is equal to the summation of the power loads of the components that 
are to be p0were.d by the vehicle's main engine. pro-rated by the efficiency of the machine's power 
generation system. 

The auxiliary power cost is equal to the summation of the power loads of the individual 
components that require auxiliary power, pro-rated by the efficiency of the on-board auxiliary 
power generation system: 
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Thc total weight cost is comprised of two components, the first is the sum of (he weights of the 
individual components which require power. The second is the weight of the auxiliary power 
generation system, which is found by sizing the system against the auxiliary power requirement. 
Because power generation components are available in discrete sizes, the weight of the power 
gcneration system is the weight of the smallest system capable of supplying the auxiliary powcr. 
This rclationship is represented by the floorfitnction. 

A ,  = Wi + LA;""] u 
Consider the power cost of an individual component i, in the power cost summation above. Each 
component contributes its power cost to the total power cost; however. the power cost of some 
components is u filnction oj the power costs of other components. If raising the powerdraw of 
component A affects the powerdraw of component B, then component A exhibits power cost 
duality. An example of such acomponent is acomputing card. As the powerdraw of the computing 
card increases, so does its need for air conditioning. Raising the powerdraw of the card may 
require, in turn, raising the. powerdraw of the air conditioner. The overall effect on the system is 
more than just the card's powerdraw increase. 

54.2 Configuration Power to Weight Ratio 

Thc capability of the configuration] is defined by the configuration power to weight ratio. which 
is found as follows. The configuration power C, is the power generation capability of the original 
machinc, M,. depleted by the locomotive power cost: 

h - 
r p  '" I C, = M - A  I 

The configuration weight is the sum of the original machine's weight M, and the weight of the 
autonomy hardware. 

The final configuration power to weight ratio is thus found to be: 
I i 

54.3 Configuration Efficiencies 
As a basis of comparison among concept configurations, two efficiency metrics are introduced, the 
Coefficient of Power Peflurmunce and the Coefficient of Weight Petformatice. The coefficient of 

I The corrf~urntiori is the machine after alleratim for nutmomy. 
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power performance describes the distribution o f  power toward cognitive activity and support. A 
ratio of  zero would require no power to support cognition and would be the most efficient possible 
configuration. A ratio of 1 would require all of the robot's power just to think, and would be 
incapable of doing any work. . 
Thc coefficient of weight performance describes the distribution of weight toward cognitive 
activity and support. A ratio of zero would indicate a massless cognition system, while a ratio of 
one would indicate an immobile system - a brain without a body. 

54.4 Component Addition and Il Deration 
Consider an expanded form of the configuration power to weight ratio equation 

The form of this equation provides some insights into the nature of n deration as components are 
added to the configuration. First, note that in the numerator, the configuration power is derated 
discretely, in an amount proportional to the powerdraw of the individual vehicle-powered 
components. Second, note that, in the denominator, the weight of the configuration is increased 
discretely by the weight of the individual components. Finally, note that, in the denominator, the 
presence of the floor function indicates that the addition of an auxiliary powered component muy 
or may not further increase the weight of the vehicle configuration. 

To summarize, adding a component can have the following effect: 

If powered bv the vehicle: 

Reduces the configuration power. 
* Adds its own weight to the configuration weight. 

If the c.omponent is powered bv an auxiliarv source: 

* Adds its own weight to the configuration weight. 
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- Increase the auxiliary power load. which MAY force a power and / or weight size up of the 
power generation system. 

If the component exhibits cusf duality it also: - MAY force a power and I or weight size up in a second component. 

54.5 Cost Duality and Hidden Floor Functions 

Ir  a component exhibits cost duality, it may force a power and / or weight size up in a second 
component. Cost duality exists when a second component must be sized to meet the specifications 
of a group of subcomponents. The given example in this work has been air conditioning. Because 
thc second component is being sized, its power draw and weight ure alsofToorfc~ncrioris. In the 
e.xpanded n equation, the individual weights Wi and power draws Pi may themselves be floor 
functions, lending an increasingly complex behavior to the configuration process. Because the 
floor function exhibits a step like behavior at its threshold, the significant of changes in fl due to 
component addition are often more a matter of how close the configuration is to the threshold than 
on the component itself. 

55. THE POWER WEIGHT SPIRAL 

The power-weight spiral is an effect commonly noted by systems integrators. Occasionally. thc 
addition of component A results in the need to upsize one or more additional components. It is also 
possible that the upsizing of these additional components will, in turn, cause the performance of 
component A to be insufficient, requiring i t  to be upsized, which creates positive feedback. There 
arc two fundamental types of power-weight spirals. The first is truly a spiral, and is called the 
Posiaive Feedback Power-Wezghr Spiral. The second is not truly a spiral, in the sense that i t  is not 
a closed loop response, but merely a chain reaction - this reaction is called the C h c h  Reaction 
Power- Weight Spiral. 

55.1 Positive Feedback Power-Weight Spiral - the Power Weight Density 
A positive feedback power-weight spiral occurs as a result of internal coupling in the n equation. 
Consider the following simplified version of the n equation. 

Assume now the that value of n is too low for the needs of the mobile robot; the designw wishes 
to increasc n. Further assume that he or she chooses to increase n by increasing M,.’ Because there 
is n o  such thing as a massless power source, increasingMp necessarily affects M,,, as well. M, and 

I .  Note that increasing thc auxiliary power can only reducc n, as i t  increases w,eight without supplyins addi- 
~ i o n a l  loromorivc power. 
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M,. are functionally coupled. The change in n for a given change in Mp can be calculated as 
follows: 

Taking the partial derivatives and noting that there is no functional dependence of A ,  or A, on M,: 

q- (jv,> +A,,)  

The condition for increasing n is found when this partial derivative is greater than zero:' 

Noting that (M, + A,) and (MP - A,) are both always positive quantities, the partial derivative may 
be isolated without loss of generality: 

This equation may be inverted to yield the following condition for increasing ri, with two caveats 
that will be explored in a moment. 

This condition may be interpreted as follows. The ratio of the change power production to the 
change in weighr must be greater than the current configuration power to weight ratio in order for 
the addition of the component to increase n. An intuitive way to think about this relationship is 
through a density analogy. n is thepower to weight density of the system. Increasing n increases 
the system density. A densitycan only be increased by adding something that is more dense to the 
system. The ratio of change in power to change in weight is the densip of ci diferenfinl qtmrztify. 
The condition requires the density of the differential to be greater than the density of thc system. 

I .  I havc omitted some algebraic steps liere by noting that the denominator is always positive: I can ihus cnn- 
d e r  only the numcrator i n  the inequality. 
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The posirive feedback power weighr spiral occurs when a power producing component that does 
not meet the condition i s  added to the configuration. Instead of raising n. as cxpected, the 
additional power producing element derates n. Positive feedback can occur if the designcrs 
inistakcnly continue to add more power producing elements - effectively worsening thc situation. 

55.2 Two Caveats to the Power Weight Density Condition 
Whcn the differential quantity was inverted to yield the last equation, therc was no consideration 
given to the possibility that the differential itself could be anegative number, or undefined. It could 
be the case that the replacement of a power source with a new power sourcc (such as the 
replacement of a gasoline engine with a jet-engine) could result in a net power increase and a 
weight decrease. The case where the partial derivative is strictly negative is therefore an equally 
acceptable condition, as long as rhe power is increasing. In the case where the ratio is undefined, 
due to a zero change in weight, the condition is governed by the sign of the change. i n  power. A 
positive power change raises n, a negative power change lowers n. The following conditions also 
lead to an increase in n. 

Negative Ratio: due to increasing power, decrease in weight: 

Undefined Ratio: due to zero weight change, with increase in power, 

55.3 Chain Reaction Power-Weight Spiral -the Floor Function 
A chain-reaction type power-weight spiral occurs when one or more cost duality linked 
components are near their thresholds when acomponent is added. What appears to be a closed loop 
effect is actually the result of exceeding several component thresholds one after thc other. It is 
significant to note that small changes in variables (power draw) can result in large changes in n 
(power to weight ratio). Note also that fhe eSfect (and thus rhe spiral) is reversible. If the 
requirements of a functional design can be reduced by a small amount, i t  is possible to incrcase the 
power to weight ratio by a large amount. Intuitively, this means edging the design under the limits 
of the next smaller series (thus lighter) of power components. This point will turn out to bc key to 
the application example in this chapter. 

~ ~ 
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56. APPLICATION TO THE NAVLAB 11 MOBILE ROBOT 

56.1 M, and M, 
Changes to the power production of the vehicle's engine and the original weight of the vehicle were 
ruled out as too costly for the following reasons. First and foremost, there is little or no mobile 
robotics research content in redesigning the vehicle itself. Secondly, both the dollar and lime costs 
wcre expected to be high due to the mismatch between the organization and the t&k - the university 
is not organized to perfonn custom automotive redesign. Costs for such a vcnture are expccted to 
be high due to the steep learning curve and possible required capital equipment investments. 

56.2 A, and A, 
Changes to the engine power draw were ruled out because the original configuration drew no 
power from the vehicle engine, except for three small actuators. The power draw of these actuators 
is minimized for the application and practically insignificant to the engine. Coulter and Mueller[6] 
identified in their configuration study likely sources of weight reduction in the autonomy 
hardware. As as result of process of elimination (there was no less costly alternative) and due to 
the high likelihood of a performance improvement, A, was chosen as the single component for 
redesign study. ' 
56.3 Coefficients of Performance 
The coefficient of Dower aerformance is calculated as follows: 

This indicates that about 3.5% of the power of the entire vehicle is dedicated to cognition and 
cognitive support. The coefficient of weight performance is calculated as follows: 

This indicates that approximately 25% of the total vehicle weight is dedicated to cognitivc support. 

1. Note that in general. more than onc component can be chr!rcn for redesign. The selcctirm of a single com- 
ponent is specific to (his application. 
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56.4 The A, Cost Function 

Consider thc following schematic of the autonomy hardware, representing the flow o f  elcctrical 
power from the generator, through the UPS, to the electrical components. Autonomy components 
are subdivided into five primary groups. The A, cost function is written as the summation of the 
weight cost functions of each of these five primary groups 

I 

(Coulter[S]) demonstrates that several of these weight functions are floor functions and nested 
floor functions, whose parameters are electronics devices requiring active cooling. The imposition 
of a thermal barrier requires additional power; inefficient barriers require even morc power, 
unnecessarily sizing up power production and distribution components. Function backchaining 
indicated that smdll changes in thermodynamic efficiency could lead to largc changes in syslem 
weight. 

56.5 Reconfiguration 

The study by (Coulter and Mueller[h]) provided for systematic weight reduction. A reduction i n  
weight (310 pounds) was made by removing a monitor and an unneeded passenger work station. 
Another reduction (390 pounds) was made by replacing a large inertial pan and lilt platform with 
a smaller pan and tilt platform. The remainder of the weight loss came from a reconfiguration of 
the power generation and distribution system through the redistribution of components requiring 
activc cooling, and through improvements to the thermal barrier separating the cold compartment 
from the rest of the vehicle (Coulter[S]). 
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Percentage 

Weight Loss 
Sub-System Weight Loss of Totdl 

Air Conditioning 100 Ihf 7.14% 

Power 600 lbf 42.86% 

Staget 390 Ibf 27.86% 

Structure 310 Ibf 22.14% 

Totals 1400 Ibf 100% 

The following table illustrates the power and weight savings breakdown: 

Current Design Weight and Power Savings hy Sub-System 

Power 
Draw 

Reduction 

600 W 

-0 

336 W 

0 

936 W 

Aut. Power 

Aut. Weight 

Vehicle 
Power 

Percentage 
of Total 
Powcr 
Draw 

Reduction 

Original Modified Percent 
Total Total Change 

4100 W 3150 W -23.17% 

2500 Ibf 11001bf -56.0% 

150 HP 150 HP 0% 

63 .O% 

Weight 

n 

0 

10,200 Ibf 8800 lbf -13.73% 

0.015 0.017 +12.0% 

35.0% 

0 

98.0% 

The effects of the reconfiguration are summarized below. Aut. Power stands for the power draw of 
the on-boud autonomy hardware. Aut. weight is the weight of the autonomy hardware. Vehiulr 
power IF the power rating of the vehicle's engine. Weight is the total system weight. 

Current Design Power and Weight Change 

57. CONCEPT CONFIGURATION DESIGNS 

The reconfiguration design that was performed on the NavLab TI has, inherently. a number of 
assumptions about the mission of the vehicle, and its support requirements. Broadly stated, the 
NavLab series of mobile robots were designed as software development tools - a mobile 
NAVigational LABoratory for mobile robotics research. As such, this required the emplacement 
of  seats: monitors, computing stations and other equipment for the researcher's use. The current 
design still rcflccts the philosophy of supporting research at thc expense of performance. In this 
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Video Switchers & VCR 

Resize UPS 

section, we will consider a series of conceptual configurations that undo somc of the majoi- 
assumptions in this philosophy. The performance cost of each assumption can then bc calculatcd 
in several ways. The cost of the assumption in t e r m  of the change in Il from the original vehicle 
will be considered, as well as the change in n from the last concept configuration in the serics. 

-46 lbf -75 w 
-50 Ibf -0 

57.1 Concept #1: Off-load Passengers and Data Displays 
Consider removing from the NavLab TI all of the equipment that supports the human researcher’s 
softwarc developrne.nt needs. Such equipment includes monitors, keyboards, seats, and non- 
essential video and electronics equipment. The following weight and power draw reductions, and 
changes in n e.nsue: 

Component Power and Weight Reductions 

Resize Generators 

Total 

Weight Power 

Monitors -157 lbf -371 W 

-30 lbf -0 

667 lbf 2704 W 

I Seats and Structure I -150lbf I -0 I 

Aut. Power 

Modified Concept #I Percent 
Total Total Change 

3150 W 2704 W -14.16% 

Vehicle 
Power 

150 HP I50 HP 0% 

I Aut. Weight 1 1100 lbf I 667 Ibf I -39.36% ~ I 

Weight 

n 
8800 Ibf 8367 lbf -4.92% 

0.0170 0.0179 +5.3% 
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Original 

57.2 Concept #2 Eliminate Air Conditioning 

The current configuration does not requirc air conditioning to cool the computing. if adequate air 
circulation i s  maintained. The computing is capable of running on 100" days, as long as the heal is 
properly ducted away from the electronics. Air conditioning is required only when the compuling 
environment must be sealed from the ambient environment. This is not necessary, as ambient air 
could be adequately filtered for cooling purposes. The following tables consider the savings 
incurred by eliminating the air conditioner. 

Air Conditioning Power and Weight Reductions 

We.ight Power 

667 Ibf 2704 W 

Eliminate Air Conditioning 

Resize UPS 

-130 1bf -1200 w 
-120 Ibf -0 

Resize Generators 

Power and Weight Change - Concept #2 

Total Total Change 

-68 lbf -0 

I Aut. Weight I 1100 Ibf 1 3491bf 1-68.27% 1 

Total (1  349 Ibf 1 

I I I I I 

1504W 

I Vehicle I 150HP I 150HP 10% I 

Weight 

n 

1 Power 1 
8800 Ibf 8049 lbf -8.53% 

0.0 170 0.0186 +9.41% 
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Computing 

57.3 Concept #3: Production Computing and Sensing 
The sensing equipment aboard the NavLab TI is research grade, which means that it is larger: 
heavier and most powcr hungry than would be seen on a production line system. The following 
power and weight improvements are based on the latest. compatible laser scanning devices and 
video cameras. 

Production Computing and Sensing 
Configuration 

Power Weight 

290 W 28 Ibf 

Aut. Weight 

Vehicle 
Power 

Weight 

n 1 

Sensing 1 126W I 201bf I 

1100 lbf 149 lbf -86.45% 

150HP 150 HP 0% 

8800 Ibf 7849 Ibf -10.81% 

0.0170 10.0191 1 +12.35% 

50 Ibf 

Total 416 W 149 Ibf 

Power and Weight Change - Concept #3 

Total Total Change 

-86.79% 
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Aut. Weight I 0 I 1491bf I 3491bf I 667 Ibf 1100 Ibf 

57.4 Summary of Concepts 

The following table compares the six design variation across a number of parameters. n, An and 
the percent change in n from the original state of the vehicle are all given. In addition, the power 
performance cuefficient p. and the weight performance coefficient r, are all calculated for each 
design. 

Design Performance Comparison 

2500 Ibf 

Unaltered Concept Concept Concept Modified Original I Vehiclc I #3 I #2 I # I  I Design 1 Design I 

Vehicle 
Power 

Total 
Weight 

I I ! I I I 

Aut. Power I o I416W I 1504W I 2704 W 1 3150 W I 4100 w 

150 HP 150 HP 150 HP 150 HP 150 HP 150 HP 

7700 Ibf 7849 lbf 8049 Ibf 8367 Ibf 8800 lbf 10,200 Ibf 

Anlast 

%Anore 

0 -0.00037 -0.00047 -0.00071 -0.00088 -0.00234 

100% 98.10% 95.69% 92.04% 87.53% 75.51% 

I n  I0.01948 I0.01911 10.01864 I0.01793 I0.01705 10.01471 I 

I P  I o  I 0.00370 10.01326 10.02359 10.02738 10.03534 1 
I r  10 I 0.01898 1 0.04336 I 0.07972 I 0.12500 I 0.24510 I 

57.4.1 Graphical Comparisons 
The relationships among power, weight and system performance are more readily seen in the 
following graphs. The p and r plots below show that the weight increase does not follow that same 
rate as the power increase. Notice that the slopes of the curves do not correlate. Sharp increases in 
weight coefficient do not necessarily follow from sharp increases in power coefficient. 
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I 

c 
a) 

u 

a) 
0 

.~ 
E 50.0 

The following graphs compare the system performance, n against the total syste.ni weight and the. 
total system power draw. Note thiit the performance drop follows precisely from the weight 
increase . however neither n nor the system weight follow the change in power draw. 1 

- ~ 

Configuration Comparison 

57.4.2 Comments 
These graphs illustrate that, in this case, the relationship between the system weight and the system 
power is clearly non-linear Changes in weight increase in a manner prescribed by the floor 
functions. Large weight changes correlate to resizing of power components and the elimination of 
supporting structure. The largest change, between the modified and original designs. corresponds 
to the doubling of the number of required power components, because physical upsizing of a single 
component was no longer practical. 

I. This is a special case, as no power is being drawn from the engine. Ihc power to weight change is only 
dependent upon the system wcight changc. 
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